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Abstract: Researchers have begun to explore animals’ capacities for uncertainty monitoring and metacognition. This exploration could extend the study of animal self-awareness and establish the relationship of self-awareness to other-awareness. It could sharpen descriptions of metacognition in the human literature and suggest the earliest roots of metacognition in human development. We summarize research on uncertainty monitoring by humans, monkeys, and a dolphin within perceptual and metamemory tasks. We extend phylogenetically the search for metacognitive capacities by considering studies that have tested less cognitively sophisticated species. By using the same uncertainty-monitoring paradigms across species, it should be possible to map the phylogenetic distribution of metacognition and illuminate the emergence of mind. We provide a unifying formal description of animals’ performances and examine the optimality of their decisional strategies. Finally, we interpret animals’ and humans’ nearly identical performances psychologically. Low-level, stimulus-based accounts cannot explain the phenomena. The results suggest granting animals a higher-level decision-making process that involves criterion setting using controlled cognitive processes. This conclusion raises the difficult question of animal consciousness. The results show that animals have functional features of or parallels to human conscious cognition. Remaining questions are whether animals also have the phenomenal features that are the feeling/knowing states of human conscious cognition, and whether the present paradigms can be extended to demonstrate that they do. Thus, the comparative study of metacognition potentially grounds the systematic study of animal consciousness.
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1. Introduction

Extensive research on metacognition and uncertainty monitoring has been done to explore humans’ capacity to recognize uncertainty and to know when they do not know (Brown et al. 1982; Dunlosky & Nelson 1997; Flavell 1979; Koriat 1993; Metcalfe & Shimamura 1994; Nelson 1992; Nelson & Dunlosky 1991; Nelson & Narens 1990; Reder 1996; Schwartz 1994). Human adults and older human children (hereafter, humans) respond adaptively when facing difficult or uncertain situations – they defer response and seek help, hints, or additional information.

Less research has been done to explore the metacognitive capacities of nonhuman animals (hereafter, animals – Hampton 2001; Inman & Shettleworth 1999; Shields et al. 1997; Smith et al. 1995; 1997; 1998; Smith & Schull 1989; Teller 1989). We consider the present status and future prospects of this area of comparative psychology. We believe the area would benefit if interested colleagues evaluated existing research and guided future research through their commentaries.

The article proceeds as follows. First, we describe a theoretical framework for metacognition. Second, we discuss potential contributions from a comparative psychology of metacognition. Third, we discuss the requirements for comparative metacognition paradigms that have caused this field to develop slowly. Fourth, we consider existing uncertainty-monitoring results in the domains of perception (Shields et al. 1997; Smith et al. 1995; 1997) and memory (Hampton 2001; Smith et al. 1998). Fifth, we extend phy-
logenetically the search for metacognitive capacities in animals by considering studies that tested less cognitively sophisticated species (rats and pigeons – Inman & Shettleworth 1999; Smith & Schull 1989; Teller 1989). It is a potentially important fact that these species have not shown evidence of metacognitive capacities, whereas humans, monkeys, and a dolphin have. Sixth, we provide a unifying formal description of performance in the tasks herein described. Seventh, we discuss the appropriate psychological interpretation of animals’ performances. Eighth, we consider the nettlesome relationship between these uncertainty-monitoring performances and the declarative consciousness of uncertain mental states.

2. A theoretical framework for metacognition

Metacognition is defined to be cognition about cognition. The idea in this field is that some minds contain a cognitive executive that looks in on thought or problem solving to see how it is going and how it might be facilitated (e.g., as when we realize that a paragraph of an article has not been understood and reread it). Nelson and Narens (1990) gave the literature on human metacognition a useful theoretical framework (Fig. 1). They theorized that mental activities occur at a meta level and at a lower, object level during cognitive processing. The meta level monitors the processing and determines its progress and prospects. These monitoring functions of the meta level (i.e., the basic metacognitive judgments) are shown at the top of Figure 1. There is an ease-of-learning judgment about whether material will be easy or hard to learn (pepperoni-pizza vs. pepperoni-the-saurus). There is a judgment of learning about the level of learning achieved. There is a feeling-of-knowing judgment about whether information is potentially available in memory or not (e.g., the middle names of William___Clinton vs. Anthony___Blair). There is a judgment about one’s confidence in the accuracy of retrieved answers.

The meta level also controls cognitive processing, directing information processing in ways that may be more felicitous. These metacognitive control processes are shown at the bottom of Figure 1. The meta level may select new processes (e.g., elaborative rehearsal instead of maintenance), allocate extra study time to difficult items, terminate studying when sufficient learning is judged to have been achieved (some undergraduates make this judgment too optimistically), select new retrieval strategies when present ones are failing, or abandon retrieval efforts if success seems improbable.

Figure 1 lays out an ambitious potential research program that could show all of these capacities in animals but which has barely begun. Thus far researchers have evaluated whether animals monitor the certain or uncertain status of ongoing perception and memory. No studies have considered whether animals use their uncertainty to alter adaptively the character of information processing. So there remain interesting lines of research to be pursued regarding both the metacognitive control processes and the metacognitive monitoring processes shown in Figure 1.

3. Potential contributions of a comparative psychology of metacognition

The comparative study of metacognition potentially illuminates important issues in comparative psychology and cognitive science. First, metacognition is considered one of humans’ most sophisticated cognitive capacities and possibly a uniquely human cognitive capacity. It is an important question whether this capacity extends to other species. Second, the comparative study of metacognition would expand the study of animal self-awareness that has depended on the elegant but controversial mirror dye-mark test that assays animals’ bodily self-awareness (Gallup 1982; Gallup & Suarez 1986; Parker et al. 1994; Swartz 1997; Swartz et al. 1999). Direct measures of cognitive self-awareness, which may be a different thing from self-recognition (Cheney & Seyfarth 1990, p. 240), would be a useful addition to this area.

Third, comparative metacognition research would contribute to theory-of-mind research. Theory-of-mind research asks whether animals know and monitor the other’s mental states and states of knowing (Byrne & Whiten 1991; Cheney & Seyfarth 1990; Heyes 1998 and associated commentaries; White & Byrne 1997). The complementary question is whether animals know and monitor their own mental states and states of knowing (Schull & Smith 1992). The relation between these capacities is an important issue in discussions about theory of mind and the evolution of social intelligence. Some theories stress the evolutionary interdependence between self- and other- mental awareness. Perhaps self-awareness evolved in social species to facilitate other-awareness and social intelligence (see Humphrey 1976). Indeed, perhaps self-awareness was a prerequisite for other-awareness. Direct measures of cognitive self-awareness could let theorists explore such possibilities.
Fourth, given the link between humans’ metacognition and declarative consciousness (Nelson 1996), the study of animal metacognition would contribute to the study of animal consciousness. Weiskrantz (1986; 1997, Ch. 4, pp. 77–99) discussed the possibility of studying animal consciousness through behavioral responses. In his thought experiment, animals had available two discrimination responses and also a commentary key with which to step outside the discrimination and report on the state of their knowledge or perception. The tasks described in this article provide to animals this commentary key in a variety of settings. We agree that these tasks suggest the possibility of exploring animal consciousness systematically. However, we will discuss the difficulty of inferring declarative consciousness from animals’ performances in tasks of this kind. We will also discuss the possible theoretical separation between animals’ having the functional parallels of humans’ conscious cognition and animals’ having the subjective, phenomenal feelings of doubt and knowing.

Fifth, because the same uncertainty-monitoring paradigms can be used across several species, metacognitive capacities can be assayed comparably in different phylogenetic groups. This means that it should eventually be possible to draw the map of the phylogenetic distribution of metacognition or cognitive self-awareness. This map might illuminate the emergence of mind.

Sixth, species differences in these capacities might reveal the cognitive mechanisms underlying metacognition. For example, comparing the capacity for uncertainty monitoring in species with and without language could indicate the role of language in metacognition. Correlating uncertainty awareness with the capacities for planning and future-oriented cognition could show the extent to which metacognition is prospective and allied to other executive functions. The comparative psychology of metacognition could also suggest the earliest roots of metacognition in human development and provide the techniques for investigating them. In these and other ways we believe the parallel investigation of animal and human metacognition could produce a constructive synergy.

4. Requirements for a comparative uncertainty paradigm

There are two basic requirements for creating a comparative uncertainty paradigm. One is to create perceptual or cognitive difficulty for the animal in order to stir up something like an uncertainty state. The other is to provide a behavioral (i.e., nonverbal) response that lets the animal comment on or cope adaptively with that state. (This second requirement explains why comparative metacognition research began slowly. The typical human paradigm did not suit animals, for their phenomena relied heavily on verbal self-reports about feelings of knowing, judgments of learning, tip-of-the-tongue experiences, and so forth – Brown 1991; Hart 1965; Smith et al. 1991.)

These two requirements can be illustrated by considering psychophysical procedures. These procedures are highly developed for creating difficulty for animals.
narrow the contrast between alternative stimulus input classes and force observers to make difficult discriminations at their perceptual thresholds (Au & Moore 1990; Blough 1958; Schusterman & Barrett 1975; Yunker & Herman 1974). They always cause the animal difficulty. The important question for metacognition research is whether animals sense this difficulty and could respond adaptively to it – that is, whether psychophysical procedures generate usable uncertainty states in animals.

Causing the animal difficulty is not sufficient for answering this question. Illustrating this point, Figure 2 shows the performance of a dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) near threshold in a discrimination between 2,100-Hz tones and tones at any lower frequency (Smith et al. 1995). The animal made one response (Low) correctly to trials below about 2,075 Hz and the other response (High) correctly to many 2,100-Hz trials. The trials surrounding 2,055 Hz, his known threshold relative to 2,100 Hz (Herman & Arbe 1972), produced near-chance performance. This task causes the animal the difficulty it should. It might be creating the uncertainty states the comparative metacognition researcher seeks to study. But it cannot show whether the animal senses the difficulty or could cope with the uncertainty. These capacities are hidden by allowing only two responses that map to the two input classes (2,100-Hz tones and lower tones) and by denying the animal any way to comment on uncertainty or respond adaptively to it.

It is possible that animals’ ancillary behaviors would betray their uncertainty or conflict on threshold trials. These hesitations and waverings do sometimes occur, and they made behaviorists uncomfortable because they suggested that animals might be in mental turmoil over difficult trials. Tolman even suggested that these uncertainty behaviors – “lookings or runnings back and forth” – could be taken as a behaviorist’s definition of animal consciousness (Tolman 1927). As a behaviorist, Tolman sometimes misbehaved. Moreover, 12 years later, Tolman (1938, p. 27) retracted this claim, thereby completing his own theoretical “looking or running back and forth.” (See also Tolman 1932/1967.)

However, it may not be advisable to rely on ancillary behaviors to convey information about the animal’s uncertainty processes. These behaviors may not happen, they may be poorly interpretable or measurable, and they may defeat comparative research because animals in different species may react differently when facing uncertainty. For example, unlike uncertain humans, uncertain dolphins do not scratch their heads. Accordingly, the safest course in comparative metacognition research is to give animals of different species the same concrete response that lets them report on or deal with the difficult situation. This is the second requirement of a comparative uncertainty paradigm: to provide animals with a third, uncertain response that lets them cope with difficulty by declining the trials they do not choose to complete. Then a reasonable strategy for the animal is to use the uncertain response sparingly, when errors on the primary perceptual or cognitive task are judged to be likely. To carry out this strategy, animals must identify, if they can, the occasions on which they are liable to err.

5. The “Uncertain” response in human psychophysics

One methodology for studying animals’ uncertainty monitoring combines psychophysical procedures that cause animals perceptual difficulty with the uncertainty response that lets them report on and cope with their uncertainty (Smith et al. 1995; 1997). This paradigm has a rich history in human experimental psychology that raises the possibility of studying metacognition comparatively.

Human observers in early psychophysical studies were often allowed to respond “Uncertain” when they felt unable to assign a stimulus to one of the two primary input classes (Angell 1907; Fernberger 1914; 1930; George 1917; Watson et al. 1973; Woodworth 1938). Some researchers hoped that the level of uncertainty responses would index sensory sensitivity (e.g., Urban 1910), with dull and sharp perceivers needing that response more and less, respectively. However, others questioned this approach (Fernberger 1914; Woodworth 1938, pp. 419–27), noting the special psychological status of the response “Uncertain” (henceforth Uncertain response). That response had longer latencies (Angell 1907; George 1917; Woodworth 1938) and special susceptibility to instructions (Brown 1910; Fernberger 1914; 1930; Woodworth 1938). It seemed to be linked to participants’ personality or temperament (Angell 1907; Fernberger 1930; Thomson 1920) – a linkage that surely had little to do with studying sensory capability. It seemed to be more reflective and cognitive than the two primary discrimination responses (Angell 1907; Fernberger 1930; George 1917).

Theorists also had a structural concern about uncertainty responses. They believed that these were meta to the primary discrimination and were a comment on the participant’s failure to assign a stimulus to one of the primary input classes. George (1917) concluded that the doubtful responses were offenders against the constant attitude required in psychophysics because they introduced “extra-serial” attitudes into a task that depended on intra-serial, sen-

Figure 2. Frequency discrimination performance by a bottlenosed dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) in the procedure of Smith et al. (1995). The horizontal axis indicates the frequency (Hz) of the tone. The high response was correct for tones at exactly 2,100 Hz, and these trials are represented by the rightmost data point for each curve. All other tones deserved the low response. The percentages of trials ending with the high response (dashed line) or low response (dotted line) are shown.
sory attitudes. Boring (1920) suggested that doubt was an attitudinal seducer that took observers away from the series of mental states that are a continuous function of the series of stimuli. Jastrow (1888) and Brown (1910) recommended forcing a primary discrimination response from observers on each trial, while collecting confidence judgments on the side to replace the information provided by uncertainty responses. Confidence ratings are often collected from humans in this way. The catch is that animals have so far not proved able to report their confidence in this way (but see Shields et al., submitted).

However, we will see that animals can respond “Uncertain.” Given that fact, the structural problem early theorists had with this response makes it intriguing regarding a comparative psychology of uncertainty monitoring. The Uncertain response might be meta to animals’ primary discriminatory process, too. It might be for them, too, a comment on or a response to indeterminacy and difficulty in the primary discrimination. There is contemporary convergence on this possibility. The psychophysical Uncertain response instantiates the commentary key that Weiskrantz (1986; 1997) considered providing to blindsight animals in a thought experiment. Cowey and Stoerig (1992) proposed a similar Gedanken procedure (see also Cowey & Stoerig 1995). Their idea was to train a light/no-light discrimination, then use psychophysical procedures to bring the animal to a threshold where it would be only 50% correct. Critically, though, the animal would also have a third lever reinforced on a 75% schedule. Then the adaptive animal could report on its state of not knowing whether a light was seen, by choosing the third lever selectively on threshold trials.

These converging ideas made it clear that the psychophysical uncertainty paradigm was a strong starting place for the comparative study of uncertainty monitoring. We discuss now the results when humans, monkeys, and a dolphin were placed into difficult and uncertain perceptual situations and forced to make judgments at threshold, but were also allowed to respond Uncertain.

As we discuss these results, readers will naturally consider both metacognitive interpretations of performance and possible lower-level interpretations of performance. For example, there might be inadvertent cueing of the animal (e.g., by a dolphin trainer) to respond Uncertain on difficult trials. Or, the animal might respond Uncertain to avoid aversive, error-producing stimuli, instead of doing so to cope adaptively with uncertainty. Additional research in this field (see sects. 8–10) has addressed some alternative accounts. Alternative accounts are also discussed in section 14 on the problem of psychological interpretation. Section 14.2 specifically discusses the role that low-level, associative explanations of behavior have in explaining comparative data.

6. Uncertain responses by humans and monkeys in a psychophysical density discrimination

To begin the comparative study of uncertainty monitoring, Smith et al. (1997) placed humans and rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) in a visual density-discrimination task. Participants used a joystick to move a cursor to one of three objects on a computer screen (Fig. 3A). The dense response (choosing the box) was correct if the box contained exactly 2,950 illuminated pixels. The sparse response (choosing the S) was correct if the box had any fewer pixels. The Uncertain response (choosing the star) allowed participants to decline the trial and move into a new, guaranteed-win one. Initially, participants were stabilized on an easy discrimination involving 2,950- and 450-pixel boxes. Then, the discrimination’s difficulty was gradually increased by making the sparse boxes denser until performance faltered at about 2,950 versus 2,600 pixels. At mature performance, trial difficulty was continuously adjusted based on participants’ performance within a session to maintain difficulty at a constant, high level.

Figure 3B shows the performance of seven humans. Sparse responses predominated on sparser trials; dense responses predominated on true dense trials and the most difficult sparse trials. The primary discrimination was performed at chance where these two response curves cross. Humans responded Uncertain most in the region of uncertainty around this perceptual threshold. Humans knew when they were at risk for error in the primary discrimination, and declined those trials selectively and adaptively.

Humans’ post-experimental reports constructively corroborated this primary behavioral evidence of uncertainty responding. They said that their sparse and dense responses were cued by the objective stimulus conditions (i.e., sparsity or density) on a trial. In contrast, they said that their Uncertain responses were prompted by personal feelings of uncertainty, doubt, and of not knowing the correct answer in the discrimination (“I was uncertain; I didn’t know or couldn’t tell”). This suggests that, for humans, the Uncertain response may reveal not only metacognitive monitoring but also a reflexive awareness of the self as cognitive monitor. Given their construal of the Uncertain response, some humans did not even like using it, for they felt it was cheating or a cop-out. Humans have given these same introspections about Uncertain responses — that is, that they are “sort of an admission of weakness” (Fernberger 1930, p. 210) — for almost 100 years. In related recent work we have found that males are especially overconfident in a task of this kind and tend to think they know even when they do not (Washburn et al. 2001). Apparently, males are unlikely to stop and ask for directions even within psychophysical discriminations.

These data replicated the phenomenon and the phenomenology of the Uncertain response in human psychophysics. They confirmed that this response is a comment by humans on the failure of the primary discriminatory process, or a no-confidence vote on that process. Humans’ metacognitive performance in this task thus provided a good comparative target to which monkeys’ performance could be referred.

Two 9-year-old rhesus monkeys participated in the same task. These joystick-trained monkeys were tested using the Language Research Center’s Computerized Test System (LRC-CTS; Washburn & Rumbaugh 1992). They received food pellets or 19-second timeouts, respectively, for correct or incorrect responses.

Both monkeys performed like the humans did, with Uncertain responses focused on the discrimination’s crossover (Figs. 3C, 3D). The monkeys declined somewhat more trials than the humans did, possibly because the monkeys (but not the humans) were working for food rewards, or possibly because the humans (but not the monkeys) had scruples about using this response. Monkeys, like humans,
correctly assessed when they were at risk for error in the primary discrimination and declined those trials preemptively. There is clearly a strong analogy between the use of the psychophysical uncertainty response by the two species. In fact, Figure 3 presents one of the strongest existing matches between human and animal performance in the comparative literature.

A related experiment strengthened this analogy by demonstrating parallel individual differences within the two species in the use of the Uncertain response. In this experiment, instead of dynamically titrating perceivers' thresholds, we continuously offered perceivers a wide range of densities from easy sparses to easy denses. This experiment resembled others that have collected doubtful judgments from humans (e.g., Woodworth 1938).

Figures 4A and 4B, respectively, show the results from eight humans and from one particular human. The two discrimination responses (sparse and dense) were used in the same way. The difference is that the eight humans generally responded Uncertain to the difficult, indeterminate trials near the discrimination's breakpoint. The single human did not. Figures 4C and 4D, respectively, show the performance of Monkeys Baker and Abel. Both animals used the two discrimination responses in the same way, performing better for stimuli farther from the task's midpoint. Baker selectively declined the indeterminate trials near the discrimination's breakpoint that he would most probably lose; Abel did not. Thus, under the same circumstances that caused a human not to respond Uncertain in this task, Abel chose not to, either.

All humans and animals in both dense-sparse tasks just described used the primary discrimination responses (dense and sparse) in the same way. This supports the idea that the two primary responses in a discrimination task are functionally highly stable for being perceptually anchored by and mapped to the two stimulus-input classes. Across experiments, amongst humans and between monkeys, only the use of the Uncertain response showed strong differences. The early psychophysicists, observing this peculiar changeability of the Uncertain response in the hands of humans, concluded that the Uncertain response was not perceptually anchored to a stimulus input class, that it was about the failure of assignment of stimuli to an input class, and that it was related to uncertainty, extra-serial attitudes, and decisional temperaments (Angell 1907; Fernberger 1930; Thomson 1920). It is an interesting fact that monkeys'
the animal would behave at threshold when allowed to respond Uncertain.

Figure 5A answers this question. The dolphin’s primary discrimination performance was the same, but now he used the Uncertain response for the difficult trials surrounding his discrimination threshold. Five humans performed similarly (Fig. 5B). Both species used the Uncertain response less in this auditory discrimination than did monkeys and humans in the density discrimination. That is, the perceivers in the auditory task had a narrower Interval of Uncertainty (Woodworth 1938). Probably the density continuum has a wider region of subjective indeterminacy because the placement of the dots in the boxes has a random element that can cloud one’s perception of denseness and sparseness. Probably the pitch continuum has a narrower region of subjective indeterminacy because the pitch continuum is unidimensional and pure. It is interesting that both human and animal observers sense similarly and accurately the breadth of the zone of subjective indeterminacy and use the Uncertain response appropriately to each sensory domain.

Humans again attributed their use of the two primary discrimination responses (high and low) to the prevailing stimulus conditions (i.e., 2,100 Hz tones and lower tones). They attributed their Uncertain responses, as the early psychophysical observers did, to their states of doubt and uncertainty. Though the dolphin said nothing, an interesting

Figure 4. A. The performance of eight humans in the broad-spectrum dense-sparse discrimination of Smith et al. (1997). The upper half and lower half of a range of densities deserved the dense response and sparse response, respectively. The percentage of trials receiving the Uncertain response at each density are shown by the solid line. The error bars show the lower 95% confidence limits. The percentages of trials ending with the dense response (dashed line) or sparse response (dotted line) are also shown. B. The performance of one human in the broad-spectrum dense-sparse discrimination. C. The performance of Monkey Baker in this discrimination. D. The performance of Monkey Abel in this discrimination.

7. Dolphin uncertainty responses in an auditory discrimination

Smith et al. (1995) evaluated the uncertainty-monitoring capacities of another cognitively sophisticated species by placing a dolphin in an auditory discrimination task. Pressing the high or low paddles, respectively, was correct for 2,100-Hz tones or tones of any lower frequency. The Uncertain paddle advanced the animal into an easy, low-pitched trial that was rewarded when completed with the low response. Initially, the animal was stabilized on an easy discrimination between 2,100 Hz and 1,200 Hz. Then the discrimination’s difficulty was increased by raising the pitch of the below-2,100 Hz trials until the dolphin was struggling to distinguish trials of 2,100 Hz and 2,085 Hz. At mature performance, trial difficulty was adjusted based on the dolphin’s performance to sustain the level of difficulty.

Figure 2 showed the dolphin’s two-response performance with the Uncertain response disallowed. Low and high responses mapped to below-2,100 Hz and 2,100 Hz tones, respectively, with these response curves crossing (signifying chance performance) at the dolphin’s threshold. The crucial question, not illuminated by Figure 2, was how use of the Uncertain response shows this peculiar changeability, too.
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additional result was that his own brand of uncertainty behaviors attended his Uncertain responses near threshold. He sometimes slowed approaching the response paddles, or wavered amongst them, or swam toward them with an open mouth, or while sweeping his head from side to side or opening and closing his mouth rhythmically. To formalize these observations, four raters judged the intensity of these behaviors during the trials in four video-taped sessions. Then factor analysis was used to discern the latent structure behind the correlations among these variables. The strongest behavioral factor was clearly allied to hesitation and wavering by the animal. Figure 5C shows the overall intensity of these Factor 1 behaviors (based on a factor-scoring procedure) for trials at different pitch levels. These behaviors peaked at 2,087 Hz and were distributed like the Uncertain response (Fig. 5A). These behaviors are the “lookings or runnings back and forth” that Tolman (1938, p. 27) thought might operationalize animal consciousness. They are also intuitive symptoms of uncertainty states in the animal. Thus, these ancillary behaviors reinforce an uncertainty interpretation of the animal’s Uncertain responses. However, the Uncertain response is more easily measured and compared across situations and species than are hesitation and wavering.

8. Uncertain responses by monkeys and humans in a same-different task

The experiments just summarized focused on stimulus qualities (e.g., 2,100 Hz or lower; true dense or sparser). Those experiments leave open the possibility (discussed in sect. 14) that these Uncertain responses by animals fell under the associative control of stimulus cues rather than under the metacognitive control of uncertainty states. This possibility led Shields et al. (1997) to ask whether monkeys could recruit adaptive uncertain responses when pushed to their psychophysical limit in a same-different (SD) task. The SD task, if constructed correctly, requires a relational judgment, and an abstraction beyond the current absolute stimulus qualities, especially when sameness and difference must be judged amid variable stimulus contexts. Probably the SD task requires an additional processing step in which the relevant qualities of the two stimuli are compared to or subtracted from one another (a differencing strategy – see MacMillan & Creelman 1991). Then, as the difference resulting is near zero or larger than zero, a judgment of same or different is made. This information-processing description grounds the prominent idea that relational concepts are cognitively derived, sophisticated, and phylogenetically
restricted. Animals often have special difficulty with relational judgments (Carter & Werner 1978; Premack 1978; see also Cumming & Berryman 1961; Farthing & Opuda 1974; Fujita 1982; Holmes 1979) and require clever training procedures to learn them (Wright et al. 1990). Moreover, relational concepts can be fragile when placed into opposition with absolute stimulus qualities (Premack 1978). For these reasons relational learning heads standard typologies of conceptual sophistication ( Herrnstein 1990). For the same reasons it is interesting to know whether animals can make adaptive uncertain responses in this abstract setting.

Accordingly, Shields et al. (1997) gave rhesus monkeys a same-different density discrimination. On each trial two rectangles filled randomly with lit pixels were shown (Fig. 6A). As the two densities shown on a trial were the same or different, animals were to make the same response (moving the cursor to the rectangles), or the different response (moving the cursor to the D). To cause animals serious difficulty, the same-different task was psychophysically scaled. That is, the size of the stimulus disparity on different trials was adjusted dynamically to challenge constantly participants' ability to discriminate same from different. In addition, same and different trials at several absolute stimulus levels were intermixed to ensure a true relational performance.

The crucial question is whether monkeys can decline trials that present indeterminate stimulus disparities. In fact they were undeterred by either the difficulty or abstractness of the task. The two monkeys (Fig. 6B) used the Uncertain response in just the way that six humans did (Fig. 6C). The animal and human performance profiles correlate at $r = 0.98$. Shields et al. (1997) even reserved some absolute density levels for transfer tasks and demonstrated that the animals were showing a true relational performance that was independent of the absolute dense and sparse stimuli that carry the relation.


Memory tasks have been a sharp focus in studies of human metacognition. For example, humans can be asked to judge whether they can complete phrases like “The physicist Albert____” or “The philosopher Albert____.” Comparative research has also asked whether animals can monitor their memory and respond adaptively when the state of their memory does not justify completing a memory test. Smith et al.’s (1998) exploration of this capacity relied on the predictable changes in memory performance that occur across the serial positions of a memory list. The experimenter can know which items cause difficulty (and perhaps uncertainty) for the animal, and can ask whether animals...
use the Uncertain response selectively for these difficult memory trials. Smith et al. adopted the serial-probe recognition (SPR) task that has been a staple in comparative memory research (Castro & Larsen 1992; Roberts & Krammer 1981; Sands & Wright 1980; Wright et al. 1985). In this procedure one presents a “list” of items sequentially followed by a probe. The participant makes a there or not there response as the probe is judged to have been in the list or not. In elegant parametric research using this task, Wright et al. (1985) specified conditions that lead monkeys to show both primacy and recency effects. Our procedures followed on theirs to produce serial-position curves that had this classic shape. But we also gave animals an Uncertain response that let them decline any memory tests of their choosing.

Figure 7A shows that Monkey Baker did decline trials selectively when the middle, more difficult list positions were probed. The tendency to respond Uncertain was the mirror image of memory performance when the animal chose to complete the memory test. Figure 7B shows that the same was true for 10 humans under similar conditions (though these conditions were not suitable for humans to show a strong primacy effect). The similarity in the two graphs is especially interesting because humans were expressly instructed to use the Uncertain response as a report on memory indeterminacy. Monkeys are behaving like humans. Humans are declining memory tests when they feel uncertain.

An additional prediction follows from an uncertainty-monitoring interpretation of monkeys’ performance. Animals should perform better when they choose to complete the memory test than when they are forced to do so. This prediction follows because the monkey should accept memory tests when he monitors quite strong or quite weak traces that can correctly be given there or not there responses. In contrast, when one forces the animal to complete all memory tests, his overall performance will be lowered by adding in the poor performance on the memory tests that he would have declined because he monitored indeterminate traces on those trials.

To evaluate this important prediction, Smith et al. (1998) also ran Monkey Baker without the Uncertain response available. Under these conditions, Baker was 72%, 51%, 67%, and 75% correct, respectively, when serial positions 1 to 4 were probed. His performance was 12%, 17%, 15%, and 14% higher, respectively, when he had the Uncertain response available but chose to complete the memory test. Baker increased his rewards per minute by 18% by using the Uncertain response adaptively to avoid errors when he monitored an indeterminately available memory. Baker was clearly sensing something real about his memory that was rationally attended to in deciding to accept or decline memory tests. This prediction – of a performance advantage on chosen trials over forced trials – figures prominently in a variety of related studies, the next of which we consider now.


Hampton also asked whether monkeys can use the monitored strengths of memory traces in deciding whether to accept or decline memory tests. Hampton’s exploration of this capacity took advantage of the fact that memory performance declines predictably during a forgetting interval. Thus, the experimenter can know which items cause difficulty (and perhaps uncertainty) for animals, and can ask whether animals use the Uncertain or Decline response selectively for these difficult memory tests. Hampton adopted the delayed matching-to-sample (DMTS) task that has also been a staple in comparative memory research (Elliott & Dolan 1999; Etkin & D’Amato 1969; Herman 1975). In this procedure one presents a sample that then must be chosen after the forgetting interval from among two or more alternatives.

The critical point in Hampton’s procedure came at the end of the forgetting interval on each trial. Then, on 67% of trials, the animal chose, by making one or another discriminative response, either to accept the memory test (a four-alternative, forced-choice test in which the sample was presented along with three foils) or to decline it. Accepted memory tests led to either a preferred food reward or a timeout for correct and incorrect responses, respectively. Declined memory tests led to a non-preferred food reward with no risk of timeout. The ideal strategy was to consult the strength or availability of the sample’s trace in memory at
the end of the forgetting interval, and accept the trial if that
strength exceeded some criterion value that would proba-
bly support correct recognition in the memory test. By this
strategy, the animal would sensibly decline tests when the
trace fell below criterion because that weak trace might be
unrecognizable amidst the foils at test. On the remaining
33% of trials, the animal was forced to complete the mem-
ory test, just as Monkey Baker was when Smith et al. (1998)
rans him without the Uncertain response available. Note
that by interspersing chosen and forced memory tests,
Hampton was able to simultaneously monitor the animals’
performance on these two kinds of trials. This is an innova-
tive approach that both Teller (1989) and Inman and Shet-
tleworth (1999) developed independently. Hampton pre-
predicted that forced memory tests would produce poorer
performance than chosen memory tests for the reason al-
given.

Hampton’s Experiment 3 is especially interesting and
critical. The forgetting interval was varied in several steps
from about 15 sec to more than 100 sec. Hampton made
two predictions that would follow if animals were accepting
or declining memory tests based on metamemory. First,
they should decline more trials as the forgetting interval in-
creased, because the sample’s trace would grow less avail-
able with time and would more often fall below the crite-
rion level of strength or availability. Second, animals should
show a stronger advantage in performance for chosen
memory tests over forced memory tests as the forgetting
interval increased. This would occur because the strong
traces after short delays would support near-ceiling perfor-
ance on chosen and forced trials, whereas the weaker
traces after long delays would be more variable and, if the
animal monitored the strength of these traces, would show
more clearly the adaptive value of the metacognitive strat-
egy.

One monkey confirmed both predictions (Table 1, Row
1), showing a perfect metamemory data pattern. In the
table, DL1 to DL4 denote four increasing difficulty levels,
which here refer to longer forgetting intervals. (Hampton
did not fully report performance for a fifth, longest delay.
The performance estimates in that condition were unstable
because nearly all trials were declined. So we did not in-
clude this fifth delay condition here.) More memory tests
were declined at longer delays. There was better per-
formance on chosen than on forced memory tests, especially
at long delays. The second monkey (Table 1, Row 2) pre-
sented a different data pattern. This animal did decline
more memory tests at longer delays. Alone, though, this re-
sult might simply reflect that the animal associated long de-
lays with memory-test errors and timeouts, motivating de-
cline responses after long delays. This animal hardly
showed the other crucial component of the metamemory
data pattern (performing better on chosen than on forced
trials).

The metamemory studies of Smith et al. and Hampton
are similar but have an important difference and comple-
mentarity. The difference is that Hampton’s monkeys
needed to place only one criterion along the continuum of
trace-strength impressions. They decided only whether to
accept the memory test or decline it. Smith et al.’s monkeys
needed to place two criterion lines because if the trace were
really available or unavailable they needed to respond “there”
or “not there,” respectively, so that they only declined the
memory test for indeterminate traces. We will return to the

Table 1. Percentage of chosen and forced memory tests answered correctly, and percentage of memory tests declined,
for four levels of trial difficulty (DL1 to DL4) in previous studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Percentage Correct on Chosen Tests</th>
<th>Percentage Correct on Forced Tests</th>
<th>Percentage of Memory Tests Declined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL1</td>
<td>DL2</td>
<td>DL3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Hampton (2001) Monkey 1</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Hampton (2001) Monkey 2</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Monkey 1 (simulated STM strategy)</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Monkey 1 (simulated LTM strategy)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Monkey 2 (simulated)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Shields (1999) Monkey (simultaneous)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Teller (1989) Pigeons</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Inman/Shettleworth (1999) Pigeons (E1)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Inman/Shettleworth (1999) Pigeons (E2)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
question of how the single criterion line in Hampton’s task relates to the criterion lines in Smith et al.’s task.

The complementarity is that Smith et al. and Hampton followed different lines of research in the human metacognition literature. Smith et al. asked their animals for the decline-accept decision with the memory probe present. The animal had to consider how available that probe’s trace was in the context of the memory list – that is, whether it was easily available as a member of the list, or unavailable, or indeterminate. Hampton asked his animals for the decline-accept decision with the memory probe absent. The animal had to consider how active relevant traces were in memory and whether they were active or accessible enough to suggest accepting the memory test. Hampton’s procedure is a strong one, because the animal was not shown which memory location should be evaluated in making the decline-accept decision. (Inman & Shettleworth 1999 also used this procedure in their Experiment 2, which is discussed in sect. 12.3). The limitation on Hampton’s method is that only four pictures were ever relevant at a time, so the animal only needed at most to consult the availability of all four traces. Smith et al.’s procedure is a strong one because it is known that re-presenting the material to be judged for the quality of memory remakes those traces active and available and makes metacognition judgments more difficult (Dunlosky & Nelson 1992, 1997). The limitation to this approach is that Smith et al. showed their animals which memory location to monitor for a contextual list memory. In the section on formal approaches we will see that Smith et al.’s and Hampton’s procedures are analyzable using the same formal assumptions, suggesting that both studies tapped the same memory-monitoring capacity in monkeys. However, as we will see next, neither procedure meets the full challenge posed by the human paradigms. We describe now an experiment that came closer to doing so, though the monkeys did not meet the challenge because they did not express a metacognitive capacity within it.

11. Shields’s (1999) comparative studies of memory monitoring

Shields (1999) undertook the comparative study of memory monitoring that is closest to the human paradigms. This study suggests limits on monkeys’ metamemory and indicates lines of future research. Human metamemory experiments frequently ask participants to make feeling-of-knowing judgments about linked information that is not presented, so that the query prompts a search for the availability of information at some other memory location (e.g., Putin). In contrast, both Smith et al. (1998) and Hampton (2001) asked directly about the availability of memory material that itself had just been presented (e.g., Vladimir ~ 30 sec forgetting interval – Igor or Vladimir or Ivan?). Accordingly, Shields trained animals in a paired-associate (PA) task in which links were established in memory between arbitrary sample-target pairs of nine-point polygon shapes. Using shapes dodged the limitation that animals do not know about politicians. On one screen of the task, animals saw the sample and the Star. If they chose the sample (a judgment of knowing), they were tested on the subsequent screen with the possibility of reward but no risk of a long timeout. Testing the animals even after they responded Uncertain mirrored the important aspect of human metamemory experiments that humans attempt recognition both after feelings of knowing and after feelings of not knowing. Comparing these two performance levels lets one confirm that participants are uncertain when they respond Uncertain. This feature of this experiment was balanced against the risk that this would make the function of the Uncertain response more difficult for animals to grasp or its use too attractive. The idea in the experiment was that the sample would be the query that prompted the animal to judge whether it knew the target (i.e., the linked memory material). Therefore, a critical feature of Shields’s task was that sample-target pairs occurred at different repetition rates so that some became better learned than others.

Table 1 (Row 6) shows a monkey’s performance in this procedure. The sample-target pairs occurring at different repetition rates are treated as Difficulty Levels 1 to 4. The monkey learned more poorly the sample-target pairs that occurred more rarely. But he was unable to decline those trials selectively based on seeing the sample alone. Nor was there any difference in performance between the trials he chose to accept or to decline. Shields measured performance on chosen and declined trials separately, whereas Hampton measured performance on chosen and forced trials (the latter a combination of trials that would have been chosen and declined). To make Table 1 uniform throughout, we combined the chosen and declined performance levels algebraically into an estimate of the monkey’s performance had he been forced to complete some memory tests. Thus we set Forced Percent Correct = Proportion Chosen × Percent Correct Chosen + Proportion Declined × Percent Correct Declined.

Thus, the monkey showed no evidence of making Uncertain responses that were based in metamemory. Given this failure, Shields (1999) adjusted the procedure. She let the second test screen contain the sample at the top, the target and foil below it, and the Star below them. Now the monkey had visibly present all the information he needed to judge whether he should accept the memory test. This time he did respond Uncertain more often to less-well-known sample-target pairs (see Row 7), and he did show a performance advantage when he chose to accept the memory test. For some reason, though, the complexity of the PA task made it difficult for him to show this data pattern based on seeing the sample alone. It remains a research challenge to evaluate whether this is a real limit on animals’ monitoring capacities, or whether something in Shields’s procedure produced it. In any case, Shields’s experiment suggests constructive ways to bring animal and human metamemory assessments closer together.

12. Tests of uncertainty monitoring in less cognitively sophisticated species

This result, suggestive of limits on monkeys’ metacognitive capacities, in turn makes one wonder about the monitoring capacities and limits of other species. Several researchers have looked for metacognitive capacities in species such as rats and pigeons that are less cognitively sophisticated and more associative in their behavioral solutions. Some pre-
liminary comments are worthwhile here. The available studies do not provide strong evidence for metacognitive capacities in these species. The negative data patterns could be important theoretically for suggesting that these species are not self-reflective in the way required to monitor uncertainty states and to respond adaptively to them. The phylogenetic map showing the emergence of self-reflective cognition in some species and not others would be exciting to see. However, one must also remember to interpret the null findings cautiously, taking into consideration whether the experimenters did enough of the right things for long enough to create conditions that ought to have let animals show a metacognitive capacity if they have it. This is a high hurdle for an experimenter to meet, because more extensive testing, or different motivators, and so forth, might have revealed the metacognitive capacity when the actual procedures did not.

Our view is that the three studies that we discuss below did a good job of arranging circumstances appropriately, so that the negative results provided in these three studies may be interpretable and important. However, readers will wish to make their own judgment on this point.

12.1. Uncertain responses by rats in an auditory-discrimination task (Smith & Schull 1989)

Smith and Schull (1989) adapted the psychophysical approach to studying uncertainty monitoring (Smith et al. 1995; 1997) by placing rats in a pitch-discrimination task. Animals were to make a left or right lever press, respectively, when they heard a repeating 400-Hz tone or a 400-Hz tone alternating with any other. A third response let the animals decline a trial at any time and begin a new trial instead. Animals knew well the effect of this response because they also used it to initiate trials. At first, participants were stabilized on an easy discrimination between 400–400 Hz tone pairs and 400–700 Hz tone pairs. Then the difficulty of the discrimination was increased by decreasing the frequency of the higher pitch until performance faltered at tone pairs of about 400–410 Hz.

Figure 8 summarizes the performance of six rats. On alternating trials, the alternating response predominated, whereas the repeating response predominated on repeating trials and on the most difficult alternating trials. Where these two response curves cross, the primary discrimination was performed at chance. The rats mastered well the two primary discrimination responses. But they did not recruit the Uncertain response adaptively at their threshold, as humans, monkeys, and a dolphin did. The rats did not assess when they were at risk for error in the primary discrimination and decline those trials selectively and adaptively.

We wondered whether the animals' problem was that the Uncertain response doubled as a trial-initiation response. To check on this, we incorporated an additional trial type (a higher tone repeating faster) that was rewarded randomly so that animals could only be 50% correct on this trial type (just as they are at threshold). The rats responded Uncertain to these trials three times as often as they responded Uncertain at threshold. This shows that they were associating some trials with lean reinforcement and that they were prepared to wave off these trials. In fact, it is interesting that animals declined the objective, stimulus-borne 50:50 contingency, but not the subjective, threshold-borne 50:50 contingency. This could suggest that the latter, subjective cue runs more quietly and less accessibly in the rat's cognitive system, whereas it seems lively and accessible in the cognitive systems of humans, monkeys, and dolphins.

We do not conclude from this that rats cannot monitor their uncertainty and decline trials based on it. Under different circumstances or methodology, they might (e.g., if one combined a task in their strongest sensory modality with contingencies that strongly favored the use of the Uncertain response). However, Smith and Schull's version of the experiment continued for months while every day we tried unsuccessfully to coax the monitoring capacity from these animals. Perhaps it is difficult to document a sensitivity to these uncertainty or metacognitive cues because they are difficult for the rat to sense and use. This same difficulty arises regarding pigeons' cognitive systems, too.

12.2. Evaluating pigeons' capacity for metamemory in a DMTS task (Teller 1989)

Teller (1989) was the first to study metamemory in the pigeon. As an undergraduate thesis, this project deserves special mention for its original contribution. Its methodology foreshadows strikingly the one used in Hampton (2001) and Inman and Shettleworth (1999 – to be described next). Six animals participated in a DMTS task with trials containing either 0sec or about 28sec forgetting intervals. There were two reinforcement schedules. By one discriminative response, the bird chose to complete the memory test with no hint information (i.e., without the sample highlighted on the screen as the obvious correct answer), receiving either no reward or a large grain reward. By another discriminative response, the bird chose to complete the memory test with the hint provided, almost surely receiving a small grain reward. On 60% of trials, birds chose between these schedules. When they chose the no-hint schedule, their performance was comparable to performance on Hampton's cho-
On 40% of trials, the animals were required to operate under either the hint or no-hint schedules. The forced-hint trial type balances the design but is uninteresting. The forced-no hint trial type is important. Performance on these trials is comparable to performance on Hampton's forced trials.

Under the hypothesis of metamemory, pigeons should choose the hint schedule (i.e., decline the memory test) more often after the delay. And they should perform better when they choose to complete the memory test than when they are forced to. The first prediction was confirmed (Table 1, Row 8 – the 0sec and 28sec delays are treated as Difficulty Levels 1 and 4, respectively). Remember, though, that this could reflect only that the choice of schedule has come under the associative control of the delay length. The birds were not more accurate when they chose the no-hint schedule than when they were forced to use it, as they should be if their choice was based on the monitoring of a more available memory trace. Their performance was similar to that of Hampton's Monkey 2 (Row 2), who also showed a minimally metacognitive data pattern. Teller concluded that his results did not demonstrate a capacity for memory monitoring in pigeons, though he suggested that future research might be able to do so and focused his discussion on methodological considerations regarding future research.

In Experiment 1, four birds saw one of three possible samples followed by a forgetting interval of 1–8sec. On 33% of trials, a normal DMTS memory test (that could earn a large food reward) followed the delay. These trials, on which the animal was forced to complete the memory test, correspond to the forced trials in Teller (1989) and in Hampton (2001). On 33% of trials, the delay ended with a safe response that earned a small food reward. In Teller's case, these trials balance the design and are uninteresting. On 33% of trials, the delay ended with the safe response and the DMTS memory test presented in combination, so the animal could choose whether to decline or accept the test. The trials accepted of these combined trials correspond to the chosen trials in Teller and Hampton. The familiar predictions from this experiment (under the metamemory hypothesis) are: (1) the use of the safe key to decline memory tests should increase at longer delays; and (2) there should be a performance advantage for chosen over forced memory tests, especially at longer delays, as one of Hampton's monkeys showed but as Teller's pigeons did not show.

In Experiment 2, Inman and Shettleworth asked four pigeons to choose between accepting the memory test and declining it (via the safe response) after the forgetting interval but before the choice objects were revealed. This experiment is almost identical to Hampton's monkey experiment, but with different results (Table 1, Row 10). Again longer delays only produced a small, nonsignificant increase (5–7%) in the use of the safe response. Again there was no advantage for chosen trials over forced trials, and there was no interaction between the length of the delay and the size of this advantage, as should be true under a metacognitive hypothesis.

Inman and Shettleworth observed (Table 1, Row 9) that longer delays only produced a 7% increase in the use of the safe response (not significant by a parametric test), even though the birds performed worse at the longer delays and should have used that response more (as Hampton's and Teller's animals did). Moreover, there was no reliable performance advantage for chosen trials over forced trials, as one of Hampton's monkeys clearly showed, and there was no interaction between the length of the delay and the size of this advantage, as should be true under a metacognitive hypothesis.

Inman and Shettleworth concluded appropriately that their data did not show that pigeons used memory-trace strength as a discriminative stimulus, though they acknowledged it remained possible birds could do so (e.g., if a wider range of matching accuracies was sampled, perhaps by increasing forgetting intervals beyond 8sec). Like Smith and Schull with rats and Teller with pigeons, Inman and Shettleworth suggested that pigeons might have only a weak metamemory capacity, making it difficult for the experimenter to observe it because it is difficult for the birds to use.

13. A unifying formal perspective

Now we offer a unifying formal description of performance in the tasks reviewed here. This description serves several useful ends. It supports cross-task and cross-species comparisons among data patterns. It allows the studies of optimality that figure prominently in discussions of animal behavior. It offers a neutral description of performance that is inclusive theoretically because it makes no theoretical commitments toward behaviorism or cognitivism. It clarifies the formal structure of behavior so that different theoretical perspectives can be brought to bear on it.

Our model is grounded in Signal Detection Theory (SDT – MacMillan & Creelman 1991). SDT assumes that performance in perceptual or memory tasks is organized along an ordered series (a continuum) of psychological representations of changing impact or increasing strength. In the same-different task, for example, the continuum of subjective impressions would run from clearly different (a large disparity) to same (zero disparity – the X-axis in Fig. 9A). Given this continuum, SDT assumes that an objective event will create subjective impressions from time to time that vary around some average impression. A threshold different trial might create impressions that vary as Figure 9A's D (Different) normal distribution. Same trials might create impressions that vary as Figure 9A's S (Same) normal distribution. The overlap between these distributions is what ensures errors and fosters uncertainty in the task – both kinds of trials can feel alike to the perceiever. Finally, SDT assumes a decisional process by which criteriorion lines are placed along the continuum so that response regions are organized. In Figure 9A, as stimulus pairs made disparity impressions that fell to the left of the Different-Uncertain criterion line, to the right of the Uncertain-Same criterion line, or between these two, the participant would make the Different (D); Same (S), or Uncertain (U) response, respectively.

We will illustrate the application of the SDT model to animals' performances in the same-different (SD) task of Shields et al. (1997), the serial probe recognition (SPR) task...
of Smith et al. (1998), and the delayed matching-to-sample (DMTS) task of Hampton (2001). The details of the simulations are given in Appendix 1.

13.1. The SD task of Shields et al. (1997)

The goal of applying the SDT model was to find the performance parameters of the simulated perceiver who – while conforming to the model – produced performance most like that which the monkeys showed (Fig. 6B). The crucial step in modeling was to assess the decisional strategy that monkeys probably used by sampling many different placements for the Different-Uncertain and Uncertain-Same criteria shown in Figure 9A. In fact, we modeled the performance of 520,251 simulated perceivers (hereafter simulants) who had different decision criteria. Figure 9B shows the performance of the simulant among these whose performance most closely matched that of the monkeys (compare Fig. 6B). The predicted response percentages were within 3–4% of their observed targets. This fit compares favorably with the fit of other formal models in the experimental literature (e.g., Smith & Minda 1998; 2000). The best-fitting simulant placed its criteria at .825 (Different-Uncertain) and .905 (Uncertain-Same) along the subjective-disparity continuum.

The SDT model also lets us assess the optimality of the monkeys’ decisional strategy. To do so, and to illustrate methods in this area, we evaluated the reward efficiency of 5,151 simulants who performed the SD task using variously placed decision criteria while also experiencing virtually the trial times and punishment times animals experienced. That is, we calculated the rewards per minute that each decisional strategy would earn. Figures 9C and 9D show the rewards per minute earned by simulants that centered their Uncertain response region at different places along the disparity-impression continuum and that gave this region different widths. “M” denotes the monkeys’ best-fitting simulant. The monkeys’ decisional strategies were essentially optimal because...
they centered their Uncertain response region at their threshold for discriminating same from different and because they widened it judiciously, too.

We point out that this optimality study, like the SDT model it is based on, is psychologically neutral regarding the processes and representations that underlie performance and regarding the level in the cognitive system these processes and representations occupy. Animals could regulate optimally using low-level, high-level, or even conscious processes. Animals could regulate poorly at these levels, too. It is a step beyond finding animals’ positions in an optimality landscape to judge the cognitive sophistication of the decisional strategy that placed them there.

13.2. The SPR task of Smith et al. (1998)

In this case, SDT would assume that the list items create subjective memory impressions that lie along a continuum of trace strength (the X-axis in Fig. 10A). The probe then queries the strength of one trace. Probes on Not There trials will generally point to weak traces, perhaps averaging 0.0 plus or minus the scatter of memory variability (the normal distribution NT in Fig. 10A). Probes on There trials will point to stronger traces on average (though still with memory variability), especially for the primacy and recency list items (the four T normal distributions in the figure). The overlap between the Not There and There distributions is what makes the SPR task difficult and uncertain.

Once again SDT assumes a decision process by which criterion lines are placed along the continuum to define response regions. In Figure 10A, as a probe stimulus contacted a trace that fell to the left of the Not There–Uncertain criterion line, to the right of the Uncertain–There criterion line, or between these two, the participant would make the Not There, There, or Uncertain response, respectively.

To find the best-fitting configuration of the SDT model, we modeled the performance of 226,981 simulants with differently placed decision criteria. Figure 10B shows that the
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Figure 10. A. A signal detection theory (SDT) portrayal of Monkey Baker’s decisional strategy in the serial probe recognition task of Smith et al. (1998). Unit-normal trace-impression distributions are centered at the locations along the trace-strength continuum corresponding to the animal’s $d’$ for probes of the four serial positions in the memory lists (T), and at 0.0 for the not there probes (NT). These normal curves are overlain by the decision criteria that define the animal’s three response regions (from left to right, Not There [NT], Uncertain [U], and There [T]). B. Performance by the simulant that fit best Monkey Baker’s performance (compare Fig. 7a) in the serial probe recognition task of Smith et al. (1998). NT denotes Not There trials. The serial position (1–4) of the probe in the list of pictures is also given along the X-axis for the probes on There trials. The percentage of total trials receiving the Uncertain response is shown (solid line). The percentage correct (of the trials on which the memory test was accepted) is also shown (dotted line). C. The reward efficiency (in rewards earned per minute) of simulants that centered the Uncertain response region at different places along the trace-strength continuum in a virtual version of Smith et al.’s (1998) serial probe recognition task. We surveyed the reward efficiency of 5,151 decisional strategies when each received 8,000 trials in a simulated version of the task, subject to the trial times, penalty times, and reward structure of the task the monkeys experienced, and using the signal-detection response rule that accorded with the three response regions defined by each simulant’s two criterion placements. B represents the position in this optimality space of the simulant that best fit the performance of the real Monkey Baker. D. The results of the same simulation plotted by the width of the Uncertain response region.
performance of the best-fitting simulant closely reproduced Baker’s performance (compare Fig. 7A). On average, the response percentages were within 3% of their observed targets. Figure 10A shows the SDT description of this simulant.

We also drew the optimality landscape of Smith et al.’s SPR task. To do so, we evaluated the reward efficiency of 5,151 simulants that centered the Uncertain response region at various places along the trace-strength continuum and that widened it to varying degrees. Figures 10C and 10D show the rewards per minute of simulants that gave the Uncertain response region different centers and widths. “B” indicates the position in these landscapes of Monkey Baker’s best-fitting simulant. Here, too, the monkeys centered and widened their Uncertain response region adeptly. As Figure 10A shows, they declined those trace strengths that were most indeterminate and that most risked error.

Optimality studies like these can support one’s experimental planning in this area. They let one preview how different penalties and rewards change the shape of the optimality surface, and they let one find experimental settings that emphasize the value of the metacognitive strategy over alternatives. This may encourage animal participants to adopt the metacognitive strategy if they can. This preview may be especially important in the domain of comparative metacognition for this reason. We believe that the metacognitive strategy is a subtle and effortful one even for monkeys. In our experience, even monkeys gravitate toward an associative, nonmetacognitive performance strategy if they can find an effortless one that earns a decent rate of return. Hampton’s Monkey 2 may illustrate this tendency. An experiment that creates the maximal separation between the metacognitive and nonmetacognitive strategies on the optimality surface may help convince monkeys that the cognitive effort of the former is worthwhile. For rats and pigeons, this maximal separation favoring metacognitive monitoring may be even more critical because these species have difficulty expressing the metacognitive capacity at all.

13.3. The DMTS task of Hampton (2001)

Regarding Hampton’s Monkey 1, we assumed (Fig. 11) that samples left behind strong or weak impressions after short or long delays (the four S [Sample] normal distributions), and that foils (non-sample items) were represented by weaker memory impressions that averaged 0 with memory variability (the F [Foil] normal distribution). We also assumed that the animal placed one criterion line on this trace-strength continuum to separate the Decline and Accept response regions. In this way he would decline or accept memory tests as the monitored trace was weaker or stronger than this Decline-Accept criterion. Notice how the crucial predictions from memory monitoring emerge, given this model. First, the lower trace strengths given longer delays will mean more below-criterion sample traces and thus higher percentages of trials declined. Second, if the animal evaluates the availability of the sample’s trace in memory, then he can selectively choose to accept memory tests when he monitors strong sample traces and he will perform especially well on these trials he accepts.

To find the best-fitting parameter configuration of the SDT model, we modeled the performance of 201 simulants that had differently placed Decline-Accept criteria. Table 1 (Row 3) shows that the best-fitting simulant reproduced well the observed performance (Row 1). The predicted response percentages were within 3–4% of their observed targets. Figure 11 shows an SDT description of this simulant.

It is worth comparing the SDT descriptions of the memory-monitoring performances achieved by Baker and by Monkey 1 (see Figs. 10A and 11). Monkey 1, of course, had no Not There response region and so lacks the second, lower criterion point. But the decision he had to make (whether the monitored trace was strong enough to accept the memory test) is like the second decision that Monkey Baker had to make (whether the monitored trace was strong enough to respond There). It is interesting that across laboratories, methodologies, and monkeys this upper criterion lies at the same place on the trace-strength continuum. Further work could pursue similarities like these and possibly establish the point of confidence at which animals think they know or remember. Meanwhile, this similarity suggests that Baker and Monkey 1 were responding in a similar way to the same memory-strength cue.

13.4. Formal modeling and theory development

Our hope is that formal models like these could eventually support theory development in this area. We illustrate the kind of theoretical insight they might offer. There are two memory-monitoring strategies that Monkey 1 could have used in Hampton’s experiment. By one strategy, based in short-term memory, the animal would “rehearse” the sample as best he could, and after the delay assess whether that one trace was still available enough to accept the memory test. By another strategy, based in longer-term memory, the animal would passively wait out the delay and then query all four relevant memory locations to see whether any trace was available enough to accept the memory test (for Hampton’s monkeys, only four stimuli were relevant at a time).

Which of these strategies was Monkey 1 using? Table 1
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(Row 3) shows the simulant that best-fit Monkey 1’s performance while using the short-term strategy of rehearsing and monitoring only the sample’s trace. Performance on chosen trials hardly decreases as the delay gets longer. This happens because the animal only accepts the test if the sample’s trace is available enough, and so the sample’s trace when he accepts is always about the same amount above the foil distribution, keeping him equally far from error.

Table 1 (Row 4) shows the simulant that best fit Monkey 1’s performance while using the long-term strategy of monitoring activity at the four relevant memory locations. Performance on chosen trials drops sharply at longer delays. This happens because this simulant accepts the memory test if any trace is available enough. With longer delays, the active-enough trace is more often a falsely active foil, and on these occasions the simulant will choose to complete the memory test but will err. One sees from Rows 3 and 4 that formal models can differentiate task strategies and thus can be used to suggest additional research and advance theory.

Monkey 1’s performance (Row 1) seems to combine these two patterns. Out to Difficulty Level 3 (a 50sec forgetting interval), his performance on chosen trials stays high, recalling the short-term strategy shown in Row 3. At 100sec, his performance on chosen trials has fallen sharply, recalling the longer-term strategy shown in Row 4. It is possible that this interpretation – of a transition between memory strategies at long delays – could be supported using what is known about the temporal limits of monkeys’ working memory (Fobes & King 1982). We offer it only to show that models may illuminate subtle but theoretically important processing differences in animals’ performances in uncertainty-monitoring tasks. Actively asking whether the target trace is still available enough, and simply waiting to query the small set of relevant memory traces, are interesting but different capacities.

13.5. Formal modeling and alternative theoretical perspectives

We chose the detection framework as a constructive way to understand animals’ performances. However, by assuming trace strengths that quantitatively fade with time, or that wax and wane with serial position, we hope we do not foreclose interest in other theoretical approaches. For example, psychologists have debated whether human recognition memory or memory retrieval can be explained using quantitative continua like trace strength, or whether one must also assume the contextually bound states that are typical of conscious episodic memories and that are often qualitatively present or absent. One could model Hampton’s data from Monkey 1 using a more episodic approach, by assuming that at the end of the forgetting interval the animal queried whether it still had qualitatively available the memory of seeing the sample. This approach would also explain in an interesting way why this animal never accepted any trials when, in another condition, Hampton gave him memory tests without having shown him any sample. We point out that Hampton was not willing to endorse this strong a metacognitive interpretation of the performance of Monkey 1. We also point out that this interpretation works less well for the SPR data reported by Smith et al. Their animals might have responded There when they found a contextually bound memory for the previous presentation of the probe item, and might have responded Not There when they did not. However, one still must explain the animals’ Uncertain responses which suggest that some quantitative assessment of memory was at work, too. One could speculate that the animals were uncertain whether they had recovered a contextually bound memory, but, as in Hampton’s case, the data do not require this interpretation.

In this emerging field, different formal perspectives may each make constructive contributions. Our quantitative approach raises one set of questions about animals’ decision-making and criterion-setting processes and about the level these processes have in the psychological system. The qualitative approach would raise another set of questions about animals’ episodic memories. In fact, the problem of showing episodic and possibly conscious recollection in animals is an active one in comparative psychology (Menzel 1999; Schwartz et al. 2002).

14. The psychology of uncertain responses and uncertainty-monitoring performances

The facts regarding animals’ performances are clear and the SDT descriptions neutral because they do not assume processes (high- or low-level) that would suit one branch of comparative theory but not another. Though, we come to the difficult point of considering the appropriate psychological description of performance. What is the psychological character of the representations that underlie the SDT continua? How do animals place decision criteria along a continuum and use them? These questions go into areas where different theoretical perspectives are preferred and where theoretical tensions may spur. Yet finding the correct psychological description is one crux of the matter. Therefore, in sections 14.1–14.4, we offer some considerations that help us think psychologically about animals’ performances and about their use of Uncertain and Decline responses.

14.1. Animals’ Uncertain and Decline responses are not associatively based and are not under stimulus control

One consideration is that a variety of stimulus-based, low-level interpretations of animals’ performances are untenable. For example, in the memory-monitoring tasks of Smith et al. (1998), all stimuli, across trials, became targets and foils and were rewarded and non-rewarded following both primary responses. No stimulus cue indicated any response. Only presence or absence in the memory list was relevant. The psychological action in this experiment likely occurred along an internal continuum of subjective trace strength or availability, with animals declining memory tests when probes encountered memories of indeterminate strength. These trial-by-trial assessments of memory strength are profoundly different from the signals available in traditional operant situations, leaving the monkeys’ behavior in this task far from traditional senses of stimulus control.

This is already an important interpretation and constraint on psychological theorizing. In essence, the animals are monitoring the contents of memory on each trial. In essence, they are being metacognitive, though one may not wish to load the animals’ performances with all the theoretical baggage that this term has with humans.
A similar conclusion applies to Shields et al.’s (1997) SD task. Behavior in this task also cannot be controlled by absolute stimuli, whether through the generalization gradients surrounding them or the reinforcement histories associated with them. Indeed, the abstractness of the same-different judgment is why many species cannot make it. Here, too, the cues the animals used to decline trials must have been cognitively derived, representing a decision about the (indeterminate) status of the relation assessed on each trial.

### 14.2. Metacognitive performances and the parsimony embodied in Morgan’s Canon

But does this conclusion extend to the perceptual-threshold tasks that began the exploration of animals’ metacognitive capacities (sects. 6 and 7 above, and Smith et al. 1995; 1997)? Here one could explain performance using stimulus control or reinforcement history. For example, one might say that stimuli of intermediate density were mildly aversive for being associated with errors and timeouts and that Uncertain responses were conditioned in these stimulus contexts. This low-level explanation has a distinguished pedigree. It defends the principle of parsimony embodied in Morgan’s Canon (Morgan 1906, p. 53) that grants animals only simple cognitive capacities. (Remember that Morgan’s idea was that one should always interpret an organism’s behavior at the lowest possible psychological level.) Thus, given metacognitive-like performances by animals, there is a 100-year-old urge to knock them down, to dismiss them as low-level associative performances by animals, or denigrate humans. Rather, given true comparative performances by humans and animals, our point is just that a reasoned, middle descriptive ground is preferable to the clash between divergent explanatory frameworks at different psychological levels. It is an important principle of comparative research that the kind of integrative parsimony and simplicity of explanation one seeks when explaining the performance of several species in several tasks will be different from the parsimony one seeks when explaining the performance of a single species in a single task. The single-species character of much of comparative psychology has encouraged a sharp focus on low-level, associative kinds of parsimony – the parsimony of Morgan’s Canon. Multiple-species studies might foster interest in more integrative kinds of parsimony that could make complementary contributions to theory in the comparative literature. In the present case, a reasoned middle ground could consider both common processing principles across species and acknowledge possible experiential differences across species in whatever way the whole empirical picture warranted.

For another thing, remember that the perceptual-threshold results do not exist alone. Once one knows that animals are using the Uncertain response adaptively to decline derived cognitive states (e.g., indeterminate Same-Different relations, indeterminately available memory traces), another issue of parsimony arises. For now if one explains animals’ perceptual performances using a low-level mechanism, but one must explain their memory or same-different performances as a more sophisticated kind of cognitive monitoring, then one grants them two different indeterminacy-resolution systems, one of which is already fairly high-level. In this case one could explain the data more simply just by invoking one indeterminacy-resolution system that applies to indeterminate memory traces, threshold perceptual impressions, ambiguous relational judgments, and possibly many real-world situations, too. Why is such an indeterminacy-resolution system so implausible a thing to assume that animal minds might have benefited from having (sect. 15)? Why is such a system assumed to be more complicated psychologically than if animals learned many sequential reinforcement histories along a perceptual continuum? The history of the comparative literature has led it to answer these questions in one way when analyses of the psychological structure of the different capacities might answer these questions in another way.

Finally, remember also our failure to teach rats to decline trials near their auditory threshold. Rats, pigeons, and other associative species could certainly learn a reinforcement contingency attached to a middle stimulus class between two others and could have a response brought under the control of that class of stimuli. If this were all there is to the threshold task, rats would escape from threshold trials naturally and easily. They do not. This also rules out that these tasks are simply about middle-stimulus avoidance. The
threshold tasks seem to be psychologically structured in some way that leaves rats out (insofar as the methods were sufficient to elicit the crucial capacities from them) but leaves humans, monkeys, and dolphins in. Apparently these latter three species are using a capacity at some higher level in the cognitive system that rats access with difficulty.

14.3. Tests of uncertainty monitoring provide inconsistent mappings between stimulus inputs and behavioral outputs, and therefore encourage controlled cognitive processes

Fortunately, one can analyze the psychological structure of the tasks considered in this article, and advance toward a descriptive middle ground that explains indeterminacy-resolution systems across tasks and across species. Shiffrin and Schneider (1977, pp. 167–68) considered the information-processing consequences of the ambiguity that arises from indeterminate cognitive processing. In their description, indeterminate mental representations of stimuli necessarily mapped inconsistently and unreliable onto behavioral responses, making those representations poor indicators of what the organism should do. As a result, higher levels of controlled processing were invoked to adjudicate the indeterminacy. All the uncertainty-monitoring tasks are inconsistently mapped and benefit from controlled processing in this sense.

For example, the perceptual-threshold tasks deliberately challenge the observer's discrimination ability. Given perceptual error, true dense (e.g.) trials and threshold sparse trials will often produce the same subjective impression. Consequently, the impression of density itself will not indicate reliably the appropriate response, and higher-level mediation will be valuable to compare the impression to existing decision criteria to choose a behavioral option. From this perspective, the Uncertain response would be one manifestation of near-threshold resolution processes. It might represent a decision that the trial should be declined because the primary discriminatory process had failed. Note that this description applies to both human and animal cognition. Psychophysical procedures ensure indeterminate stimulus-response mappings and encourage controlled decision-making processes, no matter what the participant species. This realization provides a theoretically gentle way to grant animals' Uncertain responses some of the cognitive sophistication that is due them.

As another example, given memory error in the SPR task, the same trace strength or availability monitored on a trial could be caused by either a There probe or a recently seen Not There probe, and so the trace strength monitored cannot reliably tell the animal what to do. Once again these inconsistent representation-response mappings create the need for controlled resolution processes (see also Gilden & Wilson 1995). In fact, regarding recognition memory specifically, Atkinson and Juola (1974) suggested that the range of indeterminate trace strengths may require qualitatively different, secondary information-processing strategies (i.e., an extended memory search). These indeterminate trace strengths are just the ones that monkeys and humans decline selectively. Their Uncertain responses probably represent a controlled decision, on the threshold of recognition, not to complete the memory test.

To clarify the distinction between decisionally controlled processes and stimulus-controlled processes, consider the conditional challenge that many humans perform daily—green=go; red=no go. These distinct stimulus input classes eliminate mistakes in perception—stimulus impressions map consistently and reliably onto appropriate responses. Fine discriminations, decision making, and decision criteria are irrelevant. Stimulus and response may associate so strongly that responses are triggered automatically, reflexively, stereotypically, fast, and effortlessly. In fact, this is the point of the worldwide consistent mapping that stoplights offer.

In contrast, imagine that traffic lights gradually morphed from red to green, and that drivers decided whether their light was green enough to go. This situation would be about decision making and decision criteria. It would be about controlled cognitive processing that would be attentional, capacity intensive, and slow. It would also be a nightmare, as perceptual error and self-serving criteria made indeterminate lights seem green enough to go for orthogonal travelers. This kind of decisional task is the one that humans and animals face in the paradigms described in this article. They must decide whether the box is dense or sparse enough to try; the pitch high or low enough, the stimulus relation same or different enough, the memory trace familiar or unavailable enough. Even associative theorists, working in the behaviorist tradition, have given threshold situations like these special attention, for they find that the rules of stimulus control can change there, that animals become minimally informed observers there, and that animals have special problems finding adaptive solutions there (Boneau & Cole 1967; Commons et al. 1991; Davison et al. 1985; Miller et al. 1980; Terman & Terman 1972). In granting this special treatment they follow the classical psychophysicists, who saw the threshold state, and the Uncertain response, as distinctive and complex psychologically.

14.4. Animals may share with humans a theoretically important construal of the threshold and memory-monitoring tasks

Humans make a particular construal of these tasks (i.e., the Dense-Sparse task, the Same-Different task, the serial-probe recognition task) that explains their performance and verbalizations. They accept that the tasks have two primary input classes (dense-sparse, same-different, there-not there). They accept that every trial presents one of these input classes and has a correct answer if they could just discern it. Thus, humans map the two stimulus input classes to the two primary responses, use these responses when they think they know, and reserve the Uncertain response for situations of indeterminacy.

Given this mapping, the Uncertain response alone has no input class associated with it. It is about the status of the primary discriminatory process and about its probable failure. It stands structurally outside the primary discrimination and intrinsically meta to it. For humans, it even attaches to declaratively conscious uncertainty states and, moreover, uncertainty states that are reflexively self-aware in the sense that humans say “I am uncertain.” This task construal explains why the Uncertain response feels less stimulus-based, why it can feel like cheating or like mental shirking. It explains why the Uncertain response alone can be omitted from the task’s grammar, and why some humans do so by an act of will or bravado. The other two responses cannot be omitted and no human would ever do so. This task
perceptual and memory tasks. In fact, we believe animals do construe these tasks as having two primary input classes and a distinctive role in the grammar of the task. The animals retain response with no input class associated with it and with and that exhaust the trial environment, leaving the Uncertain response with no input class associated with it and with a distinctive role in the grammar of the task. The animals make this task construal because we train them, daily, and in some conditions force them to do so.

First, we always train animals extensively in the primary discrimination before giving them an Uncertain response in the task. That response arrives as an optional, extra response, with the two primary input classes and the two primary response classes already established, mapped to one another, and sufficient for performance in the task. Second, we generally provide animals a warmup every day during which they receive easy discrimination trials that ramp up in difficulty toward threshold. During this warmup, it is clear that there are only two stimulus input classes and two useful kinds of responses, and animals only make these two responses. Third, we sometimes run animals in conditions in which they must perform the mature discrimination task without the Uncertain response available. This reinforces again that the task’s two input classes and two responses are sufficient for performance in the task. Fourth, animals are also encouraged toward their construal of the task, and toward granting the Uncertain response a special role in the task, by the fact that the Uncertain response alone never earns a direct reward, never earns a timeout penalty, and always has the same neutral function and result in every trial context. Thus, we believe our animals are massively trained in making just the construal of these tasks that we have been describing.

In summary, then, these considerations lay the groundwork for a psychological understanding of humans’, monkeys’, and a dolphin’s successful performances in uncertainty-monitoring tasks. They offer a balanced psychological interpretation of Uncertain responses, granting them the cognitive sophistication they deserve without burdening them with consciousness or with equally heavy behaviorist assumptions.

### 15. Declarative consciousness

Notice, though, that these considerations do not imply that animals feel uncertainty in these tasks or evaluate within explicit consciousness the status of perception or memory. Regarding the role of declarative consciousness in these tasks, authors (especially ourselves) have been notably cagey. For example, Smith et al. (1998) suggested that the ability of these monkeys to appropriately decline memory tests when they were unlikely to choose the correct image at test indicates that they know when they remember, a capacity associated with conscious cognition in humans. (p. 5361)

However, Hampton also pointed out (p. 5359), that it is “probably impossible to document subjective, conscious properties of memory in nonverbal animals.” Thus, the task he took was to stress that monkeys have “an important functional parallel with human conscious memory,” or an “important functional property of human conscious memory” (p. 5359).

This issue is actually more complex and interesting than it would be if one just prudently denied consciousness to animals as they perform the tasks described here. In fact, our research and that of Hampton raises the cherished idea in cognitive science that cognitive indeterminacy and difficulty inherently elicit higher-level and even conscious modes of cognition and decision making in the organism (Dewey 1934/1980; Gray 1995; James 1890/1952, Karoly 1993; Nelson 1996). James (1890/1952, p. 93) noted that consciousness provides extraneous help to cognition when nerve processes are hesitant. “In rapid, automatic, habitual action it sinks to a minimum.” Dewey (1934/1980, p. 59) also argued that in habitual, well-learned behaviors the behavioral impulses are too “smooth and oiled to permit of consciousness of them.” Tolman (1932/1967, p. 217) noted that “conscious awareness and ideation tend to arise primarily at moments of conflicting sign-gestals, conflicting practical differentiations and predictions,” such as when the animal is poised on the threshold of a difficult discrimination. We have already encountered Tolman’s interesting claim that animals’ uncertainty behaviors could operationalize consciousness. Karoly (1993, p. 25) emphasized that uncertain, conflicted conditions are the ones that initiate self-regulation. Gray (1995) described the special neural circuits that may arrest behavior, increase arousal and redirect attention and mental resources toward the causes of difficulty (see also Smith 1995). In the psychophysical literature on humans, too, there is a common view that criterion-setting mechanisms are consciously meta to the primary discriminatory process (Swets et al. 1961; Treisman & Faulkner 1984). Indeed, some psychophysical methods (e.g., the construction of receiver operating characteristic [ROC] curves) depend on humans’ ability to obey explicit instructions and consciously set confidence criteria at appropriate levels. Humans comply with all this and often report that their setting of criteria along a continuous dimension is a strategic cognitive process aided by conscious self-regulation.

Now one could still interpret the human and animal results dualistically in this respect, by granting humans declarative, subjective consciousness in these tasks but animals only the unconscious, functional parallels to human conscious cognition. However, we suggest that the claim that difficulty and uncertainty elicit conscious modes of self-regulation is a plausible, principled claim about cognitive architectures generally, one that applies to the human species and to some animal species as well. In fact, this claim has behind it a strong adaptive pressure that might have led as follows to the evolution of working consciousness.

Normally, the systems of human cities (water, food, travel, safety) operate autonomously, reflexively, and automatically in highly trained ways. But given a crisis – a flood,
a hurricane, and so forth – the response of the body politic is predictable. A command center is set up. The command center acknowledges that the city’s normal, conditioned, reactive mechanisms are not now sufficient. The situation is unfamiliar and could be dangerous. Information must be assimilated and integrated from many sources to adjudicate difficult choices and mediate conflicting goals.

Normally, the behavioral systems of animals (water, food, travel, safety) can also operate autonomously and in their highly trained ways. But there are also times of difficulty – the water-hole dry, a predator interposed between self and young, a canopy-trail home wind damaged, a position of dominance suddenly challenged. These situations cannot be left to habit, to automaticity, or to autonomous gradients of approach and avoidance. The habits do not exist. The situation is novel and untrained. The problem may be multidimensional with difficult choices and conflicting goals. We believe that animals too would have benefited from being able to create the mind’s command center for times of uncertainty and difficulty. Working consciousness is ideal for integrating multiple streams of information, for resolving conflicting goals, for coping with the novel and unfamiliar, and for maneuvering on complex optimality surfaces. Working consciousness is the perfect referee for life’s close calls. Something like a working consciousness, some cognitive command center, may thus have substantial phylogenetic breadth.

Therefore, we invite colleagues to take seriously the claims of a hundred years of cognitive scientists who noted that the highest levels of information processing, and particularly consciousness, present themselves when difficulty, complexity, and indeterminacy are encountered. Only, we suggest that this is not just a human phenomenon but rather a general functional property of adaptive minds. If you watch an aging cat consider a doubtful leap onto the dryer, you will suspect that what James (1890/1952, p. 93) said is true, “Where indecision is great, as before a dangerous leap, consciousness is agonizingly intense.” All the tasks considered in this article place the human and animal participant on just the same doubtful knife-edge of decision, though in the perceptual or cognitive domain. This makes us think that these tasks are well structured and well positioned to elicit these higher-level and possibly conscious regulatory processes in animals. This, of course, is not the same thing as knowing that they do so. It remains an important goal to ask whether the present paradigms can be extended in ways that allow the stronger inference that animals are showing not just the functional features of or parallels to human conscious cognition, but its actual states and feelings.

Appendix 1: Details of simulations and formal models

The same-different task of Shields et al. (1997). Figure 6B showed the results when animals were presented with 13 trial types. Remember that each trial presented the animal with two boxes. If both had Density Level 13, the disparity between them was 0.0 and the trial was Same. As the two boxes had Level 12 and 13 density, or Level 11 and 13 density, and so forth, the trial was an easier and easier Different. One step in modeling was to psychologically scale the objective density-disparity continuum into the subjective-impression continuum that described best animals’ perceptual sensitivities in the task. This scaling was done as follows. First, we took the natural logarithm of the 13 relevant pixel densities so that the continuum would obey Weber’s law (with the same proportional change in density creating the same psychological change in density). Second, we found the positively signed difference in logarithmic density between each level of disparity and Level 13 (Same). This subtraction translated the scale so that Same trials had a value of 0.0 on the disparity continuum (Level 13 − Level 13), whereas progressively easier Different trials (Level 12 and 13, Level 11 and 13, etc.) had larger and larger positive values. Third, these logarithmic difference values were rescaled through being multiplied by a free parameter (Stretch) in the model to the point that the separations of the 13 values on the continuum correctly reflected animals’ sensitivities (assuming, as SDT does, that perceptual error causes subjective impressions of disparity to scatter in unit-normal distributions [SD = 1.0] around the objective or expected value of the stimulus event). The stretched scale ran from 0.0 out to 5.913 for the largest disparity presented.

The second step in modeling was to place the Different-Uncertain and Uncertain-Same criteria along this disparity continuum in the way that would most closely mirror the animals’ decisional strategy. We searched for these best-fitting placements as follows. We sampled the Different-Uncertain criterion placement at every 1% of the range of the underlying disparity continuum (from 0.0 out to 5.913). We sampled the Uncertain-Same criterion placement at every 1% of the range of the underlying continuum from 0.0 up to the level of the Different-Uncertain criterion placement then in force. That these two criterion points would reverse positions along the disparity continuum makes no sense.

Combining these two steps of modeling, the complete search for the best-fitting parameter configuration of the SDT model evaluated 101 Stretch values, 101 Different-Uncertain criterion placements, and varying numbers of Uncertain-Same criterion placements for a total of 520,251 simulants who each completed 8,000 trials in a virtual version of the monkeys’ same-different discrimination. On each trial, the simulants received 1 trial at 13 disparity levels, misperceived the disparity according to the perceptual error assumed in SDT, and responded according to its two criterion placements. Summarizing the 8,000 trials, we virtually drew the graph of the simulants’ performance profile and compared it mathematically to the performance profile shown in Figure 6B. The criterion of best fit was the sum of the squared deviations (SSD) between the observed and simulated response percentages. The value of SSD for the best-fitting simulants was 810 (39 deviations of around 4% – squared then summed – produced this total). We also calculated the value of a more intuitive fit index, the average absolute deviation (AAD), which is the average amount the simulated response percentages deviate from those observed. The best-fitting AAD was 3.8%. The best-fitting parameter values were 7.07 (Stretch), 0.710 (Same-Uncertain criterion), and 1.360 (Uncertain-Different criterion).

Optimality in the same-different task of Shields et al. (1997). We retained the sealing of the logarithmic disparity axis that fit best animals’ sensitivities. These sensitivities define the animals’ perceptual limits that cannot be increased in the service of increasing rewards. Along the disparity axis, we surveyed the reward efficiency of strategies that placed the center of the Uncertain response region at 101 places at each 1% increment along the range of the disparity continuum. At each center, we examined the reward efficiency of strategies that gradually widened out the Uncertain-Same-Same criterion placements, and varying numbers of Uncertain-Same criterion placements for a total of 520,251 simulants who each completed 8,000 trials in a virtual version of the monkeys’ same-different discrimination. On each trial, the simulants received 1 trial at 13 disparity levels, misperceived the disparity according to the perceptual error assumed in SDT, and responded according to its two criterion placements. Summarizing the 8,000 trials, we virtually drew the graph of the simulants’ performance profile and compared it mathematically to the performance profile shown in Figure 6B. The criterion of best fit was the sum of the squared deviations (SSD) between the observed and simulated response percentages. The value of SSD for the best-fitting simulant was 810 (39 deviations of around 4% – squared then summed – produced this total). We also calculated the value of a more intuitive fit index, the average absolute deviation (AAD), which is the average amount the simulated response percentages deviate from those observed. The best-fitting AAD was 3.8%. The best-fitting parameter values were 7.07 (Stretch), 0.710 (Same-Uncertain criterion), and 1.360 (Uncertain-Different criterion).
The SPR task of Smith et al. (1998). Figure 7A showed the results when animals were presented with 5 trial types - there were probes that were not in the list and probes that repeated List Items 1, 2, 3, or 4. We assumed that probes on Not There trials contacted on average but with memory variability trace strengths of 0.0 (SD=1.0); the leftmost normal curve in Figure 10A; whereas probes on There trials contacted on average but with memory variability trace strengths at the memory sensitivity (d') appropriate to the performance that the animal showed at each serial position (SD=1.0); the four rightward normal curves in Fig. 10A; see MacMillan & Creelman 1991, pp. 209–30). Thus probes of the animal's better (more sensitive) serial positions would encounter stronger traces that lie on average farther from zero on the trace-strength continuum. The first step of the modeling – the scaling of the underlying subjective-impression axis – is given by the animal's sensitivities (d's) so there is no need to stretch or scale the continuum.

Given this underlying continuum, for the forced condition that disallowed the Uncertain response, we evaluated the position of one criterion parameter separating the Not There and There response regions because these were the only two responses granted the animal in that condition. For the optional condition that allowed the Uncertain response, we evaluated the position of two criterion parameters establishing the Not There, Uncertain, and There response regions. The fitting procedure evaluated 61 levels of each criterion point for a total of 226,981 simulants who each completed 8,000 trials in a virtual version of the SPR task. On each trial, the simulant received one of 5 trial types (Not There or a probe of one of four serial positions), assessed (with memory variability) the trace strength this probe item contacted, and responded according to its single or twin criterion placements. Once again we summarized over 8,000 trials the simulant's performance data points (Table 1, Row 2). The parameter search for this model involved evaluating two parameters – Decay and the placement of the Decline-Accept Criterion.

The fitting procedure evaluated 21 levels of Decay and 201 levels of the Decline-Accept Criterion, for a total of 4,221 simulants that each completed 8,000 trials in the virtual DMTS task. The best-fitting values of the model were 0.994 (per second) for the decay, and a criterion setting of 1.64 along the Accept-Determination continuum. The values of SSD and AAD for the best-fitting simulant were, respectively, 90 and 2.1%. Table 1 (Row 5) shows that this simulant reproduced well the performance of Monkey 2 (Row 2). The closeness of this fit shows that Monkey 2's performance was essentially not metacognitive, though he may have used a tiny amount of memory monitoring. In fact, when we fit this animal's data making metacognitive assumptions instead, we found a best-fit index that was 12 times as high (i.e., 12 times worse) than when we made the non-metacognitive assumption. The two monkeys in Hampton's experiment showed a clear and interesting individual difference, and illustrate two different kinds of performance in the DMTS task. We have already seen the data pattern of Monkey 2 essentially replicated with pigeons (Teller 1989), and would anticipate similar results if this model were applied to those data.
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Abstract: Metacognitive knowledge of one’s own cognitive states is not as useful as is often thought. Differences between cognitive states often come down to differences in their intentional contents. For that reason, differences in behaviour are often explained by differences just in contents of first-order states. Uncertainty need not be a metacognitive condition. First-order interpretations of the target experiments are available.

Consider a subject who is trained to select the red object whenever it is given a choice between a red and a non-red object. Is this behaviour an effect of the subject’s capacity to discriminate red from other colours, or is it an effect of the subject’s capacity to discriminate between its own experience of seeing red and its experience of seeing other colours? If the latter, then the subject is aware of and can compare some of its own cognitive states: It has some metacognitive capacities. But the simpler, lower-order explanation seems preferable. The subject discriminates differences in colours of physical objects and does so by perceiving those colours, but the subject does not discriminate differences between those perceptual states themselves. The subject has first-order intentional states, through which it is aware of properties of physical objects, relations between those properties, and so on. These first-order states are sufficient to explain a variety of behaviour patterns and differences in behaviour. Colour discrimination tasks do not provide sufficient evidence for metacognition, the ability to be aware of some of one’s own first-order states, relations between those states, and so on.

The challenge that experimental studies of metacognition face is to induce behaviour that can only be plausibly explained by reference to second-order states. A confounding factor is that differences between cognitive states (of the same psychological type) are differences in their intentional objects (“contents”). So the explanation of differences in behaviour tends to come down to differences in content. It is the difference between red and green that accounts for the difference between the experience of seeing red and the experience of seeing green. An animal that can discriminate red from green can use that discrimination to drive some of its behaviour. But it is not obvious what additional behavioural responses it will acquire if it acquires in addition the ability to discriminate between the different cognitive states that it is in when it discriminates different colours. That is the challenge facing experimental research into metacognition.

Metacognitive states take lower-order cognitive states as their intentional objects. The contents of the lower-order states are embedded in the contents of the higher-order states. If I am in the first-order state of seeing red, and if I am also in the second-order state of being aware of my seeing red, then the content of the lower-order state (i.e., red) is embedded in the content of the higher-order state. So the standing challenge to metacognition research is to find some pattern of behaviour that could be produced in response to a second-order cognitive state but that is unlikely to be produced in response to its companion first-order cognitive state, given the overlapping content of those two states.

The target article describes some fascinating research that does not go down the well-trodden pathways of the usual studies of deception and false belief. How well does it cope with the difficulty I have described? A salient difference is this: whereas the deception research concerns awareness of the mental states of others, the present research is into a subject’s higher-order awareness of its own lower-order states. I will argue that such research is especially vulnerable to the difficulties that I discuss.

The target cognitive state is uncertainty. Uncertainty is not intrinsically a metacognitive state. A subject who is uncertain whether two tones are of same or different pitch is uncertain about the relation between the pitch of the two tones. This is a first-order state, and there is no special difficulty in understanding how it might acquire its own distinctive behavioural signature, such as “runnings back and forth.” If the experimental setup allows a third response, an “uncertain” response, does this response give evidence that the subject is monitoring its own first-order states? Is the subject uncertain whether the experience of hearing the first tone is the same as or different than the experience of hearing the second tone? Or is the subject just uncertain whether the first tone is the same as or different than the second tone? We need an argument to decide between the two hypotheses.

There are some striking correspondences between the response patterns of human and nonhuman subjects; that is the first premise of a central inference in the target article. The second premise is that human subjects report that their uncertainty responses are cued by “feelings of uncertainty, doubt, and of not knowing.” It is parsimonious to suppose that monkeys who produce the same response patterns as humans produce them from roughly the same cognitive causes.

But there is a problem with this argument. First, it seems to be possible to complete the experimental task without going metacognitive. The task is to judge whether two objects are the same or different: That is a first-order task. The subject feels uncertain whether the two objects are the same or different. This is a first-order state. The content of the uncertainty is not something mental but something nonmental: not whether the experience of hearing one tone is the same as or different than the experience of hearing the other tone, but whether one tone is the same as or different from the other tone. If the task could, in principle, be completed without going metacognitive, what reason is there for thinking that metacognition is in fact involved? Here the postexperimental reports of human subjects become crucial. Humans report being aware of their feelings of uncertainty, and that this uncertainty drives their “uncertain” response. This is not very compelling. When you probe a person to find out why they did something, they become reflective: They do metacognitive. When I report that my feeling of uncertainty caused me to choose the “uncertain” response, my report has a second-order status (it is a report on a first-order state). But this need not challenge the first-order status of the cognitive state that caused the initial response. It was being uncertain that caused the response, not my awareness of being uncertain, just as being certain causes responses of the other two kinds. The reports are metacognitive, but they are not clear evidence that the initial tasks were completed metacognitively.

Furthermore, the fact that a response is not under “stimulus control” is not sufficient to establish that it is under metacognitive control. Sounds and lights and other stimuli must be perceived in order for them to control behaviour cognitively. The perception of the stimulus, not the stimulus as such, drives the behaviour. Suppose some pattern of behaviour is not under the control of (perception of) any current stimulus. This is quite often true of desires. Desires for absent objects can drive behaviour. A thirsty animal sets off in search of water. There is nothing metacognitive here. The animal sets off in a particular direction because it remembers water being over there in the past. There is still nothing metacognitive here. Is there something special about the memory-monitoring tasks to show that responses are driven, not by memory states as such but by a higher-order state that is itself di-
On linking comparative metacognition and theory of mind
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Abstract: Smith et al.'s article provides a convincing argument for devoting increased research attention to comparative metacognition. However, this increased attention should be complemented with establishing links with comparative theory of mind (ToM) research, which are currently missing. I present a task in which pairs of subjects are presented with incomplete information in an object-choice situation that could be used to establish that link.

Compared to theory of mind (ToM) research in nonhuman animals, comparative metacognition (CM) is an undeveloped area. Whereas researchers have devoted much attention to the study of mental state attribution in others, much less has been done in the area of mental attribution in the self. I see the target article as an important step in the right direction in redressing this imbalance. In my opinion, however, there is one thing missing: It falls short of linking ToM and CM.

In recent years our research group has investigated different aspects of ToM in apes (see Call & Tomasello, in press a, b, for recent reviews). Focusing on the area of attribution of visual perception in others, we find that chimpanzees follow the gaze of others to distant locations, including around barriers, and use visual gestures preferentially when others can see them, being sensitive to the face orientation, not just the presence or the frontal orientation of their partners. Moreover, they select pieces of food that others cannot see or have not seen in the past. This sizable amount of information about visual perception in others contrasts with the little we know about what individuals know about their own visual perception. That is, do apes know what they themselves have or have not seen?

To answer this question, Call and Carpenter (2001) presented 2-year-old children, orangutans, and chimpanzees with the following situation. We placed food inside one of two hollow tubes perpendicularly oriented toward the subjects. To get the reward, subjects had to touch the baited tube. There were two baiting conditions. In the visible condition, the experimenter placed the food inside the tube in full view of the subject. In the hidden condition, the experimenter baited one of the tubes but prevented the subjects from witnessing the baiting, so that they knew there was food in one of them but did not know which one. The question was whether subjects would preferentially look inside the tubes before choosing in those conditions in which they had not witnessed the baiting.

Note that this “looking test” shares numerous procedural features with the tests presented by Smith and colleagues, with some significant differences. First, like those studies, our experiment is based on creating uncertainty to see if subjects behave adaptively to eliminate it and maximize their rewards. In the experiments reviewed by Smith et al., this means declining tests, whereas in our paradigm it means seeking additional information. Second, the looking response, like the escape response, is completely optional and never produces a reward or a time-out; instead, touching one of the tubes does. Finally, when apes are presented with containers that do not allow them to look inside, they skip the looking response and simply choose one of the containers. So subjects do not make the optional response when it is not appropriate.

Our results showed that subjects looked into the tubes before choosing more often when they had not seen the baiting. In addition, in 20–30% of the trials subjects made a selection immediately after encountering an empty tube, indicating that seeing the food was not necessary to succeed. In other words, subjects were not simply using the strategy of search until finding the food. Recently, we replicated our results with a different group of orangutans and chimpanzees and extended them to gorillas and bonobos (Call, in press). The positive results with the gorillas were particularly interesting because, unlike other apes, they fail tests of mirror-self-recognition. In contrast with the positive results with apes, dogs failed this test despite being able to retrieve food with high accuracy when they saw where the food was located. Thus, the main finding was that apes including gorillas (but not dogs) presented with a situation with incomplete information about the food location seek additional information to make a correct choice.

In future studies we plan to investigate whether longer delays (see Hampton 2001) between baiting and choosing and higher costs associated with failing to locate the reward would lead to increased looking. We predict that longer delays should foster greater forgetting and therefore increased looking frequencies. Similarly, increasing the cost of failing to locate the reward (e.g., no reward and session termination) should also increase subjects’ likelihood of looking even when they have seen the location of the reward. We called this the “passport effect” because people usually double-check the location of their passport before taking an international flight.

After outlining some refinements and potential links with other metacognitive tasks, it is time to turn our attention toward connecting the research on mental state attribution in the self and others. Although currently there is evidence that chimpanzees know what others can and cannot see and what they themselves have seen, these two sets of findings come from different experiments. We plan to investigate both aspects simultaneously by using a modified version of the looking test presented to pairs of apes. On completing the looking test outlined above, pairs of apes will be placed facing each other and presented with two conditions. In the knowledge condition, one chimpanzee (the indicator) is allowed to look inside the tubes and indicate the tube she wants to get, whereas the other chimpanzee (the observer) is only allowed to watch the indicator’s behavior but is prevented from looking inside the tubes. After the informed chimpanzee has indicated her choice, the tubes are moved across to the observer chimpanzee to let her choose. In the ignorance condition, neither of the chimpanzees is allowed to look inside the tubes, but the indicator is nevertheless allowed to indicate the tube she wants to get, and again the tubes are moved across to the observer.

If the observer follows the indicator’s choices when she is allowed to look inside the tubes but not when she is prevented from doing so, this may indicate that the observer understands that the observer has privileged information only when she was able to look inside the tubes. These data can then be compared to the chimpanzees’ performance in the original looking test to see if those chimpanzees who look inside the tubes themselves are also those who trust informed chimpanzees but not ignorant ones.

Finally, I would like to mention another issue that illustrates how closely related the fields of CM and ToM are. Smith et al. pointed out that their results suggest that their subjects have a cognitive sophistication in decision making, not just a set of stimulus-response learned contingencies, but not necessarily declarative consciousness. Similarly, debates on the comparative ToM have often taken this bipolar form. Whereas some researchers propose low-level behavioralist explanations for the observed phenomena, others favor high-level metarepresentational explanations such as false belief attribution. Our position, like Smith et
If metacognition exists in other species, how does it develop?
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Abstract: In this commentary, we raise two issues. First, we argue that in any species, the comparative study of metacognitive abilities must be approached from a developmental perspective and not solely from the adult end state. This makes it possible to explore the trajectories by which different species reach their phenotypic outcome and whether different cognitive systems interact over developmental time. Second, using our research comparing different genetic disorders in humans, we challenge the authors’ claim that it is unparsimonious to interpret the same performance in different groups of humans can be sustained by very different underlying cognitive processes.

We are particularly concerned with the implications that the authors’ proposal has for the study of the progressive development of metacognitive abilities in humans as compared to other species. We note that the authors seem to accept uncritically the fact that all the participants in the various studies they reviewed are adults. In fact, this tends to be the general case in comparative psychology, even when another adult species is directly compared with human infants or children, be it in the domain of metacognition or other cognitive abilities. Such an approach is, in our view, regrettable because, to understand the phenotypic outcome of any species (including human), it is vital to trace the developmental trajectories by which different species reach their phenotypic outcome and whether different cognitive systems interact over developmental time with other cognitive processes and whether this interaction is analogous in humans and other species. In other words, we believe that cross-species comparisons must involve a developmental perspective both theoretically and empirically. This has proven crucial in the study of metacognitive abilities in humans (Karmiloff-Smith 1982; Ferner 1991). Metacognition is not an all or none process. It develops very progressively in human children. The question remains whether this progressive development is the case for those species that the authors claim display aspects of metacognition.

Our second point concerns the issue of parsimony. Normally, of course, one would want to consider similar behaviour between different groups (two groups of humans or comparing humans with other species) as indicating similar cognitive processes. However, our work on normal development has demonstrated that at different ages children may display the same overt behaviour that is nonetheless underpinned by very different internal representations (Karmiloff-Smith 1992). And studies of atypical development suggest that, even when a clinical group attains the same behavioural scores as normal controls, the behaviours are often sustained by very different cognitive and brain processes in the two groups (Grice et al. 2001; Karmiloff-Smith 1998). For example, individuals with Williams syndrome (WS), a rare genetic disorder (Donnai & Karmiloff-Smith 2000), display scores in the normal range on some face-processing tasks. However, in-depth studies revealed that whereas normal controls used configural processing, the participants with WS employed componential processing when looking at faces (Dennelle et al. 1999; Karmiloff-Smith 1998). A second example comes from reading. Normal and WS participants, individually matched on reading scores, turned out to display very different strategies when learning to read new words, suggesting that each group had reached their reading scores via different developmental trajectories (Laing et al. 2001). Such data reveal the need for caution when evaluating similar overt behaviour both within and across species. Would we want to equate parrot speech to human language?

In our view, the answers to both the issues we have raised in this commentary should be sought in the detailed study of the developmental trajectories that lead to the metacognitive abilities which any species displays.
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Abstract: Smith et al. present us with a false dichotomy in explaining their uncertainty data: Either the animals’ responses are “under the associative control of stimulus cues,” or the animals must be responding “under the metacognitive control of uncertainty cues.” There is a third alternative to consider: one that is genuinely cognitive, neither associative nor stimulus driven, but purely first-order in character. On this alternative the metacognitive reports of humans in these situations reflect states that are interpretative rather than causal in character.

Suppose, first, that desires come in degrees. Just as desires can be more or less strong or powerful, so something can be believed with greater or lesser confidence. This assumption is routinely made by philosophers. (Some people also claim, however, that there is a distinct kind of ungraded “flat-out” belief, which is dependent on language, and which consists in an explicit commitment to assent to a sentence and to think and reason as if that sentence were true. These states are variously called “opinions” or “acceptances” and belong within the so-called dual process models of human cognition. See Cohen 1993; Dennett 1979; Evans & Over 1996; Frankish 1998.) So both animals and humans in the described experimental situations will have a particular degree of belief that a tone is high, or that a pattern is dense, for example.

Nothing metacognitive is required for degrees of belief and desire. Having a strong desire doesn’t mean that the animal believes of itself that it has a desire with a certain strength; rather, it has a desire that is apt to beat out other desires in the competition to control behavior, and that is also apt to have further cognitive and physiological effects of a distinctive sort (e.g., increased heart
rate). Equally, having a strong belief doesn’t mean that the animal believes itself to have a belief with a certain high degree of warrant; rather, the animal has a belief on which it is more likely to act, all else being equal (and especially given equal strengths of competing desires). And degrees of belief might be realized at different levels of activation in the appropriate neural network, for example.

Suppose, second, that in circumstances in which an animal has conflicting desires of equal strength (to get a food pellet now; to avoid not getting a food pellet now – i.e., to avoid a timeout), and where it also has conflicting beliefs of equal strength (the pattern is dense; the pattern isn’t dense), the animal will (1) be in a state of some anxiety, which will be experienced as aversive, and (2) will be disposed to engage in behaviors of a sort which tend to eradicate such conflicts of belief (e.g., by attending more closely, changing its angle of view by moving its head from side to side, and so on). Call such a state “an uncertainty state.”

Again, nothing metacognitive need be involved. A state of uncertainty is a state caused when the animal is equally disposed to act in two contrary ways, and which has a variety of characteristic further effects of cognitive, affective, physiological, and behavioral sorts (e.g., engaging in information-seeking behaviors). And that an animal engages in behaviors designed (by evolution or by learning) to elicit new information doesn’t mean that the animal represents itself as lacking a sufficient degree of belief; it just means that these behaviors are ones that have been sculpted to issue in changed degrees of belief (changes that are apt, in turn, to diminish an aversive state of anxiety).

What is an animal to do in a state of conflict when information-seeking behaviors fail to resolve that conflict? Plainly it needs some heuristic to enable it to reach a decision and move on, or (like Buridan’s ass) it will remain frozen. The simplest such heuristic is: *When in a state of that sort, choose at random.* It seems that this is the heuristic many animals (and some humans) employ. A more complex heuristic is: *When in a state of that sort, opt for a less-favored third alternative if you can.* This seems to be the heuristic adopted by some monkeys, dolphins, and humans. Why is this heuristic more complex? Because it requires the animal to represent, and to factor into its decision making, not just the two alternatives between which it faces the initial choice, but also a third option. But what would explain the individual differences in the use of this heuristic? Perhaps differing degrees of risk aversion.

Once again, nothing metacognitive is required for these heuristics to operate. Granted, the animal needs to have some way of telling when it is in a state of the required sort (i.e., the uncertainty state that is the trigger for the heuristic to apply, picked out by the antecedent clauses in the conditionals just mentioned). But this doesn’t mean that the animal has to conceptualize the state as a state of uncertainty, or as a state in which a conflict of belief remains unresolved. Rather, it just has to have some way of reliably picking out a state which is a state of uncertainty. And here its continuing state of anxiety and/or its awareness of its own distinctive information-seeking behaviors (e.g., its side-to-side head movements) would be sufficient.

But how is it, then, that humans will describe these situations in metacognitive terms, if nothing metacognitive is involved in the decision-making process? The answer is: because humans are self-interpretative creatures. Humans will correctly conceptualize the state that they are in as one of uncertainty – that is, as one in which they lack sufficient information to adjudicate between two conflicting beliefs. And they will (again correctly) interpret themselves as choosing as they do because of that uncertainty. But from the fact that their explanations of their feelings and behaviors are metacognitive, it doesn’t follow that the decision-making process itself was a metacognitive one. And indeed, there is good reason to think that much of the self-interpretative cognition of humans is merely interpretative, not reflective of an underlying metacognitive decision-making process. (For recent reviews of the evidence, see Gazzaniga 1998; Wilson 2002.)

What would it take to demonstrate the existence of genuinely metacognitive processes in animals? It seems unlikely that there are any easy answers to this question. Twenty-five years after Premack and Woodruff (1978) first posed the question whether chimpanzees have a Theory of Mind and represent the mental states of other chimps, there still exists no consensus on an answer. Devising nonlinguistic tests of Theory of Mind ability proved much harder than people initially thought that it would be. There is no reason to expect that tests of animals’ ability to represent their own states of mind (including their own states of uncertainty, as such) should be any easier to come by.

---

**Pigeon parallels to human metacognition**
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**Abstract:** The target authors make a strong case for parallels between human and nonhuman metacognition. The case may be bolstered by an appeal to the literatures on commitment and self-control and to that on observing behavior.

The target article presents an interesting array of evidence supporting the suggestion that the study of uncertainty monitoring is a study of metacognition, and that humans and other organisms high on the phylogenetic scale demonstrate uncertainty monitoring and metacognition. Similarities between humans and pigeons have been reported in a series of studies on self-awareness, communication, and insight reported by Robert Epstein and his colleagues (summarized in Epstein 1996). Among other research areas that permit a comparative psychology of behavioral phenomena that may have relevance for metacognition, are those of self-control and of observing behavior, each of which has been the subject of BBS treatments (e.g., Dinsmore 1983; Logue 1988; Rachlin 1995). In each of these cases the results suggest little, if any, qualitative difference across the phylogenetic scale.

The bulk of research on self-control has used humans and pigeons as subjects. Both species use commitment procedures to enhance self-control. In what was probably the first study of self-control in a behavioral laboratory Fantino (1966) found that pigeons generally chose a small immediate reward to a delayed larger reward (although they were sensitive to the experimental contingencies in the sense that, the more advantageous it was to delay, the more likely they were to do so). But the overall level of self-control was extremely low. Ainslie (1974) modified the procedure to give pigeons the opportunity to commit themselves to the larger delayed reward. For three of his pigeons, he found dramatically improved performance. Specifically, the same pigeon that invariably displayed impulsiveness by choosing a small immediate reward to a larger delayed reward committed itself to the larger delayed reward when given the opportunity to make a commitment response (that effectively prevented the impulsive option from occurring). Does commitment imply metacognition in the sense the authors use the term? If so, where commitment procedures are concerned, pigeons and humans flock together.

An issue conceptually related to that of uncertainty monitoring is the potential role uncertainty reduction plays as a reinforcer. This role has been explored in scores of studies using the observing-response procedure first developed by Wyckoff (1952).

In a typical observing-response procedure, reinforcement is provided on either of two schedules of reinforcement but the same stimulus is associated with each. The subject has the opportunity to make an observing response, which may convert this “mixed schedule” into a multiple schedule in which a distinctive stimulus is correlated with each schedule of reinforcement. In other words, when the subject emits a successful observing response, a stimulus correlated with one of the two reinforcement
Abstract: Three types or levels of uncertainty monitoring are distinguished: (1) uncertainty responding but no feelings of uncertainty, (2) conscious feelings of uncertainty, (3) conscious feelings of uncertainty plus reflective awareness of what these feelings are and mean. It is hypothesized that only the first and perhaps the second occur in animals and human infants, whereas all three occur in older humans. Two possible lines of future research are also suggested.

This fascinating article raises questions about the nature and possible varieties of metacognition and uncertainty monitoring, and about which creatures might exhibit which varieties. Human infants and animals clearly respond to uncertainty, sometimes adaptively and sometimes not. The authors cite, in addition to their own experimental data, the compelling example of an aging cat considering whether to attempt a leap up onto a dryer (target article, sect. 15, final para.). Animals in the wild also show similar uncertainty behavior, for example, when considering whether the prey they see might be too big to attack or the predator approaching them too small to fear. Likewise, as graphically shown in the famous “visual cliff” experiments pioneered by Gibson and Walk (1960), human babies may hesitate when encountering a transparent Plexiglas walkway extending over a deep drop-off, some then venturing out onto it and others not. Older children and adults also show uncertainty reactions, of course, again sometimes followed by adaptive responses and sometimes not.

What might be happening psychologically in these situations? One possibility is that the psychological uncertainty reaction, whatever it consists of, does not include any conscious feeling of uncertainty; indeed, it may not include a conscious feeling of any kind. A second possibility is that there is a conscious feeling of uncertainty or hesitancy, but the creature does not reflect on it and consequently does not consciously identify it as being that kind of feeling. A third possibility is that the creature both experiences an uncertainty feeling and is also consciously aware that it is an uncertainty feeling; that is, the creature is unsure, feels unsure, and knows that the feeling it is experiencing is that of being unsure.

There are undoubtedly subvarieties of these varieties. Examples might be having only a momentary, semi-conscious feeling of uncertainty rather than a sustained, fully conscious one, or having only a vague and fleeting awareness that one is uncertain rather than a clear and enduring one.

We do not know which of these three main possibilities and their imaginable subvarieties occur in nonlinguistic creatures such as the authors’ animals, other animal species, and human infants. My guess is that the first and possibly the second may occur in these creatures, but not the third. For older humans, on the other hand, it seems certain that all three occur. Data from a developmental study of comprehension monitoring (Flavell et al. 1981) illustrate some of this variety in the human case. In this study, kindergarten and second-grade children attempted to construct block buildings identical to those of a child confederate, based solely on the confederate’s tape-recorded building instructions. After building, they were asked if they thought their building looked exactly like the child instructor’s or if it looked different, and whether the instructor had done a good or a bad job of telling them how to make it exactly like hers. Some of the instructions were communicatively very inadequate, containing uninterpretable segments, ambiguously references, contradictions, incomplete directions, or directions that could not be carried out. The older children proved likelier than the younger ones to show spontaneous verbal and nonverbal signs of noticing these inadequacies. As examples, they were likelier to pause, look perplexed, replay the tape, and verbally express their puzzlement. Importantly, the two groups also tended to respond differently to those inadequacies they did detect. Specifically, the older ones were more apt to show that they understood the meaning and implications of the inadequacies by indicating during inquiry that their building might therefore not look exactly like the instructor’s and that she had indeed done a bad job of telling them how to make it. A second study showed that the kindergartner’s incorrect answers to these inquiry questions were not because of an inability to remember, at the time of inquiry, what the instructions had been. Interestingly, the younger children would often show a brief “flicker” of apparent uncertainty while listening and building (e.g., a momentary pause) followed by no subsequent evidence whatever of problem detection. Whether they could be said even to have had an uncertainty feeling – or any conscious feeling – at that moment appeared questionable, let alone whether they had a conscious, explicit awareness that they did not understand something. As Smith et al. note, a number of researchers currently believe that cognitive monitoring is often automatic and unconscious even in adult humans (Reder 1996).

On a different note, the Smith et al. article raises the possibility of two interesting lines of future research. One is to see if their clever procedure could be adapted for use with human infants and young children. Older babies show at least one adaptive response to uncertainty: they monitor their mother’s affective reaction to a potentially scary stimulus for help in deciding whether they should approach it – a phenomenon known to developmental psychologists as “social referencing” (Thompson 1998). Social referencing aside, however, we know next to nothing about the metacognitive capabilities of very young humans. A second research line would be to try to find out what, if anything, animals and human young might understand about the uncertainty reactions of others. For example, could they predict how other subjects would respond on Smith et al.’s uncertainty trials? If they could, might that not suggest that they are capable of a higher, more clearly “meta” level of uncertainty monitoring than can be inferred from present evidence? As Smith et al. indicate (sect. 3, para. 2), theory of mind research tends to focus on what subjects know about others’ minds rather than about their own. The two lines of research just proposed would serve to link animal metacognition – the subject of Smith et al.’s article – to human infant metacognition and to animal (and human) theory of mind. It is clear from their article that the authors would favor such links.
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Abstract: Smith et al. show that monkeys and dolphins can respond adaptively to conditions of uncertainty, suggesting that they monitor subjective uncertainty and control their behavior accordingly. Drawing on our own work with humans on the strategic regulation of memory reporting, we argue that, so far, the distinction between monitoring and control has not been addressed sufficiently in metacognitive animal research.

In their stimulating target article, Smith et al. argue that humans are not the only animals that metacognize. Seemingly, monkeys and dolphins also possess at least a rudimentary ability to monitor their own state of knowledge and control their behavior accordingly. In this commentary, we highlight the distinction between monitoring and control (a core distinction in metacognition; Nelson & Narens 1990), drawing on our own work with humans on the strategic regulation of memory accuracy performance (e.g., Goldsmith & Koriat 1999; Goldsmith et al. 2002; Koriat & Goldsmith 1994; 1996b; Koriat et al. 2001).

To draw an analogy between Smith et al.’s work and our own, consider the situation of courtroom testimony. In attempting to “tell the whole truth and nothing but the truth,” witnesses must regulate what they report from memory, volunteering information that is likely to be correct and withholding information that is likely to be wrong. In our studies, we found that when allowed to withhold answers about which they feel unsure (free-report conditions), people can enhance substantially the accuracy of what they choose to report relative to forced report (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1994; 1996b; Koriat et al. 2001). Moreover, they exercise this option strategically, enhancing accuracy even further (by withholding more answers) when given stronger incentives to do so.

Could a monkey or a dolphin “witness” also regulate its memory reporting effectively? Apparently yes. Treating the “uncertain” response as a withheld (“don’t know”) response: (1) Monkeys and dolphins apparently can respond “don’t know” when they feel uncertain. (2) When they choose to make a primary response (volunteer an answer), they are more likely to be right than when they opt for a “don’t know” response. (3) Consequently, they can increase the accuracy of the chosen primary responses (volunteered answers) by selective use of the “don’t know” response (see especially Monkey Baker’s impressive performance in Smith et al. 1998).

Despite these similarities, however, before we can conclude that dolphins’ and monkeys’ metacognitive processes parallel those of humans, more refined distinctions need to be made than are afforded by the signal-detection-theory (SDT) approach endorsed in the target article. In our model (Koriat & Goldsmith 1996b; for an extension, see Goldsmith et al. 2002), we assume that people first retrieve information, then assess the likelihood that the information is correct (monitoring), and then decide whether or not to report it (control). This decision depends not only on the monitoring output (confidence), but also on the perceived incentives for accurate reporting. This model is similar to the one implied in the target article. However, based on this model, we identified four distinct factors, alone or in concert, that contribute to free-report memory performance: (1) memory retention — the amount and quality of information accessible in memory, (2) monitoring effectiveness — the ability to discriminate between correct and incorrect information that comes to mind, (3) control policy (report criterion) — the liberality or strictness of the criterion that is adopted for volunteering or withholding answers, and (4) control sensitivity — the extent to which the control decision (volunteer/withhold) is based on the monitoring output. In testing the model (Koriat & Goldsmith 1996b), we developed an experimental paradigm and assessment methodology that allows each of the various cognitive and metacognitive factors to be measured independently (as well as free-report quantity and accuracy performance), by obtaining forced-report and free-report responses to each memory item and a confidence rating for each forced-report answer (see the QAP assessment procedure in Koriat & Goldsmith 1996a; 1996b).

Note that Smith et al.’s claims specifically concern monitoring — the ability to know that one knows. Thus, an important challenge facing students of animal metacognition is to distinguish between monitoring and retention, on the one hand, and between monitoring and control, on the other. Consider first the distinction between monitoring and retention. Clearly, one can have poor retention and yet be able to distinguish between correct and incorrect answers that come to mind. Conversely, one can remember quite a lot, yet be unable to screen out wrong information. In our work (Koriat & Goldsmith 1996b), we showed that output-bound memory accuracy (the proportion of volunteered answers that are correct) depends crucially on monitoring effectiveness, independent of retention.

Turning to the distinction between monitoring and control, psychologists may adopt a strict interpretation of uncertainty, suggesting that they monitor subjective uncertainty, and then decide whether or not to report it (control). This decision depends not only on the monitoring output (confidence level), depending on the relative weight given to the competing incentives for complete versus accurate reporting (Koriat & Goldsmith 1994; 1996b). Moreover, it is not a foregone conclusion that the control decision will be based on the monitoring output: Although with undergraduate participants, control sensitivity is virtually at ceiling (Koriat & Goldsmith 1996b), ongoing research with elderly people (Pansky et al. 2002) and clinical populations (Danion et al. 2001; Koren et al. 2001), suggests that this factor too may be nontrivial. In general, then, monitoring (confidence) does not dictate specific report decisions, nor do such decisions exclusively reflect monitoring.

As discussed elsewhere (Koriat & Goldsmith 1996a; 1996b), the foregoing distinctions become blurred when the signal-detection framework is adopted. For example, in the “old/new” memory paradigm to which signal-detection methods are typically applied, “control” is isolated in terms of the parameter beta, but “memory retention” (overall memory strength) and “monitoring effectiveness” (the extent to which the participants’ confidence distinguishes “old” from “new” items) cannot be operationally or conceptually separated: Both are equally valid interpretations of d’ (see, e.g., Banks 1970; Lockhart & Murdock 1970). Moreover, control sensitivity is a nonissue: It is axiomatic in SDT that the control decision (e.g., old/new) is based on memory strength, which is generally equated with confidence. This may explain why, notwithstanding the cleverness and elegance of Smith et al.’s methodology, it only taps monitoring via the control decision, rather than independently (see also Higham 2002).

To support the independent status of subjective monitoring in animals and refute behavioristic interpretations, it is not sufficient to show that animals behave as if they monitor their own knowledge. In fact, in the absence of verbal measures of confidence, it is crucial to demonstrate that they can behave otherwise, that is, to demonstrate a dissociation between the monitoring and control functions. Notwithstanding the methodological challenges involved, Smith et al.’s (1995) study, described in the target article, offers room for optimism: If noninstrumental behavioral indices such as hesitancy, slowing, and wavering could be developed into reliable and sensitive measures of animal confidence, it would be possible to examine separately the effectiveness of memory monitoring and of control. For example, to isolate the control policy, one could manipulate the incentive for accurate reporting, and examine whether, as one would expect, the manipulation affects the animal’s report criterion without affecting confidence. With regard to control sensitivity, one might ask whether the apparent absence of animal metamemory in Shields’s (1999) prospective memory-monitoring task stems from an inability to monitor or, rather, from the animal’s failure to control its responding on the basis of...
its monitoring. More generally, one could investigate the conditions under which animals (including humans) override their monitoring, responding on other bases (e.g., desperation, compulsion, perseverance, drive). We believe that the dissociation between monitoring and control may offer another small window through which to examine issues concerning the role of conscious awareness in cognition, metacognition, and behavior.
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**Significant uncertainty is common in nature**

Donald R. Griffin
Concord Field Station, Harvard University, Bedford, MA 01730. griffin@fas.harvard.edu

**Abstract:** In animals' natural lives, uncertainty is normal; and certainty, exceptional. Evaluating ambiguous information is essential for survival: Does what is seen, heard, or smelled mean danger? Does that gesture mean aggression or fear? Is he confident or uncertain? If they are conscious of anything, the content of animals' awareness probably includes crucial uncertainties, both their own and those of others.

Our scientific thinking about uncertainty monitoring and metacognition in animals tends to be framed in terms of laboratory animals, whose lives have much more certainty and much less stress and danger than is usual under natural conditions. A broader consideration of the behavior and cognition of animals during their normal lives can add significant evidence about awareness of uncertainty. Smith et al. recognize that "Working consciousness is normal lives can add significant evidence about awareness of uncertainty monitoring. More generally, one could investigate the conditions under which animals (including humans) override their monitoring, responding on other bases (e.g., desperation, compulsion, perseverance, drive). We believe that the dissociation between monitoring and control may offer another small window through which to examine issues concerning the role of conscious awareness in cognition, metacognition, and behavior.
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**Metacognition as evidence for explicit representation in nonhumans**

Robert Russell Hampton
Laboratory of Neuropsychology, National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, MD 20892. robert@ln.nimh.nih.gov

**Abstract:** Metacognition is either direct, as when information is recalled before making a confidence judgment, or indirect, as when the probability of successful future retrieval is determined inferentially. Direct metacognition may require an explicit mental representation as its object and can only be demonstrated under specific experimental circumstances. Other forms of metacognition can be based on publicly observable stimuli rather than introspection.

Metacognition requires two distinct components, an object-level mental process, such as a memory, and a meta-level, or executive, process that monitors the object-level process (Nelson & Narens 1996). In some cases, the meta process has direct access to an explicit representation at the object level (e.g., Koiriat 1996), but in many other cases monitoring is indirect or inferential (Flavell 1973). Contrast the following two situations requiring a metacog-
Commentary/Smith et al.: The comparative psychology of uncertainty monitoring and metacognition

Parsimonious explanations and wider evolutionary consequences

James E. King
Department of Psychology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721. kingj@u.arizona.edu

Abstract: The uncertainty response adds an important new dimension to conventional animal learning and memory studies. Although the uncertainty response by monkeys and dolphins resembled that of humans, parsimony alone does not necessarily indicate that the monkeys and dolphins had a full self-awareness. However, the uncertain response may be an index of an evolutionary precursor to full self-awareness of uncertainty and a theory of mind.

Studies of two-choice problems including memory, discrimination, and matching tasks have a long and venerable history in animal learning research. However, interest in these problems has been recently eclipsed by more complex and exotic variations, particularly in the realm of primate studies where research on complex learning, theory of mind problems, and language have largely replaced the old discrimination and learning-set paradigms (see Tomasello & Call 1997).

Smith et al. have described an interesting and potentially important new dimension to simple learning and memory problems. The uncertain response yields a certain outcome that is less attractive than that following a correct response but more attractive than the outcome of an incorrect response. The most important findings of the research reviewed by Smith et al. was not simply that uncertain responses in rhesus monkeys and dolphins increased when the demands on memory or perceptual sensitivity
were at a level that led to errors during conventional testing without the possibility of uncertain responses. Instead, the imaginative use of SDT to monkey performance showed that probability of uncertain responses peaked at parameter values where the independently verified problem difficulty was greatest. Rhesus monkeys are apparently able to make remarkably accurate quantitative assessments of their own uncertainty and express that quantitative information with objective responses. The value of a new technique or procedure is largely determined by the extent to which it suggests interesting new questions extending beyond the original paradigm and lends itself to experiments or observations that answer those questions. The accurate use of the uncertain response by monkeys and dolphins leads Smith et al. to suggest that it is a manifestation of a simple form of metacognition and possibly self-awareness. The central issue is then whether a simpler explanation would work. Smith et al. dismiss the possibility that the uncertain response could be conditional discrimination based on emotional responses accompanying perceptually difficult discriminations or lack of memory. The lack of a specific external stimulus class associated with the uncertainty emotional response is given as a justification for rejecting the discriminative stimulus interpretation. This rejection may be premature. Abundant evidence exists that internal states can serve as discriminative stimuli. Rats have been regularly shown to be capable of learning overt motor discriminations based on hunger and thirst (e.g., Bolles & Petrinovich 1954) or fear (Rosellini & Terris 1976). Smith et al. somewhat misconstrue Morgan’s Canon when they state that it grants animals only simple cognitive capacities. The Canon is not an empirical declaration that simple explanations of animal behavior and learning are most likely to be correct. Instead, it states an arbitrary, but entirely modest and reasonable procedural principle, namely, that animal behavior should be interpreted in terms of the simplest explanation consistent with all available evidence. In fact, Morgan himself believed that animal behavior could be interpreted in terms of intentionalist states and that the animal mind could not only be affected by evolution but also be an active agent for evolutionary change (Costell 1993). It is therefore unfortunate that Lloyd Morgan has been commonly associated with the view that the animal mind must be no more than a Cartesian automaton.

The core of Smith et al.’s argument is that a principle of cross-species parsimony supports the attribution of metacognition to rhesus monkeys and dolphins. Their reasoning is that because humans in the uncertainty experiments were “consciously uncertain and reflexively self-aware” (target article, sect. 14.2) when using the uncertainty response, it would then be unparsimonious to interpret a similar use of the uncertainty response by rhesus monkeys and dolphins in terms of a completely different and simpler process. A similar idea about parsimonious explanations for similar behaviors across species was described as “evolutionary parsimony” by de Waal (1996). However, parsimony can be a slippery concept. A lack of parsimony entailed in attributing a behavior in one species to mechanism A and a similar behavior in another species to mechanism B would be fully justified only if A and B were qualitatively separate phenomena. The comparison across species becomes trickier and more interesting when A and B differ only quantitatively, or when A and B share some but not all attributes, or when A is somehow more fundamental and evolutionarily more primitive than B. In the later case, A may be a necessary accommodation of B. An example of this type of evolutionary hierarchy was illustrated in de Waal’s studies of possible evolutionary precursors to the sense of morality and justice in humans. Chimpanzees display delayed reciprocity of friendly as well as unfriendly acts in social situations (de Waal & Luttrell 1988). Furthermore, chimpanzees showed an understanding of the future consequences of their current behaviors (prescriptive behaviors) (de Waal 1991). These behaviors are not instances of a human sense of justice and morality. However, a convincing argument could be made that the capability for social reciprocity and prescriptive behaviors were necessary precursors for the later evolution of behaviors reflecting human senses of justice and morality.

By similar reasoning, an argument could be made that the adept use of uncertainty responses by rhesus monkeys and dolphins indicates an ability that must have evolved before self-awareness and ultimately a theory of mind could have evolved. Smith et al. did suggest this possibility. Uncertainty response problems have a logical relationship to a class of theory of mind experiments in which a subject chooses to receive reward relevant information from one of two human informants. The subject is given information indicating that one informant has the relevant information while the other one does not. Consistent choice to receive information from the knowledgeable informant indicates an ability to monitor knowledge of someone else—a logical and important generalization of the uncertainty response. Although results on this task are not entirely consistent, chimpanzees have on occasion been successful in perceiving the presumed awareness of human models (e.g., Povinelli et al. 1990). However, results with macaque monkeys have been generally negative (Povinelli et al. 1991). This extension from monitoring of self-knowledge to monitoring of the knowledge of others would be an important extension of the research described by Smith et al.

**Can we be too uncertain about uncertainty responses?**

Lori Marino
Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology Program, and Living Links Center for the Advanced Study of Ape and Human Evolution, Department of Psychology, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322. lmarino@emory.edu

**Abstract:** Smith et al. propose that the most parsimonious explanation for identical responses of humans and nonhumans under the same conditions is not always the simplest cognitive explanation but could be the one that has the most logical consistency across species. The authors provide convincing evidence and a reasonable argument for declarative consciousness as a shared psychological property in humans, monkeys, and dolphins.

Smith et al. are to be commended for presenting a clear-sighted and logical approach to an area of research—metacognition in other species—that, in less capable hands, would easily slip into a quagmire of inchoate ideas. One of the strengths of their paper is that they present a testable and highly accommodating theoretical framework for research on metacognition in both humans and nonhumans by Nelson and Narens (1990) and then proceed to show how a domain of research on uncertainty monitoring in humans and other animals fits into this scheme. This approach anchors the research they present in a common framework. The authors’ quantitative and formal modeling approach provides an extremely useful way to map cross-species abilities onto the same topography and produce testable predictions. Another advantage of the paradigm the authors’ promote is that outcomes can remain descriptive; the interpretation of these outcomes is not entirely reliant on adopting one specific theoretical explanation. This leads me to the main focus of my commentary, which is on the authors’ discussion of the role of parsimony in explaining the findings they review and the kinds of questions these outcomes lead me to think about regarding how we view the domain of consciousness in humans and other animals.

Given identical findings for humans and nonhumans on metacognitive tasks in a truly comparative setting, Smith et al. argue that the principle of parsimony demands that we consider a “reasoned, middle ground” that does not always invoke the simplest cognitive explanation, but rather the most consistently explanatory one across species. The authors describe this approach as integrative parsimony. Integrative parsimony involves acknowledging the generally heterogeneous nature of psychological mechanisms.

**Commentary/Smith et al.: The comparative psychology of uncertainty monitoring and metacognition**
Therefore, when interpreting the same data in different species, we should acknowledge both common processing mechanisms (especially when two species are phylogenetically close and share homologous brain structures) on some levels and possible differences on other levels.

This brings us to consciousness and self-awareness. Smith et al. are appropriately cautious about going beyond purely descriptive statements that monkeys and dolphins show functional parallels to declarative human consciousness. They are understandably conservative about making explicit pronouncements of declarative consciousness in other species. On one level, it is a truth that no matter how similar a nonhuman (or even another human) individual’s responses are to our own, we can never enter into the subjective realm of that individual and be absolutely sure, on the personal level, that the individual is experiencing the same psychological states as we are. However, the authors also imply that their findings demonstrate functional equivalence of human, monkey, and dolphin responses but not “actual states and feelings.” A word of caution comes to mind. By stopping short of full acknowledgment of declarative consciousness in other animals within such a rigorous paradigm, it would be prudent to consider whether it is tenable for responses that look metacognitive to work without declarative consciousness.

Smith et al. make a very convincing argument that it would be reasonable to expect “something like a working consciousness” to be a highly adaptive general property of many species. Humans and nonhumans engage in subconscious automatic behaviors when situations are predictable and require mainly trained responses. However, there are unpredictable situations that require more “on-line” types of information processing, that is, consciousness. Smith et al. give a nice anecdotal example of an elderly cat deciding whether to jump up onto a high platform like a dryer.

The same kinds of questions might be asked about the findings on metacognitive monitoring as showing conscious cognitive processes in animals is, by definition, metacognitive? The ability to comment on one’s mental states is, by definition, metacognitive and declarative. It seems to me that this is equivalent to the situation in which monkeys and dolphins “report” uncertainty. (There is even ancillary evidence from the dolphin that the animal displayed typical approach-avoidance behavior during difficult trials.)

My point here is that, surely, we have to be careful not to make overly strong inferences about the subjective experience of other animals but also be equally cautious about trying to place nonhuman behavior in a theoretical space that may not exist. Could other species display identical response patterns to humans under the same highly rigorous conditions and not be drawing on the same psychological mechanisms? Are we, in some way, asking other animals to be even more metacognitive than we are? To be metacognitive?

The same kinds of questions might be asked about the findings that great apes and dolphins use mirrors to investigate parts of their own body (Parker et al. 1984; Reiss & Marino 2001b). There are clearly psychological differences among humans, great apes, and dolphins. Yet we should not let recognition of those inevitable differences be the impetus for unnecessarily unparsimonious explanations whereby we force ourselves to pose different psychological explanations for identical responses under the same conceptual conditions. In Reiss and Marino (2001b) we conclude that mirror self-recognition in bottlenose dolphins is a case of cognitive convergence with primates, implying that the same or similar adaptive psychological mechanisms can evolve in phylogenetically distant species.

In conclusion, Smith et al. may have accomplished more than they intended in their paper. They provide not only substantial evidence but also a cogent argument for declarative consciousness as a shared psychological property in humans, monkeys, and dolphins. That may indeed be the most parsimonious explanation for the findings they describe.

**Animals show monitoring, but does monitoring imply awareness?**

**Giuliana Mazzoni**  
Department of Psychology, Seton Hall University, South Orange, NJ 07079.  
mazzongi@shu.edu

**Abstract:** The very clever studies reviewed by Smith et al. convincingly demonstrate metacognitive skills in animals. However, interpreting the findings on metacognitive monitoring as showing conscious cognitive processes in animals is not warranted, because some metacognitive monitoring observed in humans appear to be automatic rather than controlled.

In recent years the idea that cognitive processes play an important role in animal learning and behavior has gained vast consensus (e.g., Lovibond & Shanks 2002; Miller & Oberling 1998), and a growing body of data support the idea that performance on a number of tasks is better explained by higher-order cognitive processes than by simple association (for very recent examples, see Bekoff et al. 2002; Colombo & Frost 2001; Morris 2002; Terrace et al. 2003). Smith et al. extend this by arguing that at least some mammals display metacognitive abilities. They go on to argue that this demonstrates these mammals “have functional features of or parallel to human consciousness” (target article, Abstract). In this commentary, I argue that they make a convincing case for the first of these propositions, but not the second.

Studying metacognition in animals might be considered as an insurmountable challenge by many researchers. The procedures described in the target article prove the contrary. They show that simple and very clever experimental designs can provide rather compelling data supporting the hypothesis that rhesus monkeys and at least one dolphin are able to “decide” to skip a test when the test is too challenging for them and the outcome of their performance is not certain. The possibility of avoiding a test that will give uncertain and probably wrong results is a situation similar to the one described by Koriat and Goldsmith (1996) with university students. In a series of studies, it was observed that students selectively avoided answering questions that would lead to wrong responses when the cost of the errors was high. Performance improved significantly when students were allowed to withhold their response, compared to when they were forced to provide an answer, demonstrating that, in a memory test, students are able to monitor which answers would be right and which would be wrong. The authors draw the same conclusion from the results of the studies on monkeys and the dolphin, results that show a pattern similar to that observed in humans.

Can we conclude that metacognitive processes are present in higher-order mammals besides humans? I believe that the answer is yes. In fact, it is common observation that in difficult tasks animals may show hesitations, signs of restlessness, and the like. As the authors mention, “these hesitations and wavering ... made behaviorists uncomfortable because they suggested that animals might be in mental turmoil over difficult trials” (target article, sect. 4, para. 4). The cleverness of the studies reported in the Smith et al. article is to show that some of these behaviors, when related to cognitively difficult tasks, can indicate the presence of metacognitive processes. The method devised by the authors to test monitoring is also a clever modification of psychophysical tasks that have been used to test the sensory/perceptual systems in animals (e.g., Laursen & Rasmussen 1975). As such, it allows for a comparison across various species of animals, humans included.

Perhaps new studies can expand on this method. One possibility is to vary the cost/benefit ratio of the response (e.g., increasing/decreasing the cost of the error and increasing/decreasing the benefit of correct responses). This manipulation might shed light on two issues. On the one hand, it could establish whether monkeys are able to improve their performance as humans do in similar situations, by becoming increasingly selective and choosing the tasks that they want to avoid when the cost of the error is increased. On the other hand, providing a stronger drive or a...
Drawing the line on metacognition

Janet Metcalfe

Department of Psychology, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027.
Metcalfe@Columbia.edu
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Abstract: Only two of the many experiments described by Smith et al. as indicating metacognitive ability in nonhuman animals, involved metacognition as understood in the human literature. Of these, one gave negative results. In the other, one of two rhesus monkeys provided data suggesting that he might have metacognitive ability. The conjecture that any nonhuman animals have metacognitive ability is, therefore, tenuous.

stronger punishment might increase the likelihood of observing the presence of metacognitive skills in less cognitively sophisticated species (if they possess any). Another possible extension of the monitoring studies might be to explore the “feeling of knowing” in animals, by measuring the their “willingness” to “search in memory” for difficult- versus easy-to-access items that cannot be immediately retrieved, and then comparing animal and human performance.

Although Smith et al.’s interpretation of the data as indicating metacognition in some animals is convincing, their assumption that metacognitive processes imply awareness is unwarranted. Indeed, some authors have claimed that many metacognitive tasks, including monitoring, are driven by implicit processes (see Reder & Shnn 1996 and some chapters in Reder 1996). Even those who believe that human metacognitive judgments are inferential note that only some of these judgments are “information-based (i.e., mediated by deliberate, analytic inferences . . .)” (Koriat & Levy-Sadot 2001, p. 34); the others are “experience-based, entailing the implicit application of global heuristics . . . These heuristics may operate below full consciousness to influence and shape subjective experience” (Koriat & Levy-Sadot 2001, pp. 34–35). The same might be true for animals as well. This does not detract from the results obtained by the present authors, nor is it in disagreement with the signal detection model that they propose and that seems to fit the experimental data well. However, it questions some of the assumptions on which the studies are based and consequently some of the interpretations of the data. The problem is particularly evident in the claim by Smith et al. (summarized in the Abstract, but present throughout the target article) that “this exploration could extend the study of animal self-awareness and establish the relationship of self-awareness to other-awareness.” This claim is not warranted, either by the results of any of the studies reported in the article, nor by the state of knowledge available at the moment about metacognitive processes in humans.

If metacognition means “knowing about knowing,” or “reflecting on cognition,” as has traditionally been assumed (see Terrace & Metcalfe, in press), then almost none of the research described by Smith et al.’s target article qualifies. The paradigm that they explore most intensively is a perceptual discrimination task. Their primary finding is that some animals can use an “uncertainty” response as well as “same” and “different” responses. This speaks to the complexity of the perceptual judgments, but it is not a finding about metacognition. Similarly, Smith et al.’s memory study (sect. 9) is a simple recognition experiment including no meta level. Human recognition is routinely conducted by asking people to use a graded scale rather than making old/new judgments. But it is not, therefore, considered to be metarecognition. Smith et al. have proposed that signal detection theory could be used to explain their tasks (consistent with 40 years of human cognitive research). However, neither a three-part decision scale nor signal detection theory can change perceptual discrimination or basic-level recognition into metacognition. To verify that I do not hold an idiosyncratic view, I looked up signal detection in 13 standard texts on human cognition, of which seven had lengthy descriptions, usually of tasks similar to those of Smith et al. None made any mention of metacognition in this context.

The fact that human, monkey, and dolphin patterns of data were similar, and that these patterns were different from those of rats or pigeons, does not mean that the behavior under consideration was metacognition. People do things other than self-reflect! The responses of primates and dolphins were more complex than those of rats and pigeons—who failed to use the “uncertainty” option—and may provide insights into the evolution of judgment processes. But these patterns do not indicate that any of the animals were engaged in metacognition.

Indeed, the only true metacognition in these tasks came from Smith et al.’s post-experimental interviews, in which the human participants said that they thought that “their sparse and dense responses were cued by the objective stimulus conditions”; “their Uncertain responses were prompted by personal feelings of uncertainty, doubt, and of not knowing the correct answer” or that using the uncertainty option was “a cop-out” (sect. 6, para. 3). People were clearly able to ruminate about their cognition. Their commentary applied equally to the sparse, dense, and uncertain responses—there was no special metacognitive priority given to response type. But although people are capable of this kind of introspection, these human introspections do not suggest that animals can do the same.

Perhaps, however, animals could comment on their cognition, if only they were trained to provide a judgment about a just-made cognitive response. Smith et al. note that researchers as early as Jastrow (1888) and Brown (1910) had recommended such a procedure, but, “the catch is that animals have so far not proved able to report their confidence in this way” (sect. 5, para. 3).

Where does one draw the line distinguishing metacognitive from non-metacognitive? Most important is the prerequisite that the entity about which the judgment is made not be present in the perceptible stimulus environment. This is necessary, especially in animal research, to preclude the possibility that the animal could make the judgment about the external stimulus rather than the mental event. Metacognition must be about a retrieved representation, a mental event, or some cognitive entity, not about an external stimulus. Thus, not all judgments are metacognitive judgments. Perhaps the best-known judgment in the literature on humans that is truly metacognitive, is the feeling-of-knowing judgment. People are asked questions such as, “Who is the prime minister of Canada?” If they cannot overtly give the response, they are asked the metacognitive question: “How likely are you to remember the answer later when I ask you a 7-alternative forced-choice recognition test?” (which is given at some later time). People can make this prediction with considerable accuracy. Confidence judgments, when they are metacognitive, are about people’s confidence in the retrieved response, that is, about the results of a cognitive process. They are not the response itself, however. In contrast, recognition judgments on a graded “confidence” scale, given in the presence of the probe item, are not considered to be metacognitive judgments, but rather are just graded recognition judgments—at the basic, not the metacognitive, level.

Were any of the experiments given in Smith et al.’s review metacognitive? Using the above criteria, two of the experiments were. First, in Hampton’s (2001) task (sect. 10), monkeys were given a delayed-match-to-sample task. After the stimulus itself had been removed and before the memory test was given, the animal was trained to indicate whether he wanted to take the test or not. This seems similar to the feeling-of-knowing judgment just mentioned. The monkeys increased their probability of declining to take the test as the retention interval increased, but, as Smith et al. noted, this could have occurred because they associated long delays with more timeouts, and so it cannot be interpreted unambivalently as metacognitive. However, one of two monkeys showed better performance on the nondeclined trials than when forced to take the test on all trials. This finding suggests that the monkey might have been declining selectively, based on reflection.
about his state of knowledge when he made the metacognitive (decline or no-decline) judgment.

In the other study by Shields (1999) [target article, sect. 11], monkeys associated two polygons, for a cued-recognition test. The metacognition came in when, prior to the test, they chose whether to take the test or not by pointing to either the cue polygon (to take it) or a star (to decline). Notably, the target about which the metacognitive judgment was being made was not present. Disappointingly, performance did not differ depending on their choice, suggesting that the judgments were made randomly. Only when the entire cue-target pair was presented (functionally converting the metacognitive task into a non-metacognitive recognition-memory task) did the pretest response have predictive value. This second study, then, provided no evidence of metacognition. In summary, then, the entire burden of the conjecture that nonhuman animals are capable of metacognition rests on the thin shoulders of a single rhesus monkey.

Relevance of unjustified strong assumptions when utilizing signal detection theory

Thomas O. Nelson
Psychology Department, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.
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Abstract: Several conclusions depend on a version of signal detection theory that assumes performance is based on underlying equal-variance normal distributions of trace strength. Such conclusions are questionable without empirical justification for that assumption. A thought experiment is presented to show how the assumption is probably invalid, and empirical evidence is cited for the assumption’s invalidity in research on human memory.

The target article by Smith et al. is valuable for extending to nonhuman animals some ideas from the literature about research on human metacognition. I agree with Smith et al. that many of their findings are difficult to explain without metacognitive mechanisms.

However, throughout their article (e.g., sect. 13, including Fig. 9A; sect. 13.2, including Fig. 10A; sect. 13.3, including Fig. 11; Appendix 1, including the simulations of the data from Shields et al. 1997; Smith et al. 1998; Hampton 2001), several conclusions drawn from Smith et al.’s “unifying formal perspective” require strong assumptions that are not empirically justified by the to-be-explained data. Specifically, their use of what has been called the “Strong Version” of signal detection theory (hereafter, SDT) assumes that what underlie performance are normal distributions. I agree with Smith et al. that many of their findings are difficult to explain without metacognitive mechanisms.

However, throughout their article (e.g., sect. 13, including Fig. 9A; sect. 13.2, including Fig. 10A; sect. 13.3, including Fig. 11; Appendix 1, including the simulations of the data from Shields et al. 1997; Smith et al. 1998; Hampton 2001), several conclusions drawn from Smith et al.’s “unifying formal perspective” require strong assumptions that are not empirically justified by the to-be-explained data. Specifically, their use of what has been called the “Strong Version” of signal detection theory (hereafter, SDT) assumes that what underlie performance are normal distributions of trace strength. Such conclusions are questionable without empirical justification for that assumption. A thought experiment is presented to show how the assumption is probably invalid, and empirical evidence is cited for the assumption’s invalidity in research on human memory.

The target article by Smith et al. is valuable for extending to nonhuman animals some ideas from the literature about research on human metacognition. I agree with Smith et al. that many of their findings are difficult to explain without metacognitive mechanisms.

Empirical evidence that \( s < 1 \) and that \( \sigma_n < \sigma_w \). Contrary to Smith et al.’s implicit assumption that \( s = 1 \) and that \( \sigma_n = \sigma_w \), recent research (e.g., Ratcliff et al. 1992) has empirically confirmed in various situations that \( s = \leq 0.8 \) and \( \sigma_n < \sigma_w \).

A thought experiment. The following thought experiment might allow the abovementioned findings of Ratcliff et al. (1992) to be made more intuitive, and might also allow a guess to be made as to what the outcome would have been if an empirical assessment had been made of the distributions that Smith et al. assumed to underlie performance in their experiments. Imagine a noise distribution having \( \sigma_n \) and then imagine that independently for each item in that distribution, an increment of trace strength is added by a study trial, so as to produce the signal + noise distribution having \( \sigma_{n+} \). When will \( \sigma_n = \sigma_{n+} \), so that \( s = 1 \)? The answer is, only when the increment of trace strength from the study trial is identical for every item. Put differently, when the increment from acquisition and the original amount of trace strength are independent (as assumed by the Strong Version of SDT), the complete equation for the above analysis is

\[
\sigma_{n+} = \sigma_n^2 + \sigma^2_w \quad \text{[Eq. 1]}
\]

where \( \sigma_n^2 \) is the variance in the signals (i.e., the variance in the increment of trace strength across all of the signals). Then by Eq. 1 the only way in which \( \sigma_{n+} = \sigma_n^2 \) is when \( \sigma^2_w = 0 \) (i.e., when the increment in trace strength is identical for every signal). However, \( \sigma_n^2 \) will never be zero when trace strength is a continuous variable, and even if trace strength were a discrete variable (with some reasonable degree of fineness), every item is unlikely to be incremented by exactly the same amount of trace strength by the study trial. Further, because \( \sigma_n^2 \) is a squared quantity, any variation in the increments of trace strength will necessarily yield \( \sigma_{n+}^2 > 0 \). This in turn (by Eq. 1) will cause \( \sigma_{n+}^2 > \sigma_n^2 \) and will constitute a violation of the equal-variance assumption that is part of the Strong Version of SDT, which was the basis of Smith et al.’s simulations and “unifying formal perspective.”

Thus, Smith et al.’s simulations and “unifying formal perspective” are questionable until empirical justification occurs for the assumption of normal distributions in which \( \sigma_n^2 = \sigma_{n+}^2 \). One possibility for obtaining ROCs from research on animals is to manipulate the payoff matrix (cf. Alsop 1998) so that each subject performs under various contingencies of reinforcement (e.g., under different penalties for making an Uncertain response), so as to assess the possibility of \( s = 1 \) (and assess rather than assume \( \sigma_n = \sigma_{n+} \)) before invoking the Strong Version of SDT.
Does metacognition necessarily involve metarepresentation?
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Abstract: Against the view that metacognition is a capacity that parallels theory of mind, it is argued that metacognition need involve neither metarepresentation nor semantic forms of reflexivity, but only process-reflexivity, through which a task-specific system monitors its own internal feedback by using quantitative cues. Metacognitive activities, however, may be redescribed in metarepresentational, mentalistic terms in species endowed with a theory of mind.

An important conceptual issue raised by the target article consists in the sense of “self-knowledge” engaged in confidence judgments that monkeys and dolphins seem to be able to form, in contrast with other species such as rats and pigeons. The authors tend to consider that the same notion of “self-reflexivity” applies in the realms of higher mental-state attribution and of metacognitive monitoring of the system’s epistemic states. Although they accept the view that cognitive self-awareness may be different from self-recognition, they suggest that metacognition is a capacity that parallels theory of mind: “The latter asks ‘whether animals know and monitor their own mental states and states of knowing,’ the former ‘whether animals know’” (sect. 3). This parallel may be misleading, however, in important ways. Given monkeys’ lack of theory of mind and absence of self-recognition (Cheney & Seyfarth 1996; Anderson & Gallup 1997), it is highly implausible that they have any mentalistic understanding of their ability to evaluate their own epistemic dispositions. But maybe Smith et al. rather wish to suggest that metacognitive abilities constitute a precursor for the mentalistic abilities as found in humans. In this case, however, a clear distinction between mentalizing and metacognitive capacities is still needed.

Whereas by definition an animal endowed with a “theory of mind” capacity is able to monitor and predict the behavior of others in a mentalistic way, that is, by attributing mental states to others, rather than on the basis of behavioral cues, metacognition does not seem to require any mentalistic attribution, still less so “to oneself.” Such a capacity presupposes that a control system (1) has access to information concerning its present epistemic states (information that “self-monitoring” provides) and (2) uses it to select and complete a particular course of action. As the authors convincingly show in the specific case of SDT ideal strategies, such a hierarchical organization optimizes the benefit/cost ratio by applying hard-wired heuristics to the endogeneous feedback. It clearly is a procedural form of metacognition, a “know-how to decide,” that is not based on mental concepts and does not need to be made explicit; even if one grants Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) that consciousness may be favorable to control, the proof of its being necessary is not made yet (see Bargh 1997; Reder & Schunn 1996; Spern & Reder 2000).

On the background of the uncontroversial control/monitoring model, two claims made by Smith et al. deserve discussion: that metacognition is metarepresentational, and that it is “about the self.”

(A) Any control system involves a form of reflexivity at the task level: There must be, as the authors write, a connection between the judgment of certainty and “the primary discriminatory process” in which it originates (cf. sects. 5, 6, 14.3, 14.4). But they add the following comment on the relation between the two “The uncertain response . . . is about the status of the primary discriminatory process and about its probable failure. It stands structurally outside the primary discrimination and intrinsically meta to it.” (sect. 14.4, emphasis added). This observation, however, conflates “being about” and “being meta.” “Being about” involves
Uncertainty monitoring may promote emergents
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Abstract: We suggest that the phenomenon of uncertainty monitoring in nonhuman animals contributes richly to the concept of nonhuman animals’ self-monitoring. We propose that uncertainty may play a role in the emergence of new forms of behavior that are adaptive. We recommend that Smith et al. determine the extent to which the uncertain response transfers immediately to other test paradigms.

Smith et al. have offered those who do research with nonhuman animals an invaluable tool: a method for ascertaining not just what types of information subjects learn and retain, but also a measure of how certain these subjects are about their knowledge state. Despite the contribution to the understanding of uncertainty monitoring in nonhuman organisms, there are some problems with the current article, and we will discuss a few of these here before noting other contributions of the article. Clearly, the proportions of trials on which the animals touched the box, the star, and the S with the cursor, as depicted in Figure 3 (target article, sect. 6) and elsewhere, are correct within errors of measurement. However, it should be noted that the labels on the graphs are “Sparse,” “Dense,” and “Uncertain” rather than “box,” “star,” and “S.” Although the facts may be clear, they become “interpreted facts” (cf. sect. 14.2) with great ease and without apparent recognition.

The interpretation of the responses is a major problem throughout the manuscript. The authors refer to the star response as an uncertain response in some places and as declining the trial in other places. This problem is associated with another problem if the “declining the trial” interpretation is given. Specifically, choosing the star, declining the trial, would seem to be a response that should be paired with choosing some other symbol to indicate that the trial is accepted. In particular, this is an implicit two-stage decision situation. In the first stage, the organism either declines the trial or accepts the trial. If the trial is accepted, then there is a second stage in which the organism indicates that the stimulus is dense or sparse. The analysis of a two-stage decision-making situation is different from an analysis of a single-stage decision-making situation with three alternatives. If the star indicates uncertainty, then the situation is a one-stage decision situation with three alternatives (uncertain, sparse, dense). Given the emphasis on uncertainty monitoring, it can be argued that the three-alternative interpretation is the appropriate one, and that the “declining the trial” interpretation is not germane to the issue of uncertainty monitoring.

We propose that the uncertainty response exhibited by nonhuman animals may be important in what one of us (Rumbaugh) has called emergents (Rumbaugh et al. 1996b; see also Rumbaugh 2002; Rumbaugh et al. 1996a). Emergent behaviors are new patterns of responding with no antecedent in previously learned behavior. Emergent behaviors are applied appropriately to novel situations. Perhaps uncertainty monitoring may lead to the production of emergents. Emergents may occur at moments of uncertainty when what has worked in the past will not work in the present. As noted by Smith et al., uncertainty often promotes hesitation, and we are struck by the notion that what previously has been called insight, which may be a subclass of emergents, often is the outcome of such behavioral hesitation. For example, Köhler (1925) described chimpanzees’ attempts to attain out-of-reach foods before stopping, seemingly reassessing the situation, and then arriving at the use of objects to reach those items. One could imagine that the animals were uncertain about how to obtain the foods, but they recognized that a correct solution must have been available. Importantly, Rumbaugh et al. (1996b) noted that emergents “generalize between contexts not on the basis of the specific stimulus dimension, as in stimulus generalization, but rather on the basis of relations between stimuli and/or rules” (p. 59).

This notion of the generalized use of appropriate responses is an aspect of the Smith et al. uncertainty-monitoring paradigm not yet established. By this we mean the following: Human beings’ subjective states of uncertainty are similar across situations. For example, when we say that we are uncertain about a person’s name, we mean almost exactly the same thing as when we say we are uncertain of the exact time of day or the location of a given city. In each of these cases, we know there is a correct answer, but we also know that the answer that we would produce may not be the correct answer. As such, the feeling of uncertainty is consistent across situations. Although there may be differing levels of uncertainty, we do not qualitatively redefine our feelings across the above situations. Our question is whether nonhuman animals would use the uncertain response on a variety of transfer tasks to demonstrate that the response truly maps onto the same psychological state from the outset. Such transfer tests, in fact, would demonstrate consistency across such objectively uncertain states as could be produced by these tasks, but as yet, this is an unanswered question.

We agree with Smith et al. that there is no reason to assume that the use of an uncertain response by nonhuman animals is not consistent psychologically with the use of the same response by human participants. We also agree that when the objective state of the world and the subjective state of the organism coincide sufficiently, the organism relies on learned behavior. If, however, the correspondence of those states is low, the organism may produce novel responses to cope with the situation, and those novel responses may be emergents. Whether uncertainty monitoring provides information about consciousness, or working consciousness (to use the Smith et al. term), is itself uncertain. But, we suggest (along with Smith et al.) that the best possible description of uncertainty monitoring should be based on the high level of behavioral similarity between humans and nonhuman animals demonstrated in these exciting studies.
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Animal metacognition? It’s all in the methods
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Abstract: When animals choose between completing a cognitive task and “escaping,” proper interpretation of their behavior depends crucially on methodological details, including how forced and freely chosen tests are mixed and whether appropriate transfer tests are administered. But no matter how rigorous the test, it is impossible to go beyond functional similarity between human and nonhuman behaviors to certainty about human-like consciousness.

Devising nonverbal tests for processes normally accessed by verbal report of conscious awareness in humans is one of the biggest challenges in contemporary research on comparative cognition (Shettleworth 1998). It is one of the biggest sources of controversy as well. Many of the issues in the study of metacognition are also evident in research on whether nonhuman animals have episodic memory (Clayton et al. 2001), theory of mind (Heyes 1998), or are capable of intentional deception (Kummer et al. 1996). The challenge is to devise experimental procedures to elicit behavior from animals that is functionally similar to behavior accompanied by distinctive mental states in humans. The term functional similiar-
ity (Hampton 2001) captures the idea that the best we can do in such investigations is to define rigorously the behavior accompanied by a given mental process and see if the animals show it. In general, functional similarity demands a constellation of behaviors that, together, are uniquely consistent with the process of interest. A single behavioral test is rarely enough.

Unlike Smith et al., we believe it impossible ever to go beyond a demonstration of functional similarity to infer human-like consciousness in animals. Moreover, too frequent use of anthropomorphic terms like “construal” and “uncertain” to interpret results may obscure methodological weaknesses. The history of research on related problems like theory of mind (Heyes 1998) shows that progress is most often made through dialogue between sharp-eyed behaviorist skeptics and defenders of animals’ higher cognitive abilities. In this spirit of constructive dialogue, we point out some important methodological issues that are insufficiently emphasized in the target article.

Demonstrating that animals monitor memory strength or perceptual certainty requires more than showing that they choose an “uncertain” or “escape” option more often on difficult trials than easy ones. As Smith et al. acknowledge, such behavior could result from learning the relative reward rates for opting out versus taking the test in the presence of specific external stimuli. Consistent use of the escape option with new stimuli or under new testing conditions is crucial to help rule out the possibility that performance is based on specific contingency learning. In addition, to be sure that animals are assessing their cognitive state from trial to trial, “forced” tests must be interspersed randomly throughout the experiment. Mixing them in (Hampton 2001; Inman & Shettleworth 1999) rather than making these trials without the escape option relatively rare, as in some of the studies by Smith and colleagues, is essential. Worse performance on forced instead of freely chosen tests is predicted from metacognition, but animals often perform worse than normal under novel conditions.

The point in the trial at which the animal chooses to escape is also crucial. In some studies, the escape option has been presented simultaneously with the test stimuli, and in others, it has been presented before the test stimuli. Intuitively, displaying test items and asking, “Do you recognize one of these, or would you rather not answer?” tests memory strength in a less demanding way than asking, “Will you recognize the sample when you see it?” The latter tests have been used only in one study with monkeys (Hampton 2001) and two with pigeons (Inman & Shettleworth 1999, Experiment 2; Sutton & Shettleworth, in preparation). Inman and Shettleworth’s findings suggest that some species may be able to discriminate memory trace strengths but not pass a more difficult test of memory monitoring.

To bolster their argument that the same psychological mechanism may underlie human and animal metacognitive performance, Smith et al. show how models based on signal detection theory can account for data consistent with metacognition. However, there is no need to assume that setting criteria and making decisions are conscious (McMillan & Creelman 1991, p. 52). Pigeons and other nonprimate animals have been widely tested in psychophysical procedures and the results successfully described by signal detection models without such implications being drawn (Commons et al. 1991). Consistent with this literature, Sole et al. (in press) recently tested pigeons in a perceptual classification task with displays of pixels on a touchscreen. Like the monkeys tested similarly by Smith et al. (in press), the pigeons most often chose an “uncertain response” with intermediate pixel densities. However, in a control not used for the monkeys, they performed no better on trials they chose to complete than on frequent random forced classification trials. Importantly, even though they did not pass this test of metacognition, all the pigeons’ data could be fit extremely well by a signal detection model that assumed the birds were always maximizing the perceived reward in a consistent way.

Although Smith et al. provide a taxonomy of metacognition, researchers using animals have tended to lump together tests of perceptual certainty with tests of metamemory as if they assay a single cognitive process. But perceptual certainty (“Do I know what I am seeing?”) and memory monitoring (“Do I remember what I saw?”) are not necessarily the same, even though people and other animals might report on both by “saying” they are uncertain. Some species might show one and not the other. For example, pigeons passed one easy test of metamemory (Inman & Shettleworth 1999, Experiment 1), but failed a parallel test of perceptual certainty (Sole et al., in press). Future studies might more carefully distinguish between perceptual certainty and memory-monitoring abilities.

All studies discussed in the target article involve training animals very extensively to give an explicit report on memory strength or perceptual certainty. However, in everyday life people use metacognition spontaneously and implicitly, as in knowing whether to look in the phone book before making a call. Future research should explore tests related to ways animals might spontaneously use metacognition in biologically relevant contexts. For example, Call and Carpenter (2001) reported that when a goal was concealed in a simple foraging task, chimpanzees, orangutans, and children behaved as if they knew they did not know where it was. This is a promising approach that might be developed further and adapted to other species.

**Metaknowledge may or may not facilitate knowledge and performance**
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**Abstract:** Metaknowledge may not always facilitate acquisition of knowledge or performance of complex tasks. A pigeon, for example, depending on the task, can report what it is doing even if it cannot perform the task well, and it can fail to report what it is doing when it performs the task well (Shimp 1982; 1983).

This is a wonderfully provocative paper because it is hard to imagine anything more central to the development of a science of comparative cognition and allied fields, such as philosophy of mind, the evolution of cognition, and the neurobiology of cognition, than clarifying what nonhuman animals know about what they are doing, what they remember about what they have done in the past, and what they know about what they might do in the future—in short, what they know about their own behavior, past, present, and future. In the literature on human cognition, the past few decades have seen progress through clarifying differences between various memory systems, such as implicit versus explicit memory, episodic versus semantic memory, cognition versus metacognition, and so on. All these memory classification systems involve, in one way or another, either participants in some sense knowing that they do or do not know, or knowing that they do or do not remember. The target article by Smith et al. helps to clarify all these classification schemes by contributing to our understanding of the function of consciousness: They suggest that in at least their monitoring task, there is a sense in which knowing what you are doing—specifically, knowing one’s momentary level of confidence—permits a participant to more adaptively choose stimuli.

We do not yet have an adequately general theory of nonhuman animal memory systems, and it therefore would be easy, in my opinion, to miss what I consider to be an important contribution of this demonstration. The face-value result, that a nonhuman animal can monitor its level of confidence, is important, but the demonstration of what it might mean that an animal does or does not know what it is doing, or can or cannot report how confident it is, might be even more important. In the absence of adequate theory, we must rely to some extent on plain English and intuition, and by my personal standards, the target paper by Smith et al. re-
ports one of the most sophisticated procedures yet developed by which we can study what seems by most normal intuitive standards to be knowledge about an animal's own knowledge.

It is also important to note, I believe, that the opinion I have just expressed has a subjective component. I have suggested (Shimp, in press) that a scientific-peer-review analog of truth in advertising might be facilitated if reviewers acknowledged how their methodological and theoretical priorities might affect how they see a paper they evaluate. In that spirit, I should note that it is relevant that I already believe the distinction between knowledge and metaknowledge is an important one to clarify, and I am inclined to believe that new empirical methods that produce systematic, quantitative functional relations contribute greatly to the development of explanatory theory.

For these reasons, I see the target article in an extremely favorable light. I do suspect, however, that the authors put the adaptive function of consciousness in a more favorable light than it might generally deserve. Perhaps this is because the authors wish to focus more on the existence of metacognition in nonhuman animals than on its general function. For whatever reason, the authors emphasize the fact that animals can be better off knowing what they are doing. Presumably, the behavior of scientists is another such case. We are presumably better off being aware of the theoretical assumptions we make because we can reevaluate them. However, it also seems clear that in some cases, such as with a performing musician, or a baseball player swinging a bat at a fastball, we are better off in many ways not knowing what we are doing, because the processing of metaknowledge might interfere with performance. In short, the authors address the case where something akin to awareness might be functionally adaptive, but there is also the case where metacognition might be correlated with poorer performance.

It has been suggested that such a case can even be demonstrated in the pigeon. As a researcher who believes that the cognitive capabilities of the pigeon are generally grossly underestimated, it was a bitter pill to swallow to read that the authors are skeptical of the pigeons' capability for metaknowledge. But their acknowledgment that the end of the story for birds is not yet written was at least a mild restorative. Without having the space to go into details – and while acknowledging that in all cases of metacognition in nonhuman animals there remain the most basic issues yet to be determined, including in my own experiments – it is possible that some kind of conditional discrimination might conceivably some day explain the results (though Anderson & Bower 1973). I would like to suggest that the diversity of demonstrations already available puts avian metacognition in a more favorable light than do the authors (Clayton et al. 2000; Shimp 1982, 1983; Zentall et al. 2001).

I strongly endorse the authors' position on the role of parsimony in comparative cognition: This role is, most ironically, extremely complicated and needs to be evaluated very carefully in each case where it is proposed as an evaluative criterion. I agree with the authors that, while parsimony has a long and fairly honorable history, it can also lead to much mischief (Shimp 1999, 2001). If, for example, parsimony were to be used to reject out of hand the kind of conceptual development the authors propose, I believe it would be sharply counterproductive.

The authors have been so successful that I am encouraged to wonder about future possible experiments using a monitoring response, particularly with avians. Can a monitoring response be successfully used in research on avian visual multidimensional categorization performances (Herbranson et al. 1999; 2002), using a method adapted from human research (Ashby & Maddox 1995)? That is, would a pigeon more frequently choose not to categorize more difficult stimuli? Finally, does the monitoring response depend on temporal parameters of a task in ways that at least intuitively correspond to the functionality of consciousness?

**Implicit metacognition, explicit uncertainty, and the monitoring/control distinction in animal metacognition**
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Abstract: Smith et al. demonstrate the viability of animal metacognition research. We commend their effort and suggest three avenues of research. The first concerns whether animals are explicitly aware of their metacognitive processes. The second asks whether animals have metaknowledge of their own uncertain responses. The third issue concerns the monitoring/control distinction. We suggest some ways in which these issues elucidate metacognitive processes in nonhuman animals.

In the target article by Smith et al., the authors demonstrate that nonhuman, nonverbal animals are able to inform us that they feel uncertain, one proposed measure of metacognitive ability. Prior to these data, it was not known whether an animal could report introspective assessments about retrieved memories and response choices. This new and exciting line of research has sparked debate, discussion, and further studies investigating the level of metacognitive abilities in nonhuman species, as well as shaking the definition of metacognition itself. We commend Smith and his colleagues for daring to go where no researchers had gone before.

We discuss three potential avenues for research in this new field of animal metacognition: the implicit/explicit distinction, knowledge of uncertainty, and the monitoring/control distinction.

One exciting discussion is that human metacognitive processes involve both explicit and implicit influences (Reder & Schunn 1996). Traditionally, researchers have defined metacognition as the ability to explicitly assess the certainty of retrieved items from memory and consciously verbalize the judgment. However, some recent research suggests that some metacognitive processes may act without conscious awareness (Reder 1987; Reder & Schunn 1996). For example, Reder (1987) showed that people could decide that they knew something more quickly than they could actually retrieve the information – indicating a lack of explicit awareness in the decision. If uncertainty is an implicit “feeling,” animals may be able to respond similarly to how they might respond to a “feeling” elicited by a fear-eliciting stimulus. Thus, some now propose that the definition of metacognition must encompass both explicit and implicit abilities to be uncertain, whether it is reported verbally or behaviorally (see Son & Kornell, in press).

A second and related issue concerns the animal’s knowledge of its own uncertain responses – a genuine metacognitive process. Most of the research in the Smith et al. target article relies on evidence using an opt-out response, an option simultaneously presented with other response options. When uncertain, the animal can escape negative consequences of being incorrect on that trial. This escape response cannot address the issue of whether the animal has knowledge of being uncertain, because the option is presented concurrently with other options, as well as with the features of the question (i.e., Hampton 2001) – making it more similar to a mere cognitive response, rather than a metacognitive response. The escape response confounds the object-level task (e.g., which patch is denser), and the meta-level task (i.e., confident or uncertain) does not distinguish between an animal motivated to avoid penalties and one actually becoming aware of its uncertainty.

Can animals show us that they know how uncertain they are? This would entail that the animal makes a metacognitive response after a cognitive response, not simultaneously. A procedure developed by Son et al. (2002) investigated the issue of whether animals can make these higher-level metajudgments (also see Hampton 2001). Rhesus macaques were asked to choose the longest of nine lines and, once the lines disappeared from the...
screen, they made a high- or low-confidence judgment. Results showed that the monkeys reliably chose high confidence after easy trials that were more likely to be correct and low confidence after difficult trials that were more likely to be incorrect. The animals acted metacognitively and, moreover, continued to do so when the risk task was transferred to other cognitive tasks that did not involve lines. This retrospective judgment suggests that not only is the animal motivated to avoid penalized responses, but that it can report knowledge of its state of uncertainty. Analogously, a human might feel one line is the longest, but not be sure, or be absolutely certain they were guessing. Son et al.’s task is easily modifiable to distinguish between states of low confidence and guessing.

Another issue in the human metacognitive literature is that there is an important difference between metacognitive monitoring and metacognitive control. Monitoring refers to peoples’ ability to become aware of how well their cognitive processes are working. To do this, the monitoring process builds a model of how the basic process is working. Monitoring processes serve as the basis for metacognitive judgments. Control refers to a decision that the metacognitive system makes based on the output of the monitoring system. If the monitor informs the person that learning is going poorly, the control processes can redirect attention to the necessary to-be-learned items. For the control to be effective, it must be able to change the object-level processes and change them in adaptive ways. The effectiveness of control processes is partially dictated by two factors: (1) the monitoring effectiveness, and (2) the choice of good strategies.

The differences between metacognitive monitoring and control have not been explicitly addressed with respect to animal cognition. As suggested by other domains, animals may also show poor control in situations in which they have accurate knowledge (Boysen et al. 1996). We suspect that animals will not only vary in the degree to which they behave metacognitively, but in the kinds of metacognition they demonstrate as well. We also suspect that some species will excel at monitoring tasks (perhaps those frugivores who have to make fine distinctions between fruit colors), whereas others might control behavior better (e.g., those that need to outwit larger conspecifics). Like Smith et al., we endorse a broad comparative approach using a large range of species. Using foraging ecology to generate hypotheses has greatly benefited the study of spatial memory (e.g., Burke et al. 2002; Platt et al. 1996), and we believe that such investigations will also help us elucidate other issues of metacognition as well as the differences between monitoring and control. We contend that being able to differentiate between monitoring and control processes – in addition to explicit/implicit monitoring and knowledge-of-uncertainty/uncertainty responses – may help researchers define the boundaries of metacognitive abilities, and thus is consistent with Smith et al.’s call for a comparative study of metacognition. Animal metacognition is still an open book with untold interesting questions and methodologies to be discovered.
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Abstract: Smith et al. present a model that they suggest may clarify aspects of the phylogenetic distribution of metacognition, based on observation of what they call uncertainty monitoring. Although they suggest that their model is supported by data collected using monkeys and dolphins, their interpretation that nonhuman animal behaviors parallel thought processes in humans may be unwarranted. The model presented by Smith et al. is inconsistent with current theories and empirical findings on the comparative aspects of metacognition. We present three oversights of the model and extend our critique to include a brief discussion of animal self-awareness, as well as current neuropsychological perspectives on metacognitive processing in humans.

The model suggested by Smith et al. is interesting, but only with respect to human participants. The experimental tasks, although interpreted as paralleling human thought processes, are wrought with methodological issues when applied to nonhuman animals. The first problem (briefly acknowledged by the authors) is the fact that the comparative uncertainty responses may simply be trained; that is, the animals simply could be learning a third behavioral response, which are associated with rewards (e.g., shorter timeouts) in the data. The authors, however, interpret this behavioral response as an uncertain response. The authors appear to attribute verbally communicated human thought processes to nonverbal, nonhuman animals! Even in verbal humans this response may not be what it appears: Humans, for social desirability and lack of a complete understanding of their mental processes, may attribute undeserved meaning to what are, essentially, trained responses.

Our second contention with the paradigm is the lack of ecological validity. Although the authors state two requirements for correctly executing this type of paradigm, “create perceptual or cognitive difficulty for the animal in order to stir up something like an uncertainty state” (sect. 4), and “provide a behavioral (i.e., non-verbal) response that lets the animal comment on or cope adaptively with that state” (sect. 4), they fail to test the model under conditions that are likely to be encountered by their subjects in the wild (e.g., uncertainty with respect to monitoring dominance position, alliances, face perception). The authors assume that what creates uncertainty in humans also creates uncertainty in monkeys, but differences in environment and environment-specific functioning suggest that the stimuli of uncertainty would also be different.

Our third issue is the authors’ definition and use of the term “metacognition.” The authors define the term as “thinking about thinking” and although we agree with this definition, the authors fail to adequately address the vast literature investigating metacognitive capacities in nonhuman primates (e.g., Hare et al. 2000; Povinelli et al. 1993; 1998; Tomasello & Call 1998), which has consistently provided support for a model developed over a decade ago by Gallup (1982) that theory of mind (i.e., metacognition) can only emerge in organisms that can first conceive of themselves (e.g., self-awareness; Gallup 1988; Gallup et al., in press). This model has gained increasing support in the last decade (e.g., Frederick & Platek, under review; Shillito 2002; Shillito et al. 1999; see also Amsterdam 1972; Gallup et al. 2000; Perner & Wimmer 1985). The authors also fail to acknowledge that the mark test (Gallup 1970) has been well supported by empirical data (see Shillito et al. 2002) from across the world and from almost every living species of nonhuman primate. The data strongly favor the notion that only great apes can pass the mark test. By using a limited phylogenetic distribution of animals and a very low sample size, the authors fail to adequately accomplish what they set out to do – examine the comparative psychology (i.e., phylogenetic distribution) of metacognition. Furthermore, the vast liter-
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Abstract: The authors’ attempt to explore the ability of animals to monitor how certain they are of their choice behavior, necessarily fails both in their effort to include “higher” mammals (such as monkeys and dolphins) in the class of metacognitive organisms (humans) and in their conclusion that “lower” organisms are not capable of similar behavior.

In arguing for metacognition in animals, the authors assume that if the use of the Uncertain response shown by humans and monkeys is similar, and if humans describe their decision process in metacognitive terms (reporting an awareness of their decision process), then it is likely that the monkeys too, are aware of their decision processes. A more parsimonious view is that the animals have learned the various contingencies of reinforcement: If the discrimination is particularly difficult, they choose the Uncertain response when the outcome following that response (e.g., immediate replacement with an easier trial) is more favorable than the alternative choice (i.e., the weighted average of the rewarded correct choice and the punished incorrect choice that is followed by a timeout).

The authors acknowledge that “simpler” associative learning processes might be involved but they reject this possibility for four reasons (sect. 14.2). First, they claim that animals would have to learn a large number of contingencies. But animals could instead learn a simple associative rule, “choose the High or Low value when discriminability is high and the Uncertain alternative when discriminability is low.”

Second, they argue that parsimony may be wrong. Sometimes the more complex theory is correct. Although they may be right, it is not a sound argument for accepting the more complex theory.

Third, they propose that it is less parsimonious to suggest that humans use metacognitive processes but animals use simpler, associative processes to produce quite similar behavior. But it certainly could be true. (Petroleum and electric powered automobiles may behave in similar ways, yet the underlying mechanisms producing those behaviors are quite different.) Finally, the authors consider the parsimonious alternative, that the choice behavior of both humans and monkeys is governed by simpler associative processes and that “humans’ introspections and reports of reflexive consciousness and metacognition are a nonfunctional epiphenomenon” (sect. 14.2). But they counter by arguing that giving up such higher-level processes in humans “is a lot to pay for reserving the right to dismiss animal minds.” An unexplored possibility is that metacognition is an epiphenomenon, but a functional one. It is possible that metacognition does not precede a difficult choice but rather, follows or justifies it. The function of metacognition for humans may not be to help in making decisions but to reduce the aversiveness associated with a less than ideal outcome – punishment (for an incorrect response) or a less desirable outcome (for having chosen the Uncertain over a possible correct alternative).

The authors’ second conclusion is that metacognition may be a process that is limited to primates (and dolphins). If one accepts the fact that evidence for such behavior must be nonverbal, then the distinction between nonverbal primates and other animals will be difficult to make. First, evidence that other animals do not show behavior that the authors would judge as indicative of having metacognition, depends on acceptance of the null hypothesis – surely, a precarious stance. I am reminded of the claim by Bitterman (1960) that qualitatively different performance on a task such as serial reversal learning could be used as a measure of relative intelligence among species. Bitterman reported that with repeated reversals of a simultaneous discrimination, rats and pigeons show progressive improvement in rate of acquisition, but goldfish do not. However, Mackintosh (1971) found that a minor change in the procedure can lead to similar improvement in the rate of acquisition of serial reversals for both goldfish and pigeons.

The authors note that when humans are confronted by a difficult choice, they report feelings of uncertainty. But similarly interpreted behavior has been reported in rats’ “vicarious trial and error” behavior (Tolman 1938) as well as the “neurotic” behavior shown by dogs when discriminations are made difficult (Pavlov 1932).

According to the authors, the evidence against metacognition in nonprimates comes from two studies with pigeons, only one of which was published (Inman & Shettleworth 1999). But these data do not provide convincing evidence against metacognition in pigeons. The authors suggest that to qualify as metacognition, the use of an Uncertain response must show two characteristics: First, the frequency of the Uncertain response should increase as accuracy on the task decreases (one monkey tested by Smith et al. 1997 showed such an increase, the other did not; compare Figs. 4C and 4D). For pigeons, Inman and Shettleworth found a small but re-
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liable increase in use of the Uncertain response as the retention interval increased.

Second, Smith et al. suggest that one would expect performance on the task to be higher when the Uncertain response is permitted but not chosen, than when the Uncertain response is not an option. Presumably, the Uncertain response would be made on trials involving the greatest uncertainty and thus the greatest likelihood of making an error. Once again, although the effect was relatively small, the three birds that used the Uncertain response showed significantly higher matching accuracy on the task when the Uncertain response was permitted than when it was not. (Performance by the fourth bird was sufficiently high that it rarely used the Uncertain response.) Although the magnitude of the effects was not as great as that for monkeys, the results were not qualitatively different.

Thus, because, on the one hand, it is difficult to determine conditions under which even verbal humans unambiguously monitor what they know for purposes of decision making, it may be impossible to study such monitoring in nonverbal animals. On the other hand, although there may be quantitative difference in the general cognitive abilities of monkeys and other animals, there is growing evidence that many of these differences are not qualitatively in nature. For example, pigeons appear quite capable of behavior that, if reported in humans, would be considered imitative learning (Zentall et al. 1996), episodic memory (Zentall et al. 2001), symbolic representation (Zentall 1998), and transitive inference (Weaver et al. 1997).
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Authors’ Response

R1. Introduction

We thank you all for offering your perspective from many areas of cognitive science. We believe the give-and-take allowed by Behavioral and Brain Sciences serves this new area of inquiry well. Before beginning the hard work of replying in this Response, we pause to reflect on the positive. This does not always happen in a field that values critical sharpness above everything. But such reflection is helpful in seeing where the area stands.

Nelson agreed that many of the target article’s findings are difficult to explain without metacognitive mechanisms. Goldsmith & Koriat granted the possibility that monkeys and dolphins may monitor their own state of knowledge and control their behavior accordingly. Mazzoni thought the data convincingly demonstrate metacognitive skills in animals. Flavell hypothesized, based on the target article, that animals might show conscious uncertainty responding. Marino thought we provided convincing evidence and a reasonable argument for declarative consciousness as a shared psychological property in humans, monkeys, and dolphins. Son, Schwartz & Kornell (henceforth Son et al.) acknowledged these first demonstrations that animals can inform us that they feel “uncertain,” one proposed measure of metacognitive ability. King concluded that rhesus monkeys can apparently make accurate assessments of their own uncertainty and express that information. Fantino thought we made a strong case for parallels between human and nonhuman metacognition. Griffin placed uncertainty, survival, and consciousness in an ecological framework. He said, “If animals are aware of anything, the many uncertainties that are critical for survival must often require conscious attention.”

Rumbaugh, Beran & Pate (henceforth Rumbaugh et al.) linked uncertainty monitoring to animals’ highest-level (emergent) modes of cognition. They called the uncertainty-monitoring paradigm an invaluable tool. King noted that the uncertainty response adds an important new dimension to conventional animal learning and memory studies. Shimp summarized the broad potential interest in this area:

It is hard to imagine anything more central to the development of a science of comparative cognition and allied fields, such as philosophy of mind, the evolution of cognition, and the neurobiology of cognition, than clarifying what nonhuman animals know about what they are doing, what they remember about what they have done in the past, and what they know about what they might do in the future.

He granted us one of the most sophisticated procedures yet developed for studying animals’ self-knowledge.

In short, there was more positive support than we could have hoped for. Indeed, we take the overall tone of positivity and interest to mean that the existing research, the target article, the commentaries, and this response, together
inaugurate a new area of comparative inquiry that has substantial theoretical interest, rich connections to other areas, and endless possibilities for further research. In turn, though, many of the above-mentioned and other commentators criticized aspects of our research and our exposition. Unfortunately, we found no "uncertain or decline" option available on the BBS website. Therefore, we will now summarize our reflections on the commentaries.

R2. What do pigeons know and when do they know it?

There was residual confusion surrounding the pigeon results (Inman & Shettleworth 1999; Teller 1989). Hampton, Shettleworth & Sutton, and Zentall re-asserted that pigeons fail a strict test of metacognition but pass an easy one. We need to be sure the empirical/inferential picture is clear.

In Teller's (1989) experiment, pigeons showed a 20% increase in safe-key use at longer forgetting intervals. However, they showed almost no advantage (only 2%) for chosen over forced trials. This advantage would be larger if birds chose to complete trials based on a positive metacognitive signal. All agree that pigeons failed this test of metacognition.

In Inman and Shettleworth (Experiment 2), the birds showed almost no chosen-forced advantage (3%) and no reliable increase in safe-key use with longer forgetting intervals (5%). All agree that pigeons failed this test, too.

Inman and Shettleworth (Experiment 1) gave pigeons the choice objects simultaneously with the safe key. The results were almost identical to those in Experiment 2. The 5% (compare 3%) chosen-forced advantage was not significant. The 7% (compare 5%) increase in safe-key use with longer forgetting intervals was also not significant by a parametric test. The birds failed this test, too. One can hardly imagine two more similar results (5%–3%; 7%–5%).

The confusion arises because Inman and Shettleworth substituted a nonparametric test for a parametric test in one case in their article, and then the 7% became significant. When they restricted their focus to three birds, the chosen-forced advantage increased. Readers must decide upon the weight these secondary analyses bear.

However, these results absolutely do not support the notion that pigeons fail a strict metacognitive test but pass an easy one. The strict-easy interpretation requires a significant difference between data patterns. This wasn't tested for, and it isn't there (5%–3%; 7%–5%). Moreover, we discuss next why the two studies probably involve the same kind of metacognitive assessment. The strict-easy interpretation is thus incorrect empirically, and probably conceptually too. In the end, everyone agrees that pigeons show (so far) almost no capacity for metacognition.

R3. Simultaneous versus prospective monitoring tasks

Several commentators (Hampton, Metcalfe, Rumbaugh et al., Shettleworth & Sutton, Son et al.) focused on the distinction between simultaneous and prospective judgments of knowing. The former occurs when the discrimination responses appear with the uncertainty response so that participants consider their whole situation in deciding whether to complete the trial. The latter occurs when participants make the decline-accept decision before receiving the discrimination responses.

Shettleworth & Sutton and Hampton thought that the simultaneous approach tests metamemory less demandingly. This idea grounded their belief that pigeons fail a difficult, prospective test of metacognition but pass an easy, simultaneous test in which they make the metacognitive judgment in the presence of the test stimuli. Section R2 above explained why this belief is poorly founded. To Metcalfe, a prerequisite for a metacognitive performance is that the entity being judged should not be perceptibly present. Son et al. suggested (without explaining why) that the simultaneous procedure might confound the object-level task (e.g., dense-sparse) and the meta-level task (confident, uncertain). Rumbaugh et al. seemed to favor the simultaneous task for the purpose of research on uncertainty monitoring.

On reflection, it seems there are many reasons to conclude that the simultaneous-prospective distinction is not interpretatively important and that the two tasks are empirically and psychologically the same. First, the literature uses the stimulus-available approach without devaluing it, as when participants study pairs of items in a paired-associate task and judge, while each pair is present, how well they know it or will know it later. Second, the literature even suggests that the stimulus-present metacognitive judgment is especially difficult (not easier) because the perceptual units active in working memory may dominate the monitoring or blind the metacognitive capacity (e.g., Dunlosky & Nelson 1992).

Third, it is clear that humans are metacognitive about present stimuli. When a gas gauge reads near-empty, it promotes metacognition about whether we still have enough fuel to get home before we’re stranded. When an SUV approaches a command center in Iraq, it promotes metacognition about whether the vehicle holds belligerents or frightened civilians. Present stimuli do not dim or obviate metacognition; they often occasion it. Fourth, as a related example, the simultaneous-prospective distinction would imply that metacognition would occur for fill-in-the-blank questions (because, for these, uncertainty must be judged prospectively in the absence of the response options) but not for multiple-choice questions (because for these the uncertainty is judged with the response options simultaneously available). No one would endorse such a tightly restricted sphere for metacognition. Indeed, the whole idea of the show, “Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?”, is to have contestants be publicly, painfully metacognitive but with the choice information simultaneously available with the decline response (take the $64,000 and run). Multiple-choice questions may even offer richer and more diverse metacognitive trains of thought than do fill-in-the-blank questions, because each of the multiple response options can promote memory search and metacognition independently.

Fifth, Smith et al. (1998) and Hampton (2001) showed highly similar decisional strategies by animals given simultaneous and prospective monitoring tasks (Figs. 10A and 11 in the target article). Sixth, Inman and Shettleworth (1999) found almost identical performance by pigeons given simultaneous and prospective procedures. Seventh, the same
appears to be true of humans. We gave humans a match-to-sample task in which the samples were available for differing (brief) amounts of time and sometimes masked after presentation. These manipulations varied difficulty and created uncertainty. The simultaneous participants then saw two shapes (a foil and the just-seen sample) and a star with which they could express uncertainty. Prospective participants made an initial decline-accept decision (the star vs. a yellow dot), and then completed the trial if they elected to. Humans were given the choice to respond uncertain/decline on 80% of trials; on 20% of trials they were forced to answer. The percentages correct on chosen and forced trials are shown, as well as the percentage of trials declined at each difficulty level (i.e., at each level of sample duration).

![Figure R1. Humans’ performance in a match-to-sample task.](image)

Figure R1. Humans’ performance in a match-to-sample task. The stimuli were 9-point random-dot polygons presented for varying brief/tachistoscopic intervals. Stimuli were masked after offset on 50% of the trials. Simultaneous participants then saw two shapes (a foil and the just-seen sample) and a star with which they could express uncertainty. Prospective participants made an initial decline-accept decision (the star vs. a yellow dot), and then completed the trial if they elected to. Humans were given the choice to respond uncertain/decline on 80% of trials; on 20% of trials they were forced to answer. The percentages correct on chosen and forced trials are shown, as well as the percentage of trials declined at each difficulty level (i.e., at each level of sample duration).

similar results, though Inman and Shettleworth’s pigeons performed almost this similarly.

At present, there seems to be no reason to make a distinction between the simultaneous and prospective procedure.

R4. Other methodological issues

The commentators considered other strengths and weaknesses of current methods. We join this discussion.

R4.1. Forced trials

Shettleworth & Sutton recommended intermixing forced trials that the animal must complete. Performance on forced trials should blend performance on trials the participant would have accepted and declined. Thus, performance on forced trials should be lower than performance on accepted trials that presumably are accepted based on a favorable metacognitive signal.

The forced-trial approach can be useful but presents problems. First, forced trials may jar animals by changing their response repertory from trial to trial. This could reduce performance on forced trials for non-metacognitive reasons. Second, forced trials do not let one measure performance directly following weak metacognitive judgments. Third, this approach is inefficient – researchers have sometimes devoted 33% of trials to uninteresting forced-decline trials that balance the forced-accept trials in the design (Inman & Shettleworth 1999). Fourth, forced trials can yield insensitive measures. For easy trial types which the animal would mostly accept anyway, there may be too little difference between performance on forced and chosen trials to discern statistically.

As a complementary approach, Shields et al. (2003) and Son and Kornell (in press) proposed that animals be given the analog of a confidence-rating scale so that following each primary discrimination response they rate their confidence in the response. This approach lets one integrate strong and weak metacognitive judgments nonjarringly into ongoing performance and measure performance for both. It is efficient (no trials are wasted) and the response repertoire never changes. In section R5 we illustrate humans’ and a monkey’s use of a confidence-rating scale.

R4.2. Reinforcing uncertainty responses

Some procedures reward the animal for uncertainty responses (Hampton 2001; Inman & Shettleworth 1999). Unfortunately, this approach encourages the idea that the uncertainty response is just a small-reward response that is conditioned in some stimulus contexts or that carries some general appetitive strength. This approach offers comfort to associative accounts.

There are alternative approaches. Teller (1989) let the safe key highlight the correct response. This hint made the trial easy, but the animal still completed the trial, and this was the reinforcement context. We have used the same hint/trial-completion method. A constructive methodological goal is to distance the uncertainty response from the reward grammar of the task, insofar as this is possible.

Interestingly, no one has used an uncertainty response that only ends one trial and produces the next. This shows how committed we all are to the need for reinforcement to
establish and control behavior. This uncertainty response would be interesting to evaluate because it would be the most distant from reinforcement.

R4.3. Small stimulus sets

Some procedures recycle the same few samples through whole sessions or experiments (three samples in Teller 1989; Inman & Shettleworth 1999; four in Hampton 2001).

This is a study approach to the delayed matching-to-sample (DMTS) paradigm, but it might change the kind of memory search and metamemory process the task shows. If, in a sense, every sample is either Peter, Paul, or Mary (or, in Hampton’s case, John, Paul, George, or Ringo), the memory search is highly constrained. It could become automated and attentionless because the to-be-searched memory locations are so constant and so strongly primed by the task. A goal, therefore, is to expand the target sets. At the limit, the set could be infinite and nonrepeating, and this would be a valuable complementary assessment of metamemory. Then the animal would not be able to automatically search preprogrammed memory locations but would have to consider whether it remembers the novel item just shown.

R4.4. “False” psychophysical tasks

Shettleworth & Sutton, in focusing on the critical role that method plays in this area, discussed a study by Sole et al. (in press). The latter tested pigeons in a perceptual task that was meant to replicate the dense-sparse uncertainty-monitoring tasks used with humans and monkeys. The idea to generalize that task to a third species is sound. Yet this experiment shows how critical it is that one should use established techniques and replicate existing paradigms closely.

The problem is that Sole et al. did not adjust animals’ thresholds dynamically, as is done in almost all psychophysical procedures. (This point also escaped Wilkins et al. These commentators said we assumed that what creates uncertainty in humans also creates uncertainty in monkeys. Psychophysical tasks do not make this assumption – they adjust trial difficulty relentlessly to find each creature’s point of uncertainty.) Instead, Sole et al. used fixed density levels throughout testing for the difficult sparse and true dense trials. These stimulus levels differed by 14%, possibly beyond a JND. Indeed, these stimulus levels seem discriminable with no training (Fig. R2a). It is unlikely this fixed procedure found birds’ thresholds or tested their uncertainty-monitoring capacities.

Illustrating this point, we ran humans with the fixed stimulus levels seen by pigeons or with threshold adjusted as in true psychophysical procedures. The fixed group (Fig. R2b) essentially never responded uncertain because they never were. The threshold group (Fig. R2c) replicated Smith et al.’s dense-sparse results. Sole et al.’s procedure is impossible to interpret because it does not reproduce the essential threshold phenomenon. It didn’t do so with pigeons, either. Pigeons were either above or below chance performance (i.e., they weren’t at threshold), and their use of the safe key was only about 5% more for difficult-sparse compared to true dense stimuli (for monkeys, this difference was 50%).

We believe it is crucial that re-creations of phenomena be that, and not the shadow of phenomena that cannot advance or clarify the empirical situation.

A. 2100- and 2400-Pixel Boxes

Figure R2A. Difficult sparse and true dense stimuli created following the stimulus description in Sole et al. (in press).

R5. Research directions

Colleagues envisioned many productive lines of research that we consider here.

R5.1. Generalized uncertainty

Rumbaugh et al. noted that humans make similar responses to similar feelings of uncertainty in many contexts, but that animals have been given the uncertainty response in specific tasks. Thus, research should still explore animals’ flexible, general use of the uncertainty response to strengthen the inference that a general cognitive state is being monitored. For example, consider a learning-set para-
on performance to find participants’ real thresholds. The percent-
ficult-sparse stimuli were adjusted in difficulty dynamically based on performance to find participants’ real thresholds. The percentages of sparse, dense, and uncertain responses at each trial level are shown.

R5.2. Ecological uncertainty

Shettleworth & Sutton encouraged research on animals’ spontaneous metacognitive activities in biologically relevant contexts. This idea was echoed by Wilkins et al., who noted that one could explore animals’ monitoring of dominance relations, alliances, face perception, and so forth. Griffin contributed lovely examples of the perceptual uncertainties that animals face. The possibility of ecological research is exciting. Imagine releasing a seed-caching bird into the laboratory environment to find the seeds it has hidden. Could it then use an uncertainty response to report that it is out of seeds it knows how to find? This could suggest the level of awareness the animal has about its seed memory and the level of control it exerts over the search process or its termination.

R5.3. Category uncertainty

Shimp asked whether animals could use a monitoring response to decline trials in which ambiguous stimuli require a category decision. This question intrigued us because of our interest in categorization (Smith 2002; Smith & Minda 1998; 2001). Shimp focused on the categorization paradigm used by Ashby and his colleagues (Ashby & Maddox 1998) and by Shimp (Herbranson et al. 1999) in his avian research.

R5.4. Varieties of cognitive monitoring

Shettleworth & Sutton wondered whether perceptual monitoring and memory monitoring necessarily go hand in hand. Griffin echoed this point by suggesting that simple perceptual consciousness is a core function of nervous systems. This capacity might therefore be more basic and more dispersed across species than memory monitoring. Dissociations of this kind would be illuminating if they emerged from precise cross-species comparisons.

R5.5. Information-seeking

Call described an information-seeking procedure in which animals behave adaptively by inspecting tubes to find the one containing food. This research recalls other research showing that dolphins echo-locate more intently and monkeys gaze longer when identifying difficult stimuli (Roitblat et al. 1990; Schrier & Wing 1973). We believe that information-seeking paradigms like Call’s can be a constructive part of the overall picture of self-regulation by animals. However, it is still not known how high-level a cognitive capacity tube-inspection is.

R5.6. Other uncertainty

Call, Flavell, and King thought that research could exploit connections between uncertainty-monitoring and theory-of-mind (ToM) paradigms. Flavell asked what animals know about others’ uncertainty states/reactions, whether they can monitor another’s uncertainty, and whether they can use the knowledge that a conspecific knows something. Call outlined an other-uncertainty experiment. King pointed out that the guesser-knower ToM tasks are related to uncertainty-monitoring tasks. Flavell is correct that we would value research connecting these areas.

R5.7. Dissociating first- and second-order states

For Browne, the problem of metacognition research is that first-order states regarding stimuli often correlate with second-order states like uncertainty. The challenge is to dissociate the two and show that the second-order state affects behavior independently. It is worth thinking how this might be done. Could one find occasions when organisms are confident, even though the first-order stimuli (and associated reinforcement histories) indicate they should not be, or when they feared an error though they shouldn’t? Would these results support the idea that second-order states help determine behavior?

R5.8. Confidence ratings by animals

Son et al. considered the interesting possibility that animals might make a metacognitive judgment after a perceptual response. Procedures for studying retrospective confidence judgments have now been developed by Son and Kornell (in press) and Shields et al. (submitted). Both procedures use a betting procedure to let participants accept higher reward/penalty stakes for the trials they strongly feel they know. Figure R3 illustrates some results. Humans favored high- and low-confidence responses, respectively, for easy trials near the ends of the trial continuum and for difficult trial near the middle (Fig. R3A). Humans showed better performance when they expressed high confidence than
Figure R3A. The performance of humans in the confidence-rating task of Shields et al. (submitted). Humans first made a dense-sparse response without any feedback, then they were given two response options that let them select different reward/penalty stakes depending on their confidence in the answer they had given. In these four panels the 61-step density continuum has been binned three steps at a time. Density levels 1 to 10 (density steps 1 to 30) deserved the sparse response. Density levels 11 to 20 (density steps 32 to 61) deserved the dense response. The filled and open circles show humans’ use of the high- and low-confidence responses, respectively, for stimuli at different density levels.

Figure R3B. Humans’ proportion of correct responses at each density level when they chose the high- and low-confidence response.

Figure R3C. The performance of a rhesus monkey in the confidence-rating task.

Figure R3D. The monkey’s proportion of correct responses at each density level when it chose the high- or low-confidence response.
when they expressed low confidence – even with objective trial level controlled (Fig. R3B). Their feelings of confidence were veridical. Crucially, a monkey performed almost identically (Figs. R3C, R3D).

**Mazcalfe** acknowledged that animals in the target article's experiments used a graded confidence scale of recognition but would not call this metacognition. Yet she seemed to accept as metacognitive graded judgments that were made after the cognitive response. This reflects her belief that the sequencing of behaviors determines what is metacognitive. In contrast, we believe that the underlying psychological processes are deterministic, and section R3 discussed why the sequencing might be unimportant psychologically. In any case, the work of Son et al. and Shields et al. together seem to meet Mazzalfe's standard and show that primates can make retrospective/metacognitive reports of uncertainty like those of humans.

**R5.9. Pushing cognitively unsophisticated species harder**

Shimp took it as a bitter pill that we were skeptical of pigeons' capacity for metacognition. His research on “meta-behavior” could justify this caution because it might show a step toward metacognition (Shimp [1982; 1983] demonstrated that pigeons can respond discriminatively based on their recent behavior). Zentall was also unsettled on the species point and pointed to rats' trial-and-error behaviors to illustrate his point. Zentall also correctly pointed out that accepting the null hypothesis is uncomfortable scientifically. We reiterate (as in sects. 12, 12.1, and 12.2 of the target article) our agreement with the null-hypothesis point, our sense that the metacognitive capacity is not all-or-none, and our belief that methods in this area must be crafted to elicit the most sophisticated performances from animals they can achieve. This will help when animals are near their limits and might fall back to associative behavioral solutions. It will also give null results the best chance to be informative. For example, the range of forgetting intervals used by Inman and Shettleworth (1999) produced only a small, insignificant increase in safe-key use (sect. R2). Perhaps the motivation of the birds to escape trials or be metacognitive was not sufficient and this produced the null result.

**R6. Considerations on formal modeling**

Nelson suggested that our formal perspective used too strong a version of Signal Detection Theory (SDT). We assumed that the distributions (e.g., of trace strength) were equally variable, including the noise and the signal-plus-noise distributions. We agree this assumption is approximate and could make our measures of d’ approximate. The model we used was intuitive and accessible to the wide range of BBS readers. It accomplished a lot of data reduction with few parameters. Moreover, it did not seem that different variabilities between the distributions would change animals’ psychological problem within a memory-monitoring task or the psychological interpretation of performance. This interpretation comes from the primary data pattern, and Nelson agreed that the underlying phenomena are best explained using metacognitive mechanisms.

Nevertheless, Nelson is correct that it will be valuable to gain more precision in modeling animals' representational spaces in these tasks. As he suggested, one can find the slope of the ROC curve by manipulating the payoff matrix and thus estimate the relevant variabilities. Mazzoni also considered manipulating the payoff matrix. Alternatively, one can plot the ROC curve by treating the three responses in an uncertainty-monitoring task as a rating scale of confidence (MacMillan & Creelman 1991, pp. 58–67). In one case, we did provide detailed SDT analyses, including variabilities and ROC slopes (see the Appendix in Smith et al. 1998). Nelson is correct that the slopes are less than 1 for humans and monkeys. Perhaps this convergence strengthens the isomorphism between the memory-monitoring performances of the two species.

**Goldsmith & Koriat** seemed comfortable with the idea that animals have a rudimentary capacity for metacognition and that they withhold responses when they feel uncertain and thereby increase the accuracy of offered memory reports. However, they argued that the distinction between monitoring and control was not addressed sufficiently by our SDT model or by research on animal metacognition. We agree with this comment, too.

This is our understanding of the problem. Presumably a memory item will have a level of activation in the animal’s mind that could recommend a not there, uncertain, or there response. The animal chooses one of these. But why? There are two intervening steps. The animal has to monitor the trace strength and then let that trace strength control behavior. The criterion lines in our SDT model could reflect either the monitoring or control process.

Addressing this concern with humans, the commentators obtain forced-report and free-report responses to different memory items, and a confidence rating for each forced-report answer (see the Quantity-Accuracy-Profile assessment in Koriat & Goldsmith 1996a; 1996b). Eventually it might become possible to assess the components of metacognitive performance for animals, too. This assessment will benefit from the research on animals' confidence ratings that we discussed in section R5.8. (We believe the confidence-rating approach may be more robust and comparable across species than relying on species-natural uncertainty behaviors.) This assessment will also benefit from the development of flexible, animal-friendly, free-report measures of memory (e.g., Menzel 1999; Schwartz 2002).

Son et al. also made the monitoring-control distinction and suggested that it had not been sufficiently addressed regarding animals. They noted that animals sometimes control behavior poorly even when they have good knowledge. They suggested that different species might have strengths in different aspects of metacognition. This recommends the broad comparative approach that we also endorse. It also recommends finer distinctions within the metacognitive capacity (e.g., monitoring vs. control) as suggested by Goldsmith & Koriat. Such distinctions might also refine the construct of metacognition and define the boundaries of metacognitive abilities.

Mazcalfe and Shettleworth & Sutton made a serious error regarding our model. We did not say that the usefulness of signal detection theory or the fit of signal detection models supported the metacognitive interpretation. We said the model offers a neutral description of performance that is inclusive theoretically because it makes no theoretical commitments toward behaviorism or cognitivism. It clarifies the formal structure of behavior so that different theoretical perspectives can be brought to bear on it. (target article, sect. 13)
The interpretation of behavior comes from the primary data pattern. Most commentators endorsed the metacognitive interpretation while raising interesting questions about consciousness and self-awareness. (A small point is that Shettleworth & Sutton did not summarize p. 52 of MacMil lan and Creelman [1991] to our satisfaction. That passage says that humans can change criteria consciously. This is why instructions work! The only point was that SDT – a mathematical formulation – “takes no stand” on consciousness. Of course not – consciousness is a psychological question. For the same reason, it is not constructive to ask, as Metcalfe did, whether introductory SDT descriptions attribute the underlying processes to metacognition. Of course they don’t – metacognition is a psychological question.)

It will facilitate understanding the next sections of the response if we summarize the target article using these nine points:

1. Animals perform nearly identically to humans in the experiments described in the target article, producing some of the strongest existing human-animal performance similarities.
2. Some of the performances cannot be explained by low-level, associative mechanisms.
3. Instead, they require more controlled and decisional cognitive processing.
4. Humans attribute their uncertainty responses to conscious metacognition.
5. The parsimonious interpretation is that the performances by humans and animals have a common psychological basis.
6. Thus, animals show the functional analog to conscious metacognition in humans.
7. However, animals' performance needn't imply their full declarative consciousness.
8. Their performance also needn't imply their full self-awareness.
9. Still, there is probably an adaptive advantage favoring animals who can – in the immediate moment of difficulty and uncertainty – construct a decisional assemblage that lets them find creative, emergent solutions to novel cognitive problems. A working consciousness would serve this function well.

The commentators focused on a number of these points.

R7. Associative interpretations do not suffice

Several commentators (Shettleworth & Sutton, Wilkins et al., Zentall) followed animal psychology’s historical tendency to demote animals’ performance. They re-asserted that animals’ uncertainty responses could be associatively learned or responsive to stimuli. Wilkins et al. said that animals could be learning a third response associated with shorter timeouts. Zentall said that animals use a primary or uncertainty response, respectively, as discriminability is high or low. Shettleworth & Sutton suggested that animals learn the relative reward rates for opting out versus taking the test in the presence of external stimuli.

These incorrect interpretations prompt four points in reply. First, the target article (sect. 14.1) made clear why the stimulus-based interpretation cannot explain the most important results involving same-different judgments and memory monitoring. Second, although the target article acknowledged that a couple of tasks did allow an associative interpretation, it serves the literature poorly to focus on this to push the associative account. This misuses the effort the target article took to reason carefully. (Zentall also claimed that only one monkey showed the metacognitive phenomenon in Smith et al. [1997]. In fact both did in that article’s main task, and one did in the subsidiary task.)

Third, given tasks that require a high-level cognitive interpretation and others that do not, it is not necessarily good science to emphasize the unparsimonious account that explains the tasks in qualitatively different ways. If we already know that animals know when they don’t remember, why shouldn’t they also know when they can’t tell dense from sparse? Fourth, we caution that sometimes interpretations sound low level and behaviorist but are not. For example, Zentall suggested that animals choose uncertain responses when the discrimination is difficult. But who decides this? The explanation confirms that a monitoring utility is at work.

Browne also favored a low-level interpretation of the target performances. He stated that a subject who is uncertain whether two tones are the same or different is in a first-order state. Unfortunately, his idea of first-order went undefined. Given one possible meaning, we disagree. Uncertainty about a relation between two stimuli is cognitively a third-order state because the uncertainty (3) is about a relation (2) between perceptual representations (1). Browne grants that the uncertainty would be higher order if the subject is uncertain whether the experiences of hearing the two tones are different, but not if the subject is uncertain whether the two tones are different. But organisms can never compare tones – they are Kant's things-in-themselves. Because subjects can only compare perceptual experiences, one concludes again that uncertainty about the relation between two tones is higher order.

R8. Metacognition without self-awareness

Carruthers sought a middle ground between associative control by stimulus cues and metacognitive control by uncertainty cues. (Call’s interpretation also fell between low-level behavioristic and high-level metarepresentational explanations. One can read Metcalfe’s acknowledgment that animals use a graded “confidence” scale as a middle-ground interpretation, too.) Carruthers granted that the target performances were not associative but genuinely cognitive. He granted that animals have degrees of belief that tones are high or low and boxes dense or sparse, and moreover have ways of telling when the state of belief is insufficient to warrant a primary discrimination so that the uncertainty response can be chosen instead. This sounds metacognitive. However, Carruthers's objection to this characterization was that the animal needn’t “believe of itself that it has a desire with a certain strength,” and needn’t “represent itself as lacking a sufficient degree of belief.”

Proust agreed that animals’ hierarchical cognitive control need not be self-reflexive (in the sense of using an integrated representation of one’s own mental, social, and physical dispositions). We hope the target article nowhere claimed that animals have an awareness of the self’s being uncertain, or that they know they are minds who are uncertain. We neither claim that they do nor claim that they don’t.

R9. Metacognition without consciousness

Son et al. and Mazzoni endorsed that animals are showing a metacognitive performance in the target tasks. Maz-
zoni found the demonstration of metacognition convincing. Son et al. acknowledged the demonstrations that animals can inform us that they feel uncertain, one proposed measure of metacognitive ability. However, they suggested that metacognition could be less declarative and conscious and more implicit. Both chose similar examples of implicit metacognition (Hampton did so, too). Son et al. noted that participants sometimes say they will know something before knowing the answer. Mazzoni noted that participants sometimes make metacognitive judgments using experience-based heuristics (e.g., “I know art history, so I’ll know this”). A small point is that these domain-based metacognitive judgments do not apply to the performances described in the target article because these occur in only one domain at a time. Thus, animals cannot use a domain heuristic but must really evaluate knowing on a trial-by-trial basis. It would be interesting to run a several-domain task with animals and ask whether they make domain-based judgments of knowing.

Proust also took the implicit tack. He granted that animals show hierarchical control between processes, reflexivity at the task level, and metacognition. However, he cast narrowly what metacognition means, reducing it to something that is merely executive, architecture-bound, or structural. He suggested that this procedural metacognition might only represent the system’s current epistemic states but not the system’s attitudinal contents. And if so, metacognition would not be semantic, intentional, or metarepresentational.

Flavell synthesized the issues of consciousness and self-awareness into his typology of uncertainty monitoring. First, organisms might have a psychological uncertainty reaction that does not contain a conscious feeling of uncertainty or a conscious feeling of any kind. Second, there might be a conscious feeling of uncertainty or hesitancy, but the creature would not reflect on it or identify it as being that kind of feeling. Third, there might be uncertainty feelings and conscious awareness that it is an uncertainty feeling—that is, the creature would feel unsure and know that the feeling it is experiencing is that of being unsure. Flavell hypothesized that only the first and second of these occur in animals and human infants, whereas all three occur in older humans.

We hope the target article seemed cautious (e.g., sect. 15) regarding consciousness and that we did not assume animals’ conscious metacognition as it seemed to Mazzoni we did. Nonetheless, for the record, we definitely acknowledge the phenomenon of implicit metacognition, and we agree that an uncertainty-monitoring performance might occur without full consciousness. This important issue is discussed further in section R12.

R10. Metacognition and the “epiphenomenon” problem

One seeming human–animal difference is that we can ask humans afterwards, and they report uncertainty and consciousness. It is a common idea that humans’ metacognition is more real and higher level because it is so declarative.

This idea is incorrect for two reasons. First, this standard depends on humans’ making a declaration that animals cannot. A soccer referee denied a yellow card would still see fouls but could not declare them. Similarly, animals might be consciously metacognitive in our tasks but not say so.

Second, this standard depends on secondary reports by humans. Yet five commentators suggested that these reports are not so probative. Wilkins et al. noted that humans might attribute undeserved meaning to uncertainty responses given social desirability and incomplete understanding of their mental processes. Browne noted that humans go reflective and metacognitive when probed but that the cognitive state that drove the behavior might not have been so. Carruthers and Metcalfe agreed that the fact that humans’ explanations of their feelings and behaviors are metacognitive doesn’t guarantee that the decision-making process itself was metacognitive. (Metcalfe made a mistake, though, by claiming that there was no special metacognitive priority given to the uncertainty response. The uncertainty verbalizations were qualitatively different and uniquely metacognitive—see sections 5 and 6 in the target article.) Zentall thought that metacognition might not precede a difficult choice but follow it to help justify it and reduce the aversion associated with an imperfect outcome.

These comments are constructive for several reasons. First, becoming clear on the status of secondary reports could help define the construct of human metacognition. Second, these comments help in interpreting animals’ metacognitive performances. Marino worried that we might hold animals to a higher consciousness standard than we do humans or try to place their performance in a theoretical space that does not exist. The problem with secondary reports explains Marino’s worry. We could withhold consciousness from animals unless they can say so when we ask. But if these introspections are not probative anyway, then demanding them from animals is inappropriate and involves a theoretical space that is artificial.

Third, by dismissing secondary reports, these commentators reduced the species differences in performance. Shorn of the introspections, there is wide agreement across the commentaries that the underlying processes have a common psychological basis. Fourth, perhaps the shearing of consciousness from animals unless they can say so when we ask. But if these introspections are not probative anyway, then demanding them from animals is inappropriate and involves a theoretical space that is artificial.

Finally, these comments move one away from secondary reports that artificially create species distance, that may change the observed phenomena, and that may involve metaconsciousness, not metacognition. Instead, they put the focus back on the character of information processing when humans or animals face uncertain situations. In section R12 we discuss why this information processing deserves close cognitive-comparative scrutiny for reasons apart from secondary introspections.

R11. Metacognition and other executive, self-regulatory functions

Some commentators found connections between uncertainty-monitoring/metacognition and cognitive self-regulation/executive function. We value these connections and the commentators’ ideas about them. For example, Rumbaugh et al. discussed the problem animals face when they need new responses with no antecedent in previously learned behaviors. The behavioral solutions that animals contrive under these conditions are called emergents. By a
logic we endorse, they linked uncertainty behaviors and emergents. These would occur within the same uncertain cognitive situations. The uncertainty would slow the animal down, granting time for cognition that produced emergents. The uncertainty might also move information processing to a more controlled or even conscious level where the emergent would be constructed. As Rumbaugh et al. note, the historically important emergent called insightful behavior has always been observed to be preceded by behavioral hesitation.

Fantino considered the areas of self-control and information seeking. Pigeons are impulsive and delay gratification poorly. But pigeons (and humans) will sometimes make a “save me from my impulsiveness” response by which they commit to wait for the bigger reward. Pigeons (and humans) will also make observing responses (which have no reinforcement implication) that tell them what reinforcement schedule is in effect. They seem to like to know. Fantino finally asked about the relationship between metacognition and self-control/information seeking. Do commitment responses show that the animal knows its impulsiveness and how to guard against it? Do observing responses show a metacognitive search for information? Depending on the answers, one does see phylogenetic similarities between pigeons and humans in areas related to metacognition, just as one does with the meta-behavior experiments of Shimp.

Rumbaugh et al. agreed that organisms go to a different cognitive level when they encounter ambiguous and uncertain situations. This is when emergent behaviors occur (sect. R11). But these commentators would not commit to this level's being conscious. It is an interesting question whether an unconscious automaton could ever contrive an emergent behavioral solution. We wonder whether Rumbaugh et al. would say yes. Griffin agreed that the uncertainties of life that are critical for survival are the things that will most require conscious attention.

Marino asked directly whether the responses by animals that look metacognitive would work without declarative consciousness. She did commit. Her answer was that we provided substantial evidence and a cogent argument for declarative consciousness as a shared psychological property in humans, monkeys, and dolphins.

We will also commit. At issue is a distinctive cognitive utility wherein one holds in immediate memory the decisional assemblage to process a difficult situation and choose a first-time behavior or else seek help or escape. This processing occurs in the immediate mental moment. The situation might be novel so that no training comes to bear. Judgment, decision-making, and cognitive control are required instead. If there is any moment in information processing that would use conscious processing, this is it. If this situation can be handled implicitly and unconsciously, there is no time when consciousness would be needed. Accordingly, we think it is essentially definitional that the cognitive place that holds this distinctive kind of cognitive processing would be called working consciousness.

Now, one can deny this cognitive utility another eye (metacognition) that examines the process and declares or feels the states. One can deny this cognitive utility the feeling of being a self who is uncertain and in trouble. But to us, that utility would still have everything that immediate conscious processing is supposed to have, and it would still deserve the label we have given it.

The adaptiveness of working consciousness helps explain why we have explicit metacognition. And if it is adaptive for the human mind to have evolved explicit metacognition, then other minds probably have evolved it, too.
rationales for studying metacognition’s developmental time course. First, understanding the phenotypic outcome of an ability may require understanding the ability’s developmental trajectory. In turn, this can help one judge whether similar cross-species behaviors are underpinned by similar processes. The developmental perspective also lets one see whether metacognitive capacities interact over developmental time with other cognitive processes and whether this interaction is the same across species.

We agree with these points and offer one example from our perspective. An influential view is that children’s metacognition (along with other self-regulatory functions) is handed off from the caregiver during the time in which he or she serves as the child’s regulator and metacognitive agent. If metacognition is the internalized cognitive guidance of the parent, one will not see it in monkeys who don’t parent in that way. Thus, one wonders whether some forms of metacognition have an endogenous, not dyadic, origin, so that they could arise in solitary species, in social but non-teaching species like monkeys, and in children independent of the parent’s cognitive modeling.

R14. Parsimony in comparative studies of cognition

Zentall argued that the parsimonious explanation of performance was associative and reinforcement based. Section R7 discussed why this explanation fails. Moreover, Zentall’s interpretation is doubly unparsimonious. He focuses on a subset of the relevant performances in pursuing the associative account but then requires a second mechanism to explain the most important data. He focuses only on the animals’ performances but then requires a different mechanism to explain humans’ metacognitive performances. His is not a true comparative perspective because it is too task- and species-narrow. Yet, the issue is truly comparative because it involves several animal species including humans.

In contrast, many commentators valued (within limits) a cross-species parsimony that granted humans’ and monkeys’ performances a common processing basis. King related this idea to de Waal’s (1996) idea of “evolutionary parsimony.” Rumbaugh et al. noted that animal and human uncertainty responses might be consistent psychologically. Shimp noted that the historical brand of parsimony can do mischief and could be counterproductive regarding the area of animal metacognition. Campos & Karmiloff-Smith agreed that normally one would take similar behavior between different groups or species as indicating similar processes. Marino endorsed the idea of an integrative parsimony that allowed for common processing mechanisms (especially given phylogenetically close species with homologous brain structures) on some levels and possible differences on other levels.

King, though, saw the lack of parsimony if one explained monkeys’ and humans’ performances in qualitatively different ways, but less so if one made the interpretation that monkeys have a lesser or precursor capacity for metacognition. We are comfortable with and interested in the idea of “junior” metacognition.

Campos & Karmiloff-Smith sounded the caution that sometimes apparently similar cognitive performances (e.g., by Williams Syndrome children) turn out, given in-depth studies, to reflect different underlying processes. We agree with the caution. Our point was just about the proper default assumption of science (that the same thing is the same thing) and the problem that behavioral psychologists sometimes automatically assume a qualitatively different explanation of animals’ performance. We encourage the in-depth studies that could show what aspects of metacognition monkeys do and do not have.

The only critical thing to us is that humans and monkeys be placed on the same interpretative playing field, so that one compares them carefully even if one grades them with different levels of consciousness or selfhood. Doing so is true comparative psychology, and it can lead to rapid theoretical progress. We hope that researchers of all persuasions will look at all the commentaries and see that this dialog is almost the closest theoretical look that has ever been taken at a human-animal cross-species similarity in performance. With the discussion occurring on this level, we have no position or conclusion to defend. Our position is just that the discussion should have this level and this character, and it clearly does.

R15. Metacognition and theory of mind (ToM)

Several commentators (Call, Flavell, King, Proust, Wilkins et al.) discussed the possible relationships between metacognition and theory of mind (ToM). These capacities might be uncorrelated aspects of mind with no functional dependency or phylogenetic co-occurrence. Or, there might be a directional connection from metacognition to ToM, with self-awareness evolved first as the substrate for other-awareness. King raised this precursor-capacity possibility. Third, metacognition and ToM could be symptoms of the flowering of mind that produced conscious, self-awareness, and metacognition just once in the human-ape evolutionary line. The three possibilities predict different comparative maps regarding metacognition and theory of mind. First, one could see a patternless crazy quilt of the capacities sprinkled across species. Second, one might see that all ToM species have the precursor metacognition, but the reverse would not hold. Third, one could see that apes and humans — only — have metacognition and ToM.

We have several reflections on this issue. First, this is an empirical question. One could fill in this comparative map through research. Second, this research depends on independent assays of metacognition and ToM that can be used across species and that have consensual support in the field. An important purpose of the target article was to move toward these consensual measures of metacognition. Third, the need for independent assays of the two capacities is important even if one prefers Gallup’s idea that metacognition and ToM emerged together within the anthropoid mind (cf. Gallup 1970; 1982). The more intriguing and influential this idea, the more it deserves the strong test allowed by separate measures of separate capacities.

Fourth, some commentaries almost seemed to let the Gallup perspective transcend empirical test. Proust argued that because monkeys lack a ToM and fail the dye-mark test, it is highly implausible that they could be metacognitive. Wilkins et al. argued that, given monkeys’ dye-mark and tactical-deception failures, they should not even have been our featured participants in metacognition experiments. They further argued that monkeys’ poor use of mir-
ror-guided hand behaviors to gain hidden food rewards was predictive of their lack of metacognition. They further stated that the model and methods we used were appropriate and interesting but only when applied to humans. We don’t understand why, and we find this statement problematic.

We caution that the perspective behind these comments could impede empirical and theoretical progress in the areas of awareness, metacognition, and theory of mind. The perspective conflates these capacities because it assumes they all reflect the same evolutionary flashpoint. It discourages research on differentiated areas of awareness. It slows the development of separate assays for separate capacities because a measure of one should be a measure of all. It views skeptically a close analysis of the cognitive content of the intriguing dye-mark test. It prejudgets the outcome of metacognition experiments with monkeys. It argues that monkeys should not even be featured in metacognition experiments. It undermines the goal of tracing the phylogenetic co-occurrences and the functional dependencies between metacognition and theory of mind because the comparative map is theoretically predrawn. We urge that the perspective expressed by Wilkins et al. be treated as an interesting scientific possibility but not as an article of faith that bends inquiry. In fact, given the evidence for metacognition in monkeys and dolphins, and the demonstration that dolphins pass the mirror-dye test (Reiss & Marino 2001b), the comparative map may not finally take the form predicted from this perspective.
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